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WIND-TUNNEL MEASUREMENTS OF THE
CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND PROFILE DRAG
OF A RESEARCH AIRPLANE MODEL INCORPORATING A
17-PERCENT-THICK SUPERCRITICAL WING*
By James C. Ferris
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY "
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel
to determine the chordwise pressure distribution for a 0.09-scale model of a research
airplane incorporating a 17-percent-thick supercritical wing. Airfoil profile drag was
determined from wake pressure measurements at the 42-percent-semispan wing station.
The investigation was conducted at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.80 over an angle-of-
attack range sufficient to include buffet onset.
Pressure coefficients for four wing semispan stations and wing-section normal-
force and pitching-moment coefficients for two semispan stations are presented in tabu-
lar form over the Mach number range from 0.30 to 0.80. In addition, plotted chordwise
pressure distributions and wake profiles are presented for a selected range of section
normal-force coefficients cn over the same Mach number range.
The results of the investigation indicate that the 17-percent-thick supercritical air-
foil has relatively high force drag-divergence Mach number (Mach number « 0.74) at
normal-force coefficients corresponding to cruise conditions. Section normal-force coef-
ficients of 1.5 were achieved at a Mach number of 0.30 at an angle of attack of 17°. An
examination of section wake profiles indicated that shock-induced separation did not occur
until normal-force coefficients of 0.65 were achieved at the design Mach number of 0.73.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last several years research on supercritical airfoils at the Langley
Research Center has been directed toward improving performance by increasing the drag-
divergence Mach number and therefore the cruising speeds of airplanes that employ wings
with this airfoil section. These airfoils accomplish this improvement by delaying the
onset of shock-induced flow separation over the airfoil and, as a result, also delay buffet
*Title, Unclassified.
onset of the wing. (See refs. 1 to 4.) As part of this effort, wind-tunnel models with
advanced design features such as variable-sweep wings and area-rule modifications have
been investigated with supercritical wings. (See refs. 5 to 7.) The results from these
investigations indicate the supercritical wing can be incorporated in the design of airplane
configurations in conjunction with other advanced design features to obtain the additive
performance improvements of each concept. Wind-tunnel test results given in refer-
ences 8 to 10 and the full-scale flight tests of a research airplane configuration provide
an excellent example of the application of the supercritical wing and the area rule to
demonstrate the aerodynamic feasibility of near-sonic commercial jet transports.
Other unpublished data indicate that supercritical airfoil sections with substantial
increases in thickness ratio can obtain drag-divergence Mach numbers equal to those of
approximately 40-percent thinnner conventional sections. As a result, the advantages of
more volume for fuel or boundary-layer-control high-lift devices, increased aspect ratio,
and lower structural weight may be achieved by use of supercritical airfoil sections with
high thickness ratios. A second flight research program was initiated to demonstrate
these properties of the supercritical airfoil. This program utilized a modified T-2C
trainer airplane incorporating a 17-percent-thick supercritical airfoil. Wind-tunnel and
flight data for this configuration are presented in references 11 to 13.
The purpose of this paper is to present wing pressure distributions and profile drag
data obtained from a wind-tunnel investigation of a 0.09-scale model of a U.S. Navy trainer
airplane (T-2C) employing a supercritical airfoil section with a thickness-chord ratio of
0.17.
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel at
Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.80. At the lowest Mach number the angle of attack was
varied sufficiently to determine maximum lift coefficient (Cl_i)max anc* ^ne s^^ charac-
teristics. At the higher Mach numbers the angle of attack was generally terminated at
the buffet lift coefficient (CL)Q to avoid excessive dynamic loads due to buffeting on the
instrumentation mounted within the model.
SYMBOLS
Values are given in SI Units; however, measurements and calculations were made
in U.S. Customary Units. Wing-section pitching-moment coefficients are referenced to
the 0.25 chord line of the basic wing panel. Most of the pressure data presented herein
were machine tabulated and the limitations of type faces necessitated some differences
between the notation of these tables and conventional symbols. The symbols in the follow-
ing list are given in the conventional form with the machine notation included in parenthe-
ses after the conventional symbol.
reference wing span, 98.618 centimeters
lift coefficient,
9CLlift-curve slope, - ~
Cp pressure coefficient
c local streamwise chord, centimeters
c reference mean geometric chord, 20.318 centimeters
Cjj wing section drag coefficient, / c^' =^-
c.,' point drag coefficient (ref . 14)
cm (CM) wing-section pitching-moment coefficient about 0.25c,
cmp ra*e °f change of wing-section pitching-moment coefficient about 0.25c with
8Cmwing-section normal-force coefficient, 9Cn
cm o wing-section pitching-moment coefficient about 0.25c at zero normal force
pT.E.
 f . ,A
cn (CN) wing-section normal-force coefficient, \ (Cp \ - Cp u)d(—)
Cn^ rate of change of wing-section normal-force coefficient with angle of attack,
8Cn
-^ -, per degree
ih horizontal-tail incidence angle, referred to fuselage reference line (positive
when trailing edge is down), degrees
M free-stream Mach number
P£ free-stream total pressure, newtons/meter2
q (Q) free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/meter2
Rg Reynolds number based on c
S reference wing area, 0.192 meter^
x longitudinal distance, centimeters
x' ordinate along airfoil reference line measured from airfoil leading edge,
centimeters
y spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, centimeters
z vertical distance in wake profile measured from lower surface of trailing
edge of wing, centimeters
z' ordinate normal to airfoil reference line, centimeters
of angle of attack, degrees
6a aileron deflection angle, referred to wing-chord plane (positive when trailing
edge "is down), degrees
6e elevator "deflection angle, referred to horizontal-tail plane (positive when
trailing edge is down), degrees













A three-view drawing of the sting-supported 0.09-scale model used for the present
investigation is shown in figure l(a) and a drawing of the 17-percent-thick supercritical
airfoil is presented as figure l(b). The geometric characteristics of the model are pre-
sented in table I and coordinates of the supercritical airfoil are given in table n. These
coordinates do not include the small extension (0.0075c) at the trailing edge from the
aileron inboard to the wing-fuselage juncture as shown in figures l(a) and l(b). This
extension was used to form a step for configuration 1 and a 0.0075c thick (blunt) trailing
edge for configuration 2.
The locations of the pressure orifices on the left wing are shown in figure l(c).
Most of the orifices were located at the 0.4245- and 0.7325-semispan stations to mini-
mize fuselage and wing-tip fuel-tank interference on the data and to determine the effects
of aileron deflection on the pressures over the aileron and wing. Some orifices were
also located at inboard and outboard semispan stations of 0.1592 and 0.9025, respectively.
These orifices, however, were not of a sufficient number to compute the section normal
force and pitching moment of these semispan stations.
Photographs of the model and profile drag rake are presented in figures 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. The total-pressure probes on the rake were arranged in two verti-
cal columns spaced at a horizontal distance of 0.508 centimeter and vertical distances
between the probes in each row of 0.152 centimeter. The rows were staggered so that
total-pressure measurements at 0.0772 centimeter vertical increments would be mea-
sured by alternating from one row to the other.
Tunnel Description
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic pressure tunnel,
which is a single-return tunnel having a rectangular, slotted test section to permit con-
tinuous operation through the transonic speed range. This facility has the capability of
independent variation of Mach number, density, temperature, and humidity. The stagna-
tion temperature and dewpoint were maintained at values sufficient to avoid significant
condensation effects. (See, for example, ref. 10.) The characteristics of the tunnel can
be found in reference 15.
Test Conditions
The model was investigated at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.80 through a lift coeffi-
cient range sufficient to determine buffet onset. The Reynolds number based on the mean
geometric chord varied from 2 x 106 at M = 0.30 to 3.33 x 106 at M = 0.65 and was
maintained at a constant value of 3.86 x 106 at M = 0.70 to M = 0.80. Table IE pre-
sents the tunnel conditions for which the data were obtained.
Boundary-Layer Transition
All the investigations were made with transition fixed on the model. Boundary-
layer trips were applied to the upper and lower surfaces of the wing by using the tech-
nique described in references 16 and 17 to simulate the full-scale Reynolds number
boundary-layer-displacement thickness characteristics at the wing trailing edge. In
order to maintain laminar flow ahead of the trips, as required by this technique, the
model surfaces were maintained in an extremely smooth condition.
The location and the size of the carborundum grains used for the boundary-layer





Wing -tip- mounted fuel tanks
Horizontal and vertical tails
Type of transition strip
No. 150 carborundum grains
No. 120 carborundum grains
No. 120 carborundum grains
No. 150 carborundum grains
No. 180 carborundum grains
Location
3.1 cm aft of nose apex
27 percent of local streamwise chord
37 percent of local streamwise chord
3.3 cm aft of nose apex
10 percent of local streamwise chord
Measurements
Streamwise static pressures were measured at four wing semispan stations
(r? = 0.1592, 0.4245, 0.7325, and 0.9025). Wing section normal-force and pitching-moment
coefficients for 77 = 0.4245 and r? = 0.7325 were obtained by numerical integration
(based on the trapezoidal method) of the local pressure coefficients measured at each ori-
fice multiplied by an appropriate weighting factor (incremental area). Profile drag was
computed from the wake survey rake measurements made at 77 = 0.4245 by using the
method of reference 14.
Corrections
Corrections have been made to the angle of attack for model support-sting and
balance deflections, which occur as a result of aerodynamic loads on the model. Fur-
ther corrections to the measured angle of attack have been made for tunnel airflow
angularity and for the first-order boundary corrections calculated by the method used
in reference 18.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Wing upper and lower surface tabulated pressure coefficients for f\ = 0.1592,
0.4245, 0.7325, and 0.9025 are presented in tables IV to VIII. Section normal-force
and pitching-nioment coefficients for rj = 0.4245 and 77 = 0.7325 are also presented
in these tables. Lift coefficients and angles of attack for the complete model, deter-
mined from force measurements, are included in the tabulations for reference and iden-
tification purposes. An index (p. 18) summarizes the contents of the tables and lists the
pertinent test conditions.
Representative chordwise pressure distributions and corresponding wake profiles
are presented in figure 3 for 77 = 0.4245. These data generally cover a normal-force
coefficient range from 0.30 to 0.70 over the Mach number range from 0.30 to 0.76. Addi-
tional data are presented at M = 0.76 (somewhat higher than the design Mach number)
to illustrate the shock loss pattern'in the wake as the normal force is varied from near
zero to a value sufficient to cause shock-induced separation.
Chordwise pressure distributions for an extended angle-of-attack range to include
cn max and the stall at M = 0.30 are presented in figure 4(a). The data presented in
figure 4(b) at a Mach number more representative of cruise (M = 0.73) include negative
values of normal-force coefficient and a range of positive values to those associated with
shock-induced separation at this Mach number. Representative chordwise pressure dis-
tributions at r\ = 0.7325 are presented in figure 5 for various aileron deflection angles
and the effect of sealing the aileron ends and hinge line on the chordwise pressure distri-
bution is presented in figure 6.
The wing section data for 77 = 0.4245 are presented in figure 7 and summary data
for this wing station are presented in figure 8.
DISCUSSION
Chordwise Pressure Distributions
Chordwise pressure distributions with corresponding wake profiles.- Most of the
pressure data were obtained simultaneously with the force data presented in reference 11.
For these data the configuration was complete with the horizontal tail on and with the inci-
dence and elevator deflection angles at 0°. However, it was desirable to determine the
airfoil profile drag over a Mach number and normal-force range compatible with the capa-
bility of the research airplane; consequently, a profile drag rake was mounted 6 percent
aft of the trailing edge of the wing at 77 = 0.4245. A limited amount of data was obtained
with the profile drag rake installed and for these tests it was necessary to remove the
horizontal tail. (See fig. 2(c).) Since the pressure leads from the rake were routed down
the model support sting, some interference on the balance measurements resulted and the
absolute values of the force and moment data from this part of the investigation were con-
sidered to be invalid.
Selected chordwise pressure distributions at 77 = 0.4245 with the corresponding
wake profiles (which will be discussed later) are presented in figure 3. These pressure
distributions are not directly comparable with the data obtained for the model with the
horizontal tail on, because of the influence of the horizontal tail on the wing flow at some
Mach numbers. The pressure distributions at subsonic Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.65
(figs. 3(a) to 3(d)) indicate a peak near the leading edge typical of airfoils with large
leading-edge radii and exhibit the general aft loading characteristic of supercritical air-
foils. At Mach numbers of 0.60 and 0.65, supersonic flow is developed on the upper sur-
face in the first 25 percent of the airfoil; however, at these Mach numbers the pressure
distribution still indicates a peak near the leading edge.
As Mach number is increased to 0.70 (fig. 3(e)), the peak near the leading edge is
reduced and much of the lift is developed by the rearward movement of the shock wave
position. This rearward movement of the shock wave also improves the pressure recov-
ery near the trailing edge at this Mach number and near the design conditions, M = 0.73,
cn = 0.50 (fig. 3(f)) where the pressure distribution assumes a shape typical of that for
supercritical airfoils. (See refs. 2 to 4.) A plateau, evident in most of these data, aft of
the shock wave on the upper surface, helps to stabilize the boundary layer ahead of the
larger adverse pressure gradient over the last half of the airfoil.
As the Mach number is increased to 0.75 (fig. 3(g)), supersonic flow is observed on
the lower surface for all the data presented. The supersonic flow on the lower surface for
cn = 0.3201 appears to disturb the flow in the cusp so that the upper surface recovery
near the trailing edge (0.99c) is less than that for cn = 0.4772. As cn is increased to
0.5577, the flow on the upper surface appears to have deteriorated as the shock position
has not moved rearward with this increase in cn, the plateau aft of the shock wave is no
longer evident, and there is more separation near the trailing edge.
The data at M = 0.76 are presented over a cn range from near zero to values
associated with separation of the flow on the upper surface near the trailing edge of the
airfoil. (See fig. 3(h).) This Mach number and angle-of-attack range was chosen to illus-
trate the shock losses in the wake which will be discussed later. It is noted from the
pressure distributions that substantial supersonic flow is developed on both the upper and
lower surfaces of the airfoil and that at the low normal-force coefficients, the load is
carried on the aft half of the airfoil, as would be expected for these negative angle-of-
attack conditions. As cn is increased to 0.4352, the upper surface shock wave moves
rearward and further increases in cn result in separated flow over the aft part of the
airfoil with a corresponding forward movement of the shock wave and a reduction in the
trailing-edge pressure recovery. As Mach number is increased to 0.80 (fig. 3(i)), super-
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sonic flow is evident on both the upper and lower surface over most of the first 60 per-
cent of the airfoil where shock-induced separation is indicated for all normal-force coef-
ficients presented.
Extended angle-of-attack range.- The data presented in references 11 and 12 indi-
cate considerable improvement in the low-speed lift capability of the modified T-2C
research airplane. The chordwise pressure distributions for 77 = 0.4245 at the higher
angles of attack are presented in figure 4(a) for M = 0.30, the lowest Mach number of
the investigation. These data show a large pressure peak developed near the leading edge
(typical of airfoils with large leading-edge radii at low speeds) which generally increases
with increasing angle of attack up to the stall point and results in a higher stall angle than
airfoils with small leading-edge radii. Additional low-speed two-dimensional section data
for this airfoil are presented in reference 19.
Results for an extended angle-of-attack range near the cruise Mach number
(M = 0.73) are presented in figure 4(b). The trends of the chordwise pressure distribu-
tion for these data are similar to the data presented in figure 3(h) at M = 0.76; however,
the flow on the lower surface is subsonic at cruise values of cn and considerably higher
values of cn are obtained fcn = 0.65J before separation of the flow near the trailing edge
occurs.
Chordwise pressure distribution over the aileron. - The effect of aileron deflection
angle on the chordwise pressure distribution at 77 = 0.7325 is presented in figure 5. The
aileron deflection influences the pressure distribution over the entire chord of the wing at
this station. There is noticeable separation near the trailing edge of the aileron at both
Mach numbers for some 6a -values for which data are presented. This separation was
also evident in the fluorescent oil flow studies of this region of the wing presented in ref-
erence 11 and appears to be due to the spanwise flow caused by the flow around the ends
of the aileron and flow through the hinge line.
The effects of sealing the hinge line and ends of the aileron are presented in fig-
ure 6. These results indicate that sealing the aileron improves the chordwise pressure
distribution somewhat at both semispan stations.
Wake Profiles at 77 = 0.4245
The profile drag rake was located at approximately 6 percent of the local chord aft
of the trailing edge of the wing at 77 = 0.4245 (the same as for the research airplane,
see fig. 2(c)). The wake is turbulent and thin near the trailing edge of a wing and caution
should be used in comparing these irregular wake profiles with profiles measured in the
wake of a wing at one or more chord lengths aft of the trailing edge, since in the latter
case the wake would have more time to stabilize. The rake was located aft of the right
wing to eliminate interference of the rake on the chordwise pressure measurements. The
z/c scale for the wake profiles is expanded considerably to accommodate the close
spacing of the probes near the center of the rake and therefore should not be compared
directly with the x/c scale of the chordwise pressure distributions.
The results of figure 3 indicate that at lower Mach numbers (figs. 3(a) and 3(b)), the
wake is smooth with no indication of separation. Although there are small regions of
supersonic flow indicated on the upper surface by the pressure distributions at M = 0.60
and M = 0.65 (figs. 3(c) and 3(d)) for all angles of attack, the profiles indicate a shock
loss occurring only at the highest angle of attack (a ~ 2.7°) for the data presented at
M = 0.65. At Mach numbers of 0.70 and 0.73 (cruise Mach numbers, see figs. 3(e) and
3(f)) where substantial regions of supersonic flow are evident in the pressure distribu-
tions on the upper surface, the shock losses in the wake profile increase with increasing
angle of attack. Although these shock losses cause small increases in the profile drag
coefficient as cn is increased, there is no indication of shock-induced separation for
the data presented. With further increase in Mach number to 0.75, there is some sepa-
ration indicated in the wake profile at the higher angle of attack (fig. 3(g), a = 1.31°) as
the thickness of the wake aft of the upper surface is increased significantly.
The data at M = 0.76 (fig. 3(h)) are presented over a cn range from near zero to
values associated with separation of the flow on the upper surface near the trailing edge
of the airfoil. At the. lowest angle of attack there is some supersonic flow on the upper
surface indicated in the pressure distribution, but no shock loss indicated in the wake
profile at this angle of attack. The lower surface, however, does indicate a shock loss
in the wake profile and a significantly large adverse pressure gradient is indicated on
the lower surface in the pressure distribution. As angle of attack is increased, however,
larger losses are observed in the wake aft of the upper surface and the losses are reduced
on the lower surface. Separation on the upper surface is evident at positive angles of
attack; however, it should be noted that a range of normal-force coefficients from 0 to
approximately 0.35 exists where the shock losses are minimized even at Mach numbers
greater than the design cruise Mach number.
Wing Section Characteristics
Profile drag.- The wing-section profile drag coefficient c^, the angle of attack a,
and the wing-section pitching-moment coefficient cm for wing semispan station 0.4245
are presented as functions of the wing-section normal-force coefficient cn in figure 7.
At low subsonic Mach numbers (0.30 to 0.60), the profile drag is of the same order of
magnitude as would be expected of a wing of this thickness ratio and camber. At the
higher Mach numbers and normal-force coefficients where extensive supersonic flow
exists on the upper surface, the wake rake was not sufficiently large to measure all the
shock losses. This part of the normal-force range is indicated by a dashed line; however,
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these data appear to be reasonably accurate up to normal-force coefficients associated
with separation of the flow near the trailing edge (cn » 0.80 at M = 0.70 and cn « 0.40
at M = 0.76). The data at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.65 suggest the presence of a
small laminar bucket which is not observed at the higher Mach numbers. This condition
may be a possible result of the transition trip being sized and located for the cruise con-
ditions; as a result, the trip was undersized for these lower Mach numbers. At the high-
est Mach number of the investigation (M = 0.80), the flow is separated over much of the
airfoil and the profile drag is increased significantly.
Wing-section summary data are presented as a function of Mach number in figure 8.
The dashed part of the curves from M = 0.30 to M = 0.60 are from the low Reynolds
number data. The trends for C(j at the various values of cn are similar to the data
for the complete configuration presented in reference 11 and indicate a drag divergence
Mach number on the order of 0.74 at cn = 0.40.
Normal-force coefficient.- The curves of cn as a function of a (fig. 7(b)) are
nonlinear and have an increase in the slope at the higher Mach numbers at cn values
near cruise. This increase in slope is probably a result of the rapid rearward movement
of the shock -wave location as the angle of attack is increased in this range of normal-
force coefficients. A maximum value of 1.5 in normal -force coefficient was achieved at
a Mach number of 0.30 and an angle of attack of 17°. The derivative cnQ, is presented
as a function of Mach number in figure 8. As would be expected, the trend is similar to
for the complete configuration presented in reference 11. The large increase in
cnQ, from M = 0.65 to M = 0.74 is a probable result of the increase in the extent of
supersonic flow on the upper surface.
Pitching- moment coefficient.- The pitching- moment coefficients cm referenced
to the 25-percent chord (see fig. 7(c)) indicate relatively large negative values because of
the aft loading characteristic of the supercritical section. This aft loading is caused by
the camber in the rear 50 percent of the airfoil. The variation of cm with Mach num-
ber was approximately 0.08 over a range of cn values from 0 to 1.20 and a Mach number
range from 0.30 to 0.75. The trends of cmc and cm 0 are presented as a function
of Mach number in figure 8.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of wind-tunnel measurements of the chordwise pressure distribution and
profile drag of a 17-percent-thick supercritical wing indicate the following conclusions:
1. The variation of section profile drag characteristics with Mach number for
normal-force coefficients corresponding to those of airfoil cruise indicated relatively
high drag divergence Mach numbers (M ~ 0.74) for this 17-percent-thick airfoil.
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2. Maximum wing section normal-force coefficients on the order of 1.5 were
achieved at a Mach number of 0.30 at an angle of attack of 17°.
3. An examination of section wake profiles indicated that at moderate normal-force
coefficients at the higher Mach numbers (although some shock losses were noted), signifi-
cant regions of local supersonic flow existed with little or no indication of shock-induced
separation.
4. Trailing-edge separation is evident on the upper surface at normal-force coef-
ficients above 0.65 and 0.44 at Mach numbers of 0.73 and 0.76, respectively, and shock-
induced separation is indicated at all normal-force coefficients presented for a Mach
number of 0.80.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., March 16, 1973.
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TABLE I.- MODEL GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS
Wing:
Total area, m2 0.192
Aileron area (one aileron), m2 0.007
Span (theoretical), cm 98.618
Aspect ratio 5.07
Taper ratio 0.496
Dihedral angle, deg 3.323
Incidence at root, deg 2.5
Incidence at tip, deg 1
Airfoil at root and tip See table n
Mean aerodynamic chord, cm 20.318
Horizontal distance to center line of airplane, cm 21.735
Vertical distance to fuselage reference line at 25 percent chord, cm 1.084
Incidence, deg 2
Horizontal tail:
Total area, m2 0.054




Dihedral angle, deg 0
Airfoil at root and tip NACA 65^012
Mean geometric chord, cm 11.533
Horizontal distance to center of airplane, cm 10.923
Vertical distance to fuselage reference line at 25 percent chord, cm 13.076
Vertical tail:
Total area (exposed), m2 0.027
Rudder area, m2 0.007
Span (theoretical; exposed), cm 22.055
Aspect ratio (exposed) 1.800
Taper ratio (exposed) 0.375
Airfoil at root and tip, cm NACA 63jA012
Mean aerodynamic chord, cm 13.385
Vertical distance to fuselage reference line, cm 16.848
15
TABLE II.- WING AIRFOIL COORDINATES ALONG STREAMWISE CHORDS
























































































































































































































































































































































Table VUI; configuration 2; horizontal tail on; wake rake off; aileron unsealed; high angle -of -attack range
0.30 0 2.40 to 18.77 0.518 to 1.448
18
TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED
(a) M = 0.30
fi = -6°; a = -4.15°; C.
S1ATION ' . 1597
x/c r.p P/PTINF
.050 - . U S . 1
. 1 50 - . 1 3 .1
.3CC - . 0 7 .1
.450 - . 7 8 .1
.600 -. 72 .1
.arc - .91 .1




. BCO .1*6 .948


















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .S075
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 - .225 .925
.15D -.301 .9?!






.600 - .377 .916
.800 .062 .943
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
= -6°; a = -3.09°; CL = -0.003
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C f.P P/PT1NF
.050 - . 5 . 05
.15C -. « . n
.30C - . 4 . 7
.450 - . 0 . 5
.ACO - . 4 . 7
- S C C - . 9 . 5
- 95 f .04 . 41
. ICC - .570 .905
. 3CC -.560 .905
.6CC -.1(17 .97(1
.flCO .174 .949





















































































































































































































S T A T I C r i .9075
X / C C P P/PTINF
.050 -.359 . 17
.150 - .363 . 17
.300 - .370 . 17
.450 - .344 . Ifl
.600 - .332 . 19
.800 -.175 . 28
.100 -.828 -US')
.300 -.563 .905
.600 - .375 .916
.800 .086 .944
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
= -6°; a = -1.98°; = 0.103
5iAiin,N .159? S T A T I O N .4245
.r.'O - .A7H ..199 n.nno
. i c.c - .5RO .905 .01 ?
. irr. -.50A .909 .075
,**.c. -.450 .91? .050
.ACC - .4A4 .917 .100
-f lrc -.11; .MI* .150














.ir.r -.515 .900 .075
. ICC -.504 .909 .050
. A C T -.796 .97? .100






















































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
.050 -.560 . 06
.150 -.474 . 11
.300 -.428 . 14
.450 -.374 . 17
.60C -.351 . 18





MAT II1N .1 59?












. i r c - .4^7 .qi i
. icn -.<.*<; .91i
. h f C - .Pr tq .Q77
.fire ,s\ ft .qs?
M = 0.30. Continued.
-6°; a = -0.86°; CL = (




















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CF P/PTINF











TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
CN
r.M=
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P/PTINF











































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
8. = -6°; a = 1.27°; C.
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P/PTINF
-0«C -1.175 . 860
.150 -.841 .889
.ICO -.677 .899







.BCD .718 .951 .




















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .90?5
X/C CF P/PTINF
.0!>0 -1.117 .873










TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = -6°; a = 2.40°; C. =0.494
S T A T t f l N .1597 S T A T I O N
.05C -1.510 .F50 0.000
. 1 50 -.9*7 .rtfU .017
.ICO -.719 .897 .075
.<•*.?. -.559 .90h .050
.ACT -.517 .903 .100
.arc -.197 ,9l*i .ISO














. 1 CC. -.177 .917 .075
,?r.C -.116 .971 .050
.6CC -.714 .575 .100























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
.050 -1.372 .858









(a) M = O'.SO. Continued.
6 = -6°; a = 3.39°; C, = 0.578
MATlroi .1517 S T A T 1 C N .
X /C CP P / P T I N F X/C
.C'.O -1.75B . F*5 0.000
.Mf. - 1 ,0?4 . 879 .01 7.
.ICC. -.751 .395 .075
,45C -.590 .904 .050
.6CC -.54(1 .907 .100
.arc -.iR? .917 .150














. 1 f.C -.017 .919 .075
.IOC -.771 .971 .050
-6Cr. - .719 .575 .100



























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
</C CP P/PTINF
.C50 -1.572 .846
.150 - .£55 .889
.300 -.638 .907
.450 -.493 .910
- .600 -.406 .915






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6a = -6°; a - 4.49°; CL = 0.672
S 1 A T I H N . 1597
,0*C -1.967 .873
. 1 e.C -1.11 .873
.3C.C -.81 .891
. 4 *:?. -.ftO . 904
. A C C -.55 .906
.SCC -.37 .917
,99f .O? .941
. 1 OC .087 .944
. 3 C O -.770 .976
. f c C C -.198 .978
. B C r .763 .955
S T A T I O N .4245










































































































S T A T I O N . M?5
























































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.




















- I f f . -. 707 . rt-T*
. ^CC - .M)7 .9(14
- A f C - - 4?4 .571






















































































































































































































S T 4 T I O N .9075






















MAT ICN .1 59,>





















.irn -.541 . in*
.ICC. -.S4S .907
, f tCO -.10R -9?1
.flTfi . I 74 . 950

























































































































































































































. 4 5 0 -.365 .918
.600 -.364 .918
. R O O -.243 .925
.100 -.768 .894




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
S T A T I O N .IS97
X/C Cf» P/PTINF
.0^0 -.778 .89






























































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025








.300 - -5C1 .910
.600 -.324 .971
.800 .161 .949
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.














- 2 C C -.467 .917
.ACT. -.?90 .973
.8CC .770 .953













































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.





x/r. r.p P/PMNF x/c.
.r5n -1.109 . T* o.ooo
.MO -.71,? . ]•> .012
.ice - .MA . 01 .075
.4C.C -.SO? . 10 .050
.hc.d -.soi . in .100
. R f C -.H96 . 16 . ISO














. ICC -.107 .971 .075
.3CC -.400 .916 .050
.6CC -.767 .974 .100








































































































































































































6, =-3 ; a = 1.27°;C. =0.417
a. Li
MiTKIri .1597
X/C CP P / P T I N F
. C5C - I . 11 .861
.15C -.85 .890
. CO -.67 .900
.
 CM ~ . 51 . 9(lrt
. CC -.57 .904
. fC -.190 .917
. 5C .01.1 .947
. ICC -.711 .977
.ICO -.154 .919
. tCC -.747 .975
.8CC .719 .554






































































4 2 4 5
































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
SIAIIHN .1597
x/c r.p p /pr iNF
.C*:C - 1 . 1 . F-50
.150 -. 7 .884
.ICC -. 1 .898
.460 -. ft .106
.6fc -. 9 .909
.SCC -.186 .117
.950 .078 .141
. ICO -.111 .117
.100 -.311 .17?
. S C C -.710 .976
.flCO .751 .155
































































. C 8 7










































. 5 7 2 7
.C954






































































































S T A T I O N .9C25
X/C CP P/PTINF
.C50 - 1.409 . 657
.150 -.788 .913









(a) M=0.30 . Continued.
-3°; a =3.41°; CL = 0.598
CN
CM=
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C f.P P/PTINF
-.'050 -1 .7fih .815






. ICO -.071 .918
.ICO* -.755 .975
• ISCC -.714 .977
. 8 C C ,75a .955

































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M=0.30. Continued.
*°.
-3 ; a =4.50 ;C
' L =0.692
. S T A T I O N .153?




, ^r. - i . i is . fl74




. cr. -.556 .907
. fC -.174 .917
. 5£ .O f * .941
.irr. .0*3 .94*5
.ICC -.714 .977
. 6CC -.194 . 97M
.arc .766 .955



































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.






















































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.30. Continued.





.300 -.466 . 12
.450 -.416 . 14
.600 -.453 . 13
.800 -.401 . 16





















































































































































































P/PTINF x/r. r.p P/PTINF
.94? .050 -. 48 .9
.94? .I5C -. 15 .c
.927 .1OO -. 71 .9
.
cll .4*0 -. 08 .c
.917 ,*nn -. 14 .C














.907 . T O O -.78* -F91
.891 .100 -.5Jfl .909
.898 .600 -.?fl? .«71












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = -2.48°; C = 0.098
CN =
CM.
S T A T I O N .150? S T A T I O N
X/C CP P/PTINF >/C CP
.050 -.5? .003 C.CCO
.150 -. 9 .905 .012
.300 -. ? .911 ,C?5
.450 -. 4 .o|4 .050
.600 -. 5 .91? .ICO
.800 -. 0 .916 .150














.100 -.591 .905 .025
.300 -.510 .010 .050
.600 -.31? .921 .100



















































































































































































.050 -. 51 .907
.15C -. 59 .511
.30(1 -. 45 .914
.45(1 -. IP .515
.600 -. 67 .513
.BOO -. 50 .919





S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N
X/C CP P /PT INF X/C CP
.050 -.7i .99 O.OCO
.150 -.61 .90 .012
.300 -.57 .<)0 .025
.450 -,4i .91 .050
.600 - .47 .01 .ico
.800 -.4;! .01 .150















.100 - .535 .908 .025
.300 -.401 .on .C50
.600 -.?<?9 .073 .mo
























































































































































































S T A T I O N .907*
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -. 07 .cf)4
.150 -. 8 .509
.300 -. 8 .91*
.450 -. 7 .<M5
.600 -. 0 .514







TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
CN:
CM,
S T A T I O N .159?




















































































































STAT ION .7375 S T A T I O N .9ti?«

































































.043 .nSO - . 77 f - .PS
.570 .150 -.56? ,9f
.909 .300 -.46B .Cl
.895 .450 -.45? .91
.501 .600 -.456 .c]














.979 .inn -.507 .9(15
.9n7 .300 -.466 .017
.909 ,6On -.771 .974











(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
STATION .1592
X/C CP P /PTINF
.050 -. 56 .BR4
.150 -. 07 .893
.300 -. 7 .906
.450 -. 9 .911
.600 -.9 .911
.810 -. 1 .916


















































































































S T A T I O N
X / C



































































P/PTINF X /C CP P / P T I N F
.944 .060 -.313 .p.
.013 .1 5n -.615 .c
.907 .30n -.SIP .5
. »90 .4*0 -.455 .C
.890 .600 -.460 .5














.936 .I0n -.561 ,5t7
.91? .300 -.433 .514
.914 .600 -.753 .075












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 =0°;a = -0.31°; C. =0.297
a LI _
S T A T JTY . ; 59?
X/C CP P /PT INF
.050 -l.r-10 .H°l
.1*0 - .7)3 .9=7








. flOO . =H6 .954
S T A T I O N .47*5












































- . 5'- 1
- .57Q
-.570
- . 5 * 7



























































S T A T I O N .73?«5
X/C CP P / P T IMF

















































































S T A T ION .907*
X/C CP P / P T INF
.010 -.9?! .Pflfi
.1 SO -.A5) .COI
.300 -.S4Q .9T7
.450 -.4A7 .917
.ftflO - .474 .91 7
.ROO -.3M .919




(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 0°- a = 0.23°; Ct = 0.343
a LJ
S T A T I O N .1*9? S T A T I O N
X/C CP B /PT IMF X/C
. 050 -1.107 . P75 O.OCO
.150 -.7S4 .395 .012
.300 - .63? .10! .C25
.450 -.5?! .909 .C50
.600 - .505 .910 .100
.800 -.407 .916 .150














'.100 -.791 .9?? ,0?5
.300 -. 197 .917 ,C50
.600 -.7SO .074 .ICO























































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued




.150 -.857 . 89
.300 -.6S2 . 01
.450 -.552 . 07
.600 -.516 . 09
.BOO -.317 . 16





















































































































































































































S T A T I O N ,9(12*
X/C T.P P /PT INF
.O5O -1 . 6 .868
.50 -. 2 .097
. 00 4 .9f>4
.50 -. 0 .cr.9
. 00 -. 3 .911




.800 .235 . C 54
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
S T * T ION .159?
X/C CD P /PT INF
.050 -1.5 I .351
.150 -.9 2 .P85
.300 -.7 7 .*9R
.450 -.5 3 .9C6
.600 - . 5 7 .908


































































































L C W E H










































. 4 C O
.500
.tco




-1 . 40 *i
































































X/C CP P / P T INF
.050 - 1 . 4 1 . 5 5
.
 c
. 0 - . 7 0 .94
. 00 -. 45 . 07
. 50 -. 7ft . 09
. nn -. 04 . 10
. nn -. 47 . ?n
. tno -.778 .97ft
. 300 -.37* .071
.ftOO -.7^f .9 ?h
.800 . 760 .954
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL (SI; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
S T f t T ION .1^°?
x/c r.p P / P T I N F
.oso - I . T
















6 = 0°- a = 3.47°; C. = 0.619
a ij











































































































































































































S T A T IT.N ,QO? e





















M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 4.53°; CL = 0.705
STdTim .1=92
x/c r.p P / P T I V J F
.050 -l."7 . 73
.150 -1. 1 15 .71
.300 -.3?0 . 9"»
.450 - . *>?2 .01
.600 -.5-,! . 07
. »00 - .379 . !fl




.POO .3 74 .956


















































































































S U P F J C F
. C 7 5
.C50
. 100













































































S T A T I O N .907*
x/r. r.p P / P T INF
.050 -1,9? '. P77
.150 -.96 .PP1
. 100 -.71 ,P57








TABLE iv.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION i; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.






















































































































S T A T I T N
X/C
































































7 3 7 5 S T A T I O N .907*
P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF
.944 .050 -7 .3RP .700
.79 .1 50 - 1 .1 74 .P1I
.81 .450 -.617 . Cfi4
.3 7 .600 -,50r. .910














.9R9 .[Or) .H90 .946
.566 .310 -.16P .C30
- .95? .600 -.195 ,57ft











M = 0.30. Continued.
=8.82° 1.052
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P / P T I V J F
.050 -2.703 . 81
.150 -1.456 . 54
.300 -.565 . 33
.450 -.710 . =3
.600 - .583 . 06
.800 -.308 . 22
.590 -.01.3 . 39




















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .en?*
X / C C P P / P T I N F
.050 -3.044 .761










TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
. 100 .55 . .'? 7 ?
.300 .0*>0 .c^
.600 -.0 it .1*5
.POO .111 .CS*




1 SO — 1 • 6
170 -1.0
6 ")0 - . 5
ROO -. ?
ooo -. 0
.IS?? STM |HN .4245
P/PT r tF X/C Co P/PTINF
.755 o.onn











































































S T f t T I C N .71? 5 S T 4 T triN .90?*






































.945 .O"=n -•». 7H .1
. b<*f> .100 -,Q?R .a
. fl!5 ..SOO -.5R9 .0






































































































(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 =0°;a = 13.05°; C. = 1.364
STdTI lM .1=97 5T411HN .
.050 -3 .57 ,7?0 C.OOO
.150 -1. 74 .a-^7 .012
.300 -1.1-1 ."76 .r?5
. 450 -.71 . ar? ,C=0
.600 -.'.V .508 . ICO
. 8 00 - . 1 ~r . 9 '1 . 1 SO















.100 .652 ..17.8 .C?5
.100 ,1'6 .947 . C = 0
.600 -.051 .=17 . ICO

























































































































































































ST iT ION .0075
.OSO -4.187 . P
.150-1. 543 . 4
,1OO -.949 . R
.450 -.77? . 5
.600 -.67= . 0






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M= 0.30. Continued.
6 = 3 ; a = -4.08°; C. : -0.040
STA.T IQN .15")? f T A T I J N .
X/C Cl> P/PTINF X/C
.050 -. ••> .913 C . C C O
.150 -. 40 .<)12 .Cl?
.300 -. 33 .915 .025
.450 -. •)? .916 .C50
.600 -. 17 .914 .100
.800 -. IS .916 .150














.100 -.749 .194 .075
.300 -.539 .905 .C50
.600 -.350 .920 .100



























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9O75
x/r. r.p P /PTINF
.050 -.375 .9 o
.1 50 -.3R1 .97
.300 -.399 .5 6
.450 -.401 .9 6
.600 -.456 .c 3
.100 -.397 .9 6




(a.) M = 0.30. Continued.
t = 3°; a = -3.01°; CL = 0.063
S T A T I H N .1*57
X/C C? P /PT INF
.050 -. 11 .905
.150 -. 31 .901
.300 -. 3? .911
.450 -. 29 .514
.600 -. 56 .913
.800 -. 01 .916




















































































































S T A T I P N .
x / r
SllPf A C F
C.COO
.017










































































































.1 nn -.TM .FS*
."inn -.497 .010
.<>nn -. 74? .c?s
.inn . ?4"» ,c<;4
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
0.164
S T A T I U M .f9>
X/C C° P/P T IMF
.-050 -. 71! . 093
.150 -.677 .9C3
.300 -.530 .90^
.450 - .4S3 .917
.600 -.47-? .oil












































































































































































































S T A T I O N .907*
.050 -.646 .col
.150 -.541 .9 fl
.300 -.495 .9 0
.450 -.457 .9 3
.600 -,4H7 .9 1















. 1 00 - . 4 ">
.300 -.•'.'.•>
.bOO - .737
. ft 00 . ' I I
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 3°; a = -0.85 ; C, = 0.260
a LI


















































































































S T A T I H W
X/C CP
























































- . 47 fe
-.417
-.''40











































ST AT ION .90?^
x/r . r.p P / P T INF
.050 -. R44 . Fqn
.1 50 -. ^n .on^
. 3no -. 47 .«r 7
.450 -. fl? .Cl l
'. 600 -. m . c] o
.Ron -, n= .91 *
.1 no -.57* .009
.300 -.475 .91 5
.600 -.?! 7 .077
.R.OO . 775 .CSA
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
aa = 3°; a = 0.25°; CL = 0.356





















































































































































































































































. i on -. 4?4 .*: I 5
.300 -. 3«? .c17
. iSOO -. 71 ^ ,c?7
.800 .777 .C56
(a) M = 0.30. Continued,
S T A T ITN . 1 59?





.600 ~ . ? ? a
.800 -.404
.990 .030






1.32°; CL = 0.450
S TA T IC .4?4 =













. f O O -.67
.






























































































jg P . R<33
77 .894
701 .898




















10 . - 5R
1 1 .C'ofi
70 . « 5 y
. 5? ??
-.1016
f.P P / P T f M F















TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M=0.30. Continued.
3°-
 a =2.43°; C. =0.540
LJ







.100 -.0*6 .c ?4
.300 -.?}« .«;>>
.600 - .?>? .927


































































































































































































S T A T I O N .0075










S T A T I H M
X/C C"
. 0 50 - 1 .






.100 • .0)5 .040
.300 -.?59 .924
.600 -.?.!-! .97'
.SOO . 7 5 9 .-?55
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 3°; a = 3.47°; C = 0.628












































































































C . Q O O
.Cl?
.OP'S































































































S T f l T I T N . 90?c
.O^O - 1 . 0 . P41
.150 -. .Pftft
.'no -. . fen
.450 -. ,90fr
.ftOO -. -C09
.ROO -. .C IQ
.100 -.111 ,Q^7
.100 -.77? .974
.ftOO -.1 H? -9?Q
.SOO . 77R .ctjf.
40
t«»*.
TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
« = 3°;o =4.58°;C. =0.723
S T A T I O N .1592










































































































































































7325 S T A T I O N .0075
P/PTINF X/C CP P / P T I N F
.944 ,05n -1 ,R 1 .P
.814 . 1 5 0 - 1 . 0 5 .F
.810 .300 -.7 5 .F
.826 .450 -.5 O .9
.P61 .600 -.5 4 .C














.98 .100 -.033 .CIR
.95 ,3OO -.775 .077
.94 .600 -.171 .C30












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
= -0.036
MAI IUN . r VJ7
x /r r.p P/P i INK
.r *r -.<»*. \ . )
. ire - .A \s . 'i
. 4«=0 -.404 .4
. ftfr -.A'.,? .4
. flf r - . ***w . v
. O S C .i)AO .541
. 1 Cfl - . 7h7 . fl*M
. 1PC - ,SHS . 904
.hf.C -. 171 . 470
.arc. .i7i .4 .<>






































- . I '. 7
- . 3 6 3









- . A 3 7









- . h •". 'J
-.612






















































































































































• j M T J C f t .''07S
</C CV P / P T I N
.C50 -.?.79 .017
.15'} -.3 ''!> .91 ft
.100 - .407 .915
.•; t!) - .41 «> .914
.6110 - ,4«7 .9IO
.^m - . 447 .917
.100 -.849 .889






. i "if. -.574
.irr -.'.n . n
.»•<•. - . 4 7 f t .91
.fif.r. - .45rf . 41
. « f f . -,H{}7 . - I t
.Q5T. .04 I ,i4
. ir.r. --f i7- j
. irn - .54.)
.t-rr -. ins
.prr. .i9«*
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
, = a ° ; a = -3.01°;C. =0.069
S T A T I C ' J .1^45




. «1 1 ? - . 0 1 5 . S 3 H
.fl.»S -.M-i .??!
.ii^n -.0 !- .<;ca
. 1 '>0 -. S ( :, , ?fK
. ?:Jil - . •>")ri . <i 1.)
, *nn - . AS j , s i n
.iso - , '.^ '. . ^11
. '.r,n - . A 7 1 . **! I
. ASH - .'.-j .si /
. s.in - .ij i ; . 40"'
.ssn -.*i.' .^c<;
.:ioo - .AS i .<; 1 1
..-SO -,bl •• .^C*i
. ?nn - .4-; i1 . *; 10
.HilO -.37.-, .S I /
.''-.in -. ll-"i . -537
.'ISO .OC I .1~l<i
.•ion .c-j-> . "^A1*
L C W F 1 S
- 07S - .t I T . 909
.OSO - ,6S / . 413
. ino -.6>-; .900
. /HO - . S7A . S C S
. ton - ,^'^.f. . 9C7
. '.no -.AS 7 .sin
.*JM> - .A / - ; .in
.win - .211 .s^is
. 7(10 .C> 1 . S A 7
. ^ilO .24 / . S'JA
.''i>O .; J t .S*j9
.'ISO . !•) » . S ^ 7
























































































. -| 3 *
.O^'l
. '» 1 S
. - » » s













TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
1.171
.icr -.si i .40T
. *CT - .447 .-*(•!
. f l C C .77 1 .SSI
•;i A i K;









. S C H
.sin
. S C 7























- .32J . S 2 R
-.57.1 .SCR
-.55,: , S C 7
-.504 .9C9
- . 4 ) 1 .910
- .45S , < ; i 2
- . 4 ', i . <5 1 3
-.22J .s"2fi
.C59 .943
. Z4n . S 54
.32b .S59
,1H .S5P















































(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
STA T f i)'J , 1 S-*7
X/f CP \-l P I 1 UF
C "if -. ) 4 .rf-i C.
MO - .r, 6 . ,..,(•)
*.(.r. - . •» 7 . -)n
4=n - . 4 1 . i i .
c,rf -. T n .vij>rr. - . 4 1 1 .11



























. -i •; ^




-. fcS i -
-. f t f6
- . 'j 0 5
-. 5 ?4
- . 5 -j ?
' - .530
-. S / /
-. i 7'i
- . 'i i '3
- . *j S 3
- .31)
- . i ? .'
-.133
- . C C 6
j, ?/,5
P / P T I N F































































- . 1 4 - 4
- . 1 VJ
M75




















STATION 1 .SO? 5
.050










.•101 - . 4 4 4
.irr, -.n> , ; i?
. 3fr -.4 w . ;i i
. ft r r - . 7 /1 . s.»i
-.1 ie
-.MO
- . 4 ;• 2





























.100 - , 4S1 .910
. tOO -.4C4, ."1 *
.600 -. 1 74 .179
. MO . 3 2 3 .iVj
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 6°- a = 0.25°; C. = 0.362
a k
MAT I UN .1 5'J? STA UCN
x/r. CD P/ j 1 1 -IF x/r.
o - i . IHO . P.* o.ono
n -.7-14 . 19 .01 7
c - -<s i \ . so .075
n - .si* .iti .05;)
r - .si i .91 . ion
r. - .<.n<* .<;i .150














. i re - .791 .9?? .1)75
, »cr. - .ion . -H6 .050
.Arc - .760 .974 . 1^0













- 1 .c •* ;









- . ^ 4















. C 7 7
.274
. 3 ^ 3
. 32<+












































































































73^5 S T A T I O N ,4C?5
D/PMNF x/c CP P/PTINF
.94 J .C50 -I.C93 , 874
. B94 . 150 ~ .72 J .R96
. 4 A 2 .31-0 -.605 .903
.875 .450 -.52" .90a
.BB') .600 - . 54H .907














.^49 .100 -. 39C .916
.925 .300 -.367 .91fl
.921 .600 -.170 .979-













S l A T i n N .159^ S r A T l C N . 4 * 4 5
x/r r.tJ t>/PiiNr x/c c-* P / P T I N F
,nc.r -1.170 . ri5 o.ono
.1 r. -.rtn7 . •* .ni7
- .69.1 .H .075
-. 554 . 3 .050
-.5 40 . '-) . IOO
- .401 . -) .50














. 1 r.f. - . 1fl9 .97-4 .075
,3f.r. -.31S .97H .050
.6Cr - .747 . - v?5 . IOO











- l .C '-«
- 1 .3 10

































































S T A T I -IN . 7375

































































































</C CP P / P T INF
.050 -1.245 '.R66
. 1 50 ~~-. 753 . S95
. 300 - .63? .907
.450 -.542 .907




.600 -. 154 .930
.300 . 329 .959





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
= 6°; a = 2.41°; CL = 0.543
ST4T IDN . 1 59?
x/r. r.p P/PUNF
_n e .O -1 .S .844
. 1 "iO -.9 . 1R?
. iro -.7 . R97
. 45T -.5 -90S
.(.CO --S .-JO*
. 8CO -. 1H . 417
,9<;r .01 .941
. i rr, -.079 .sis
.ICC - .?R9 .477
. f t rC -.771 .S76
. RCfl .757 . 95-i
























































. 3 4 3
. C 5 7












P / P T INF
UPPF.H
. S E 7
. 6 5 6
.841
. £ 4 7



















. 5 3 4
.923




















































































. H 7 4
. A <3 4

























S T A T I O N .9025
X /C CF P/PUN
.050 -1 . 528 .H49
.150 - .341 .RC0
.100 -. t -34 . fl9<J
.4 ->0 - .576 .905
.600 -.561 .906
.-iOO -.404 .91 5
. Kn -. 201 ,9?R
.100 - .24P .977
.600 -. 150 .911
.;)OQ . 320 . T^
.6523
-.1 041
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
6 = 6°; a = 3.47°; C. = 0.632
S 1 A T 1 .IN
x/r r.t>
r.e.c. - i . 74
1 c.f. - 1 .OS
* C - . 7 n
4 C -.60
ft r -.ss
c r. - . i -i
9 r. .n?
. 1 S->7 S T A T 1C
p / h - i r ^ j h x / c
. a 16 o. DDO
. « 7 7 . n I ? - i .
. il ')'-. ,!')?*> -<; .
.40'. .(ISO - L .
. -)r./ .100-1 .















,j . 4 ^  't 5
C. J P / ^ T I N F
UP3F-J SlJRf Af
t> r ; . 9 c n i > . (
7i7 . "E37 . f
•13) .619 .(
H" r] . 63? .r
>• -< - .ets
1 T 1 . t 7 4
9 -3 i . R 8 1
S22 .891
7 ..- 6 .894
72.) . S S 7




594 . 9 C 4
5 5 1 - 9 C 7




SI AT IIVJ .7175
/r. CP P / P T INF
1)0 .07? .T44
1? -1.7*1 .1)4
7 S - 1 . 7 7 1 . 3 3 5
ST. - 1 . 7 7 7 .'137
00 -1 . 746 . S!>&
50 -. 49'-* . HO
00 -.91 1 . SH4
( 0 -. 10? . -J92
SO -.71? . -J46
CO -.61 ) . 394
SO -.675 . 00
00 -.066 . 00
50 -.ol ) . C2
on -.611 . o i
r.o - .<•*! . 1 1
CO -.750 .925
00 -.197 . 42*






.irr. - .?S/ . 974 . .050
. 6fC - .70 / . 9 7 7 . 1 00





















. C '« V
.951
. 92rt




































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M=0.30. Concluded.
a = 6°; o = 4.55°; C. = 0.726
.S IATIM* .1697 5 T A M C N .4245
X/G CP P/PII^F X/C
.0^ -7.no .H70 C.ono
. 1 c. - I .1S . -W .01?
. If -.H .19 .076
.4= -.6 .90 .050
. 6C -.5 .90 .11)0
.nrr. -.3 .3i .150













.Iff. -.191 .57H .050
.t-f.r -.194 .978 .1OO

















































































































































































.300 - .774 .89
.45C -.611 .90
.600 - . f65 .90
.80'") - .388 .91
.100 -.034 .917
.30) - .211 .977
.600 -. l?t> .°37
.8CO .320 .958
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0 . 5 0
S I A T 1 O N .159? S T A T I O N
X/C CP P / P T I N F X /C
.OSC -. .785 0.000
. ISO -. .774 .012
.ICO -. .775 .n?S
.4=C, -. .779 .050
.6CC -. .774 .100
.ftcr -. n .781 .iso














.Iff -.89? .711 .075
.ICO -.660 .745 .050
.6CC -.llfl .791 .100





































































































































































































.100 -1. CS4 .682
.300 - .635 .749
.600 -.308 .797
.80C . 161 ,R66
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
C.H--
r.M=
S T A T I O N .159 S T A T I O N
X/C CP P/P !NF X/C
.050 -. 1? . 4.9 0.000
. 1 50 -. 51 .61 .012
.3CC -. 16 .66 .025
.450 -. 69 . 71 .050
.6CO -. 8fl . 70 .100
.flrr. -. 09 . a? .150














. ICC -.747 ..731 .025
.ICO -.605 .751 .050
.6CC -.377 .794 .100



























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X / C C P P/PTINF
.050 -. 74 .772
.150 -. 76 .77?
.300 -. 68 .773
.450 -. «1 .777
.600 -. 78 .772
.800 -.353 .790





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = -2.30°; C, = 0.103
SIATIi lN .159? S T A T I O N
x/c r.p P / P T I N F x/c
,cc. -.75H .MO o.ooo
. 1 - . 64 7 .141 .01?
. r -.516 . 1M .025
. * -.497 . 7A9 .0*>O
. 0 -.499 .7ft1! .100
. r - .417 . 181 .ISO














. I C C -.658 . 7 4 5 .075
. 1C1C. -. 577 . 75* .050
. fire - .315 . n*. .100








































































































































































































MATIHN .159? S T A T I C N .4245
. 50 -.«4rt . 71 / 0.000
. If. - - 36 . 741 .012
. f.O -. tM . 75h .075
. ";0 -. 14 .767 .050
. r.f. - . 1 4 .167 .100
. TO -. 0* . 7S7 .150














.ir.n -.«>« .?5! .o?5
.3fO -.540 .163 .050
.6CC -.30R .191 .100





































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
6 =0°;a = -1.10°;C. =0.216
S I A T I H N .1547
x/r r.p P / P T I M F
050 -. .700
i ^ c. - . .73
3rn - . .75
450 -. .76
6rr -. .76
arc -. . 7«
95T. .0 . 35
I r.r. - .507 .763
3CC -.504 . 767
6r.r. -.\ii .796
am .719 .875




















































































. 7 5 3
.753




























































































































S T A T I O N .9075
X / C C P P/PT lNf





.800 - .359 .789
.100 - .703 .738
.300 -.505 .76R
.600 -.259 .798
.800 . 7 3 5 .877
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
S T A I 1 HN . 1 547 S T A T I C N .4245
, X / f f ,P P /PI IMF X/C CP P / P T I N F
, C1C -1 .071 .6 - 0.000
* i 50 -. inn .7 .ni ?
* irn -.MS . i ,o?5
*6Cf. -.517 - 7 • .lf)0
* arc - .4(ir, .1 .iso














» i en - .47-> . MO .o?s
» If.R -.4rtH . 770 .050
, Aff - .795 . 79'» . 100

















































































S T A T I O N .7^7.5


















































































S T 4 T I O N .9025
X /C CP P /PT INF
.C5Q -.<!<;2 .696
.150 -.711 .737
. 300 -. 5"0 .755
.600 *. 512 . 767
.100 - . 3 5 7 .790
. ICO - .5S2 .7S5
.100 - . 487 .770
.600 -. 2-1Z .ROl
. 8 C O . 2 3 S .878
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
aa = 0°; a = 0.08°; CL = 0.327
S T A T I O N .15-J7 S T A T I C N .4245
t /r. r.p p/tMi*F x/c
.050 -1.711 .661 c.ooo
.1 0 -.7*4 . 77 .01?
.1 0 - .679 . 47 .075
.4 0 -.554 . 61 .050
.t- C -.519 . 61 .100
.80 -.41 o .97 .150














. 1 00 - .159 . r u t .075
.100 -.441 . 7 7-. .050
. 600 -.791 . tQ'i . 100



























































































































































































(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = 0.70; CL = 0.379
MATIf lN .1597 S T A T I O N .4245 S T A T I O N
X /f f.P P/I'MNf X/0. Ct* P / P T I N F X/f. O.P
. C.c -1 . 11 .645 O.OOO
.15 -.,16 .714 .01?
. >0 -.69 . / 0 .075
.45 - .57 .7 9 .050
.60 - .54 .71 .100
.90 - . 19 . 7 M .150














. i ro -.i-i-i . ;g; .075
.100 -.ill . 7 7 9 .050
.600 -.790 .3Q.1 .100


















































. 7 1 1
.715
























































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.






. flCO -.381 . 786
.9sc .035 .H4B
. ICO -.197 .814
.3CO - .370 .7<*8
.ftcr -.763 .804
.8Cr .754 ,HSO
«a = 0 ; a = 1.8








































































































i ; C. = 0.488Ll
S T A T I O N . 7175


































































































S T A T I O N .9075
.C50 -1,576 .610
.15C -.668 .714
.300 -. fc8S .741
.450 -.561 .760
.600 -.52* .764
.800 - .341 .797
- .100 - .358 .790
.300 -.407 .782
.600 -. 269 .801
.800 .248 .879
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
=Q°;a = 3.09 ;C. =0.596
CM
T.M=
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N .
. C 0 -1 .847 . 9 0.000
. 1 0 - 1 . 0 1 9 . 3 .01?
.3 C -.798 . 4 .075
.40 -.633 . 9 .050
.6 C -.575 . 7 .100
.8 C - .379 . 6 .150














. ICC -.071 .R3? .075
. 3 C O -.371 .795 .050
. f tCC -.744 .806 .100

























































































































































































.600 - .538 .763
.800 -.336 .793
.100 -.224 .809




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
S T A T I O N .15*7
x/r r.p P / P T I N F
50 -;. 1 Bl .570
50 - 1 . 1 H7 . 667
C.C - .855 .716
5C -.659 . 745
CC - . 581 . 7 5 6
95C .009 • .844
irr .078 .847
ICC - .777 .H07
6CC -,?7H .rt09
8rn .779 .B84
















































































. 7 2 4













. £ 4 7
.819























































































































.450 - .595 .754
.600 - .531 .764
.300 - .327 .794
.100 -.133 .823
.300 -.283 .801
.600 - .243 .8C7
.800 .240 .878
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
CP P / P T i V F
. isn -i.?fl? .s
. RCfi -."}!<) . 7


















































































































43°; C. =LI 0.799


























































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M=0.50 . Continued.














































































































































































































































(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
= 0°; a '= 7.77°; C. = 0.983
Ll
S T A T I O N .1597






8 CO -.108 .797







































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Concluded.
= 0 ;a =8.81°;CL == 1.040













. i cn , \T\ . flqn
. 1CR -.07* .fill
.ftfr. -. i si .Ri6
. flf.r .?*9 . R R S










































































. 8 7 7
.416








































































































































S T A T I O N .9025












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued


























. C r f f
- .3u5
- . 3 7 2
-.3=; 7
- .445









- . 1 <* 5
- . C 7 3






















. 7 5 4
SI A
x/r.















































. 7 2 4
.724














x/c cf P /PT I.\T
.CS.T - .1/1 .75
.150 -. V.7. .71
. ILO -. i ir . fr
.-'•51 - , -JMC -7r
.t«'K1 -. l,\7 .7T
.^ 1:0 -.2C? .744










































. SO - 1 .
. 00 -1 .
. 0 0
. ( 0
. 00 — .
. on -.





















(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = _6°; a =-3.01°; CT = -0.031a. j_i
STA UGN .4245 S T A T I l^J . M75 S I A T I O N .407'.
x / c ; r.u p/ jf I>JF
n*o -. >i . h? '
i c- - • M .76
3C -• ^4 . 71
45 -. i<i .no
6C -- -IS . HS
«r -. ')7 . ni




























- . 3 2 3
-.510
- . 5 ) 1
- . 5 5 7
- . 5 :i 8


















































- . 5 . *H
- . 4 . -1
 rt
-.0 . H1)
-. n , . e4
-.7 . ^ 1
- . 6 . 9 ^
-. rf . SJ
-.0 . H'i
- . 7 . rt I
- . 1 . 2 5
- . 0 . 4 4
- . 5 . 7 1
. S .94
- 4 .12
X/C CV D / P T 1 NF
.C5 - .412 .70
.15 -. 46<-. .60
. i J - .47 ' - . *, "
.''S - . 427 .6'-
.M; - . 4 0 3 . /D -



































.075 - .-> ?.
.050 -1.1 (.
.100 - . ;y 0
.700 -.n o












. 7 5 6
. IOC -1.071 .577
. (CO ~.( : co .64 4
.600 -.41? .6 )3
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOB CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6a = -6°;a =-1.70°; C = 0.111
Sl f iT li\N . 1 V»> S T A Y lU'l
x/r CP •v.TK'F x/r.
.
 e
.n - . 7 ( 7 . ft7 7 O.OOO
. ec - .^77 ./.'in .'ii ?
r r - - A I I - f n * .075
.
 c
.r - . 4M5 . r,-H.i .r.so
. f.f. - -4O4 . 7Oi» . 1 5O













- I f f . -. - t?h - ^ 7.) .-175
. i.r.r - -M 7 .* 67 .oso
. fcCC -- ^ ? - > - 7 7 1 • H>0










1 .') } I
.en
- . 4 - ."»
- . 7 5 3
— . 1 1 5
- . £> ? fr
- .tHc
- . :; 15












- . 7 i )
-.7 ) t
- . f> J. ;i
-.tit.5
- . e 2 *
- . 6C 7




. 3 C 7
4. > '» ^
P/fM [,\F
LPP




































. 0 ) 7 -.
,I)P^
.nso -.
I CO - .



























r.p ^ / P T I N F













7 1 . 740
0 *» . 772
.1 5 .793









136 . 7 5 7
145 . 4 1 3





.15 ) - .57C - 671
. 3 f- O -.S3" .67H
.450 -.4ol .693
,S(>0 -. 4 | fa . 701
.SOC - .206 .741
.100 - .SOB ."-OS
. 300 -.63ti .658
.600 -« 413 .698
.^t-'J .076 .794
(c) M=0.60 . Continued.
6 = -6°;o = -0.38°; C. =0.243
« l,i I lO.M . 1 5 17 S T A I ICN
n /r o t ' /^r C-JF K/C CM
.0^ - 1 - 1 J - >*i o.r.oo i .07s
. c ..« 7 .r,7 .01? -.3-.. i
. r - .6 1 . f-'. .075 -. «C'j
. « -.5 H . ', 7 .oso - 1 . c*;?
. f - . 5 7 . -.7 . 1 :10 -. 1 i i
. C -.<«.)) , /rt . ISO - .^46
. c .1(57 , / 1 .700 -. 7-U




. 50fl - .c'fi
.hOO - .Sau
.6^0 - . 5 > 2
.7(10 - .51! i
. q')0 -. 3.-» /
.-jf-.O _ .c 7v
.950 .CJi
.-»90 . 077
. I C.C. - . *-M . 7 0 7 .0?5 -.117
. If.C - . Si 7 . .-i?<. .0'iO -.«*4.-,
. Af f - .111 . 7 7 1 . If O - .554
.arr. .MI .HM .?nn -.ibx
.100 -.rM 1
.4-10 -,5il
. -".no - .47.)
. AOO - . 2 M
. /;)0 .C :.2
.•100 .74',
.VOO . 3 ( 4
.
:J50 . 't?c
1 .000 - C 7 H
4,?45 ST AIH1N . 7375
P/l 'T |\F X/C r.P f /PT INF
L'PPF < SlIHFAC'1






























. .1 7 S ' - . is
.CSO -.-I
.100 -. S
















6 . 6 3 4
4 ./.4J





6 . r« 75
5 . *i H4
S .721
4 . 740
7 . 7 7 2
1 .7^2
.««JO .11* . :J'J 7
.JFK Sl ikFACF









. P?^ . 8(-0
. £50 . -»C.O







' . S 5 ^
4 . 670
4 . 7 0 5
7 . 7SH
f* . * 1 5




X/C CP P / P T INF
.CS') - . 560 . ->9
. 15C -. 703 .64
. I C C - .6J5 .(-fc
.4 !>C -.4Q(; .(,"
.SOC - . 4 3 5 .f.')
. S O ) -.212 .74?
. ICO -. 7C4 .(,45
,3CO - .5HC ..'-69
• T-.'C - .434 . ^ g-i
.'•100 , 102 -BO4
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 =-6°; a = 0.99°; C. =0.376
S T A T I O N .1597
x/ r CP P/PTINF
.C";r. -1 . 77 .97
. 1 50 - . 7 1 .9?
.ICC -. 46 . 17
.4'.n - . 7 5 . 7 0
,6CC -. 61 . 71
. Rff. - . 8 6 . TC*
,9<;C .019 .797


















































































































X/C CP P / O T I N F





























































































































(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
S T A T I O N .159? . S T A T I O N .4245
•x/r. r.p P / P T I N F x/r CP P /PTINF
.n=.c -i .* o .411 o.coo
. 50 -1 .cl 0 . 5 7 7 .012
. f.r. - . B O .676 .025
. ST. -.6 5 .hM .O5O
. rr. -.5 5 .671 .100
. r e - . 1 7 .717 .150














. ICC -.111 .767 .075
.ICC -.407 .705 .050
.6CC -.791 . 776 . 100












































































. c e .1
. rin

















































































S T A T I O N .9075
X / C C P P / P T I N F
.C50 -1.777 .433
.150 -.927 .601





.100 - .472 .6H1
.600 - .417 .707
.100 .122 .BOB
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
-• 0.634
. 1 CC .(]«-•» .*07
. irr -.?7n ./u
. 6 r r. - . 7 if, .717
. fTC. .770 .H 17
M A T I O M .15-17 ST
x/r. r..> .VPTINF x/r
.' 5 -l.nt. .5 .17
-.•«. .f. . 25
. — .64 .6 .50
-.5rt .6 . no
- . 16 .7 .50













,irr -.ni6 ,7ni .075
-30r. -.«.o . 7 1 1 .050
,6rr -.777 ,73i l .100





















































































































































































S T A T I O N .
X/C CP






















(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
S = -6°; a = 5.06°; CL = 0.781
Slit intj .1 5'*7
x/r. f> P / P T iw f -
C.c. C -/ ,4'M . 79?
1 e,r. - 1 . 4 7 .494
irr - .A 7 . h \ ^
4 = f. -.ft 1 . A S *
6f r - .S 4 . MVI
arc. -.} •) - 7 i s



























-/ .4 1 5





































































































S T A T I O N
X/C CP
.C5C -? .354
.150 -1 . 195





P / P T INF


















































- . C 7 = 3
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = -3°; a = -4.40°; C = -0.163
S T A T I O N .1547 S T A T I O N .4245
.C5r - . 78 .19 0.000
. 1 5C -. S* .54 .012
,45f -. 94 . nh .050
. A C C - . 75 . 90 . 100
. f lCC -. 99 . fiS .150














. 1 rr. -.91 1 . A 0 3 .075
..3Cr - .747 .6 t* .050
.isrr. -. 337 .713 . . 100













_ ; 5 v 7
- . £5











- . 3 b 5
- .071












- 2 t 2
. 23C
.136
. S E 7
.SC9
!?15
























. 7 8 7
.UC
. 6 3 5
. P39
.eu















































































. % C 9
.615
.500










5^^I I r^ . 9.175
.0)0 - .21fc . .741
. 1-iO - .377 .709'
. 4 5 0 - . ', 1 7 .701
.f-00 - . 4 7 7 .;,<;}
.100 -.?7t .730
.100 -1.454 .496
. 3 C C - .721 . 641
.600 - .366 .711
.a.10 . C 5 3 .794
. f-.Cf. -.374 . 770
.f t fC .176 .809
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6a = -3°; a = -3.03°;
51AI IHM .1597 .STITICN .42'*
x/r r.p »J/P
T-5C - . 9 3
i*r. - . 7 5
CO - . 4 ' ) .
";r: - . 4h
rr. - . 0 0
rr. - . 0 9
•iC .rtA1) .
S T A T I
INF X/C O' P / P T IN^ X / f .
i^ 0.0.10 1.C74
70 .01? , l t«
7 .075 - .265
'J .050 -. 5 34
H . 100 -. 547
0 .150 - . 5 4 7
y .700 -. 56 7 .
.300 - ,55t




.5SO - , 5 ? 5
.hOO - . 5 2 A
.650 - .567 .
.700 - . 542 .'
.HOO -.365
.900 - . C 7 5
.950 .0^4
UPPT-? SURF AC F.
5* O.OOO
2f, .017





74 . . 100 -
75 .350 -




ec . isoo -
77 . /OO -
77 .30') -

































. 6 7 7
.6P5






. 7 2 3



















.990 . 101 .1C4



















































































. S O O - .67? .S51
. -jQO -. 39O . 707
.aOO . C 9 7 .101
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued




- f t f f . -.HV*
. f>r.r. . 17*



































- . C 7 4




































. 6 * 7
.t44
.65*
. t f -?














. 6 5 3
. £ 5 7
. tt I
.6 t7
. 7 2 «
. 7S'«
. &2R
. 6 4 7
. 5 4 6
. 8 C 3
UE1
10? 5












































































































(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = -3 : a = -0.26 ; C. =
3. *->
5IAI 1 OM . 1 VJ7 Sf AT ION .42^-5
x/r. r .p p / a i T N F x/c
. c ^ r - i . M o .ssrs 0.0,10
. 1 5f. -.a 7? .Ml .017
. 3ff - .(,97 .(.',7 .O7S
, 4 ^ C - .S'.ri . (.75 .OSO
.fif-C - .S50 ..=i75 . IfiO
.arc -.^.04 .701 .iso














. i rr -. 3/>n .713 .075
.3CC -.h?4 .(Sl;) .OSO
.6rr - .314 . 777 . 100


















































. 5 5 5
. 5 }?.
.613





. £ 5 ?
. t 55














. £ 7 3
.732
. 755
. E 2 ?
. £ 51




S T A T I O N
x/r.
MJV.Fif.t




































































































ST4 I 1TN . «OP5
</C CT » /2T lNF
.C' jO - l .C3( - .579
.150 -.757 .634
.ICC -.01 .'.59
.450 -. 530 .679
.6^0 -.4HP .6P7
. '.1CT - . ?^4 . 776
. 100 -.67S .650
.300 -.S5« .673
.60C -. 3«6 .70B
.flOO . 145 .S16
60
TApLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0-60. Continued.
SI Uhn
x/r UP






.050 - l .?W
.1.10 -Li-.*
.150 - . > -4 'i
.700 -. -Ji ;
.100 -.<U j
.400 -. 7'J-,
.500 -.c-J1: . t^f .
.ISO - .677 , t53
,*iHO ' - . 6 1 7 . ti- •*
. f>SO -.M -i . M:l
. 7;>0 -.5,,C .671
.400 -. 1-jC . ) M
.•no - .071 .77n
. O I 7 - . 7/i '1
.-.)50 - 1 . •.O'S
. I ill) - I . 1 M
. I S O -.-17S
. ?(••.! - . H 7 f «
.100 -.7*4
. \5!) -. 77'.
'.no ^7 1





















(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = -3°; a = 2.38°; CT = 0.527
<TA MflfJ . 1*1/7
.x/c r.p I > / P T r -if-







s ' j- . t dr.!-:
:). :)n . iH '
- i r r
. ire
. A f C
.5JIO -.77.-
. *> T 0 - . L, •) j
.S'10 -.6 14
.f.SO -./:?>
. 700 -.5 jO


















. 7 7 0
. 7y 1
. 7d7







. 7 S 7
. -jili)

















- . T .-! '/







- . 74 i
-. iss










. 7 7 H
. 7^1












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
« =-3°;o = 3.73°;C. =0.663
LJ
SI AT I (IN . t "J
x/r . r.p j/
.f «C -7 .1











































- . C 7 2
- .CCS
.0?!
'45 S T f l T I O M




























. 100 -7. OH 1






, S 0 0 - .6^9
.ssn -.644
. 100 -.76'.






































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.




. i re -.939
.3cc - .775
.f,rr. - . t i - j
.a rc .O-M
7 S T A T I C N




































. 4 ) 9
-.023




























. 2 3 7
.lit
.4£<.5


























. ft 1 1
.621


















































- . M q
- . 1 7
- . 4 6
- . 4 7
-.4 a
- . 9
- . 9 0
-. 7.7
- . 1 7
-. *5
- . 5 7
-. 20






















-1 . TR7 .-JO'*
-I . IH1 .550
-.H71 .fell















.45 ) -. 444 .696
.600 -, 47B .6fl9
.800 - . 3 2 3 - 7 2 0
.100 -1 . 266 .579
. JOO -.693 -64f,
.600 - .315 -771
. -100 .114 . 806
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.






S T A T I C N .4245
X/C C i> P / P T 1 N P









































LPPF.R S l U F A C F
.955
.671








. £ 7 1









































































. trr - .374 .6?o
. ICC -.649 .655























































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6a
S I A T ION .1 ^ f>? Slai !GN
x /r. r.p ;»/i>r IMF x/t
.C.C.C - .K75 .171 O.OOO
. i 5fi -. s:> ..sss .01 ?
. irr -. 11 .h^h .o?5
. A'O -. 0<5 ,*>HT .(ISO
.ft re -. 11 .f>7a . too














. icr. -.ft/4 . t^rt .075
. irr. -.MO ,^so .oso
.f-.C.K -,1?\ . 770 . 100













































= 0°- o = -2.21°; C, =
' LI
4245


















































































































































.800 - .357 .713
.100 -.987 .5B8
.100 -.614 .667
.600 - .321 .770
.3CC .206 .824
(c) M=0.60. Continued.
6 =0°;a = -1.51°; C. =0.168
a L
S T A T I O N .159? S T A T I O N
x/c r.p p /pr iNF x/c
.ric -.971 .sol o.ooo
. 1 50 - . 747 ,M7 .012
.ICC -.646 .656 .075
-4';r. - .538 .htl .050
.htc - .541 .f.76 .100
..RTC -.418 , 7 O 1 . ISO














. ICr --•i«7 .f>65 .075
.Iff. -.587 .66H .050
. 6 T C -.375 .719 .100





















































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF




.600 - .521 .680









TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFK;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.








. 00 -.661 .657
. 5C -.55A .671
. cr. -.ssi .674
. CO -.417 .701
. <;c .oso .791
- I C O -.570 .681
• ICO - .SSS .(.74
.6CC -.170 .770
.RCt. .710 .875






























































































































































































































.600 - .328 .719
.900 .226 -B2H
(c) M =0.60. Continued.
6a
S T A T I O N .159? S T A . T I C N
x/c r.p p /p r INF x/f.
.010 -1.17 .50 0.000
. i "in - .at .r. H ,ni ?
.ire -.*o .fi f* .075
.4=0 - .57 . I1. 0 .050
.ism -.5rs .^ i .mo
. arc -.40 . /OH . 150














. tCC -.47tS .f .47 .075
. ICC. -. 57 R . 67 ry .050
. f tCC -.^15 . 771 .100






















































































S T A T I O N .
X/C










































































































.450 - .554 .67
.600 - .545 .67
.SOO -.V.C .71
.100 - . t47 .65»
.300 -.535 .678
.600 - .32? .720
.500 .241 .831
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TABLE JV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 0.48°; C = 0.361
MATIf lN .159? " S T A T 1 C N
x/f f.P */PflNF X/C
-.r.50 -I.IH ,5\o o.oao
. 1 50 -.Urt . 60S .017
.ICC -.7? .640 ,O?5
.45C -.50 .665 .050
.6ft -.57 .671 .100
. flco -.40 .70* .iso














. I fC -.170 .710 .055
.'.00 -.4M4 . 6HH .050
.6fc -. 10? . ??4 . 100







































































































































































































(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
= 1.16°; C = 0.427
S T A l i r i N .15-17 STM10N
K/r. c.i> * > / P M ^ P */r.
. C . f . - l .SAO . ^, 75 O.O.'IO
.10 -. V5 . S0£. .01 ?
f - . 7 J .M .075
T - . M . 66 .050
. r. - .57 ..,6 .100
C. - .40 .7-1 .150














. 1 Cr -.78-1 . 777 .075
-ICO -.4-1 .nOf> .050
.6Cr. -.70-J .774 .100



























































































































































































S T A T I O N .0075
X/C CP P / P T I N F
.C50 - 1. 463 .494
.150 -.874 .611
.3CC -.713 .64?
.450 - .587 .667
.600 -.562 .f.7?






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M=0.60 . Continued.
6 = 0°;a = 2.50°;C, =0.548
r.N=
r.H=
S T A T I O N .159? STATION
X/C f.P P/PTINF X/C
.C5C -1.9? .403 o.ooo
. 1 50 -1 .07 .571 .01?
,3cn -.s? .670 .075
.45C -.63 .658 .050
.6CC -.57 .669 .100
.8tr. -.i* .711 .iso














. 1 CO -.157 .75; .075
.3(10 -.197 .706 .050
.6CC -.791 ,77f t .100




































































































































































































.300 - .420 .700
.600 - .257 .725
.800 .250 .833
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
= 3.84°;CL = 0.684
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C CP P / P T I N F
. C1:^ -7 .74 .33
. 1 50 -1 .01 . 5/1
. re -.H6 .61
. 50 -.66 .65
. CC -.5fl .66
. CC -.36 .71
. 9C .07 .78R
























































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF











TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
S T A T l n - 4 .1SC7 S T A T I O N .4745
X/C C-> P /PTPJF X/C CP P /PT INF
;o50 - .<s .7!' c.rco
.150 -.".S .tiC| .C!?
.3r>n -.'•» .6c? .075
.450 -.'.1 .700 .C'O
. tOO -. i7 . '.Ol .ICO
.800 -. H .704 .. 1^0














.100 -.»)' .606 ,C?5
.?00 -.71'. .•,>« .C50
.600 - , -M .711 .100








































































































































































































.inn - i .76P .C17
.100 -.67* .^40
.600 -.78? .777
.son ,i4n .PI i
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
S T A T I.Tl . 1 C97 * T A I I
.050 -.ft'.S . S7 0.000 1
. 1 50 -. =i i . ^ .C12
.300 -.*• J .75 .C25
.450 -. ^7 . ~0 .050
.»:00 -.11 .PI . ICO -
.800 -.'.') .04 .1 50 -














.110 -. TT1 . 646 . C ? 5 -
.300 - .SSq .65? .C50
.600 -.110 .721 - .100 -
.600 .I2a .-no .?CO -
.3CO













































= 3°; a = -'
4 7 4 5

















































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
X/f . r P P /PT INF
.nc.n -. i .679
.1 SO -. 5 .680
.inn -. o .*fln
.450 -. t , *P7
.6nn -. 9 ,^qn
. flnn -. 01 ,7ns





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.








































































































































































































- . R 4 . 6 40











S T A T I O N .907*
X/r CP P /PTINF
.040 -. 31 .6 0
.150 -. 59 .6 4
.300 -. 07 .4 4
.450 -. 3> .6 9
.600 -. 47 .6 6





(c) M = 0.60. Continued.





















































. R C O
.900
.550







































































































































P / O T INF
.100 -.416 .66?
.300 -.50P . 6 P 3
.600 - ,?R4 .77R
. R O O .361 , F 3 *
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = 3°; o = 1.15°; C. = 0.439
a LJ
S T A T I O M .1592 5 T A
.050 -1. -J6 .470 O.Ono
.150 -. R7 .539 .012
.300 -. SQ .63? ,C?5
.*50 -. 10 .663 .C50
.600 - . 7 4 ,6TQ .100














.100 - .374 .730 .025
.300 - .449 .695 .050
.600 -.^l? .776 .100













































































































































































S T A T I O N .QO7S
.05n -1.531 .Afll
.1 SO -.R91 .607








(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
6 = 3°; a = 2.49°; C. = 0.563ij
X/f. C° P / P T I N F
.050 -!.a!J9 .397
. 1 50 -1 .OPS . 564
.310 -. - *?S . 6?n
.450 -. SI 9 ..^S"
.600 - .536 . $(•$
. 8 00 - . ! * 1 .70°
.090 . 0*0 . 7pq
S T A T I O N .4245




























































S T A T I P N .7375
x/r. t;p P /PTINF




















































S T A T IRN .en?*
X/C f .P P / P T T N F
.050 -1 .930 .405
. 1 SO -.97 . 191
.300 -.7* .63?
.450 -.61 .66?




. 100 -. 1 tO . 75° .C?5
.200 -.3-01 .707 .C50
.600 -,M3 . T ? q .100

























































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.




.3 00 -.85.3 .613
.450 -.55=1 .55?
.600 -.597 .666























































































































































































































S T A T I f N .907*
x / r rp P / F T I W
.050 -7. 6 . •> ft
. 5f. -. 4 . e 8
.00 - . 4 .67
. 60 -. 9 . f. r.
. 00 -. 0 .61
.00 - . 7 .76
.100 - . 1 «< . 747
.300 - .3>e ,71p
.600 -.74' . 736
.ftnn .?R7 .041
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE FAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M=0.60. Continued.
ST AT 11N .1^97 S T A I |
.050 -. * r> . ?C3 fl.f.ffl J
; i 50 -.'• * .6*7 .r>?
. 300 -. '. "» . 6f=7 .C?K
.450 -.4 -3 .691 .C!0 -
.600 - . 4 0 . si 7 . i r.o -
.POO -.4 S .7C4 .150 -
. 9^0 . ' 15 . 7"=7 . ?00 -
. 'CO •-














.100 -. 3?; .£-2i .c?«i -
.300 -.711 .54->. . r rO -1
.600 - . ??<* .719 .100 -1






















































. 6° 4 .647





.27 P. . F39
. 11 5 .R07
-.T373
-.1066
S T A T I O N
MJRFifF
O.OOO .070
. Cl ? .336
,C?5 .Or9
. C=.0 - .317
.ICO -.376
.150 -.-»7f
. ~e OO - . 4 3 F
. T,O -.501












,Cf O -1 .335
.100 -1 .091
.?CO - ,R34
. 3CO -. T. 7









































. 1 ? f.K
S T A T I O N .C07e
.010 -.7QP . 75
. 1 5O -.41 f, . n?
.300 -.475 . 90
.450 -.464 . q?
.600 - . 53 = . Hfl
.qnn -.4?? . 01
. 1 00 -1.766 . =34
,30O -.656 - *54
.600 -. 733 .71fl
.ROO .17= .P19
(c) M=0.60. Continued.
sr AT rnv . icc3
x/c r.p P /PT I - JF
.450
.too
.«oo -. 11 .70?
. 797

















































































= 6°; a = -2
.4745









































f rdUnW . 7375
>/r.















































































































. T O O -.961 .=94
.300 -.601 ,665
.6OO -.730 .737
.ROO .744 . R 3 ?
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TABLE IV.- -PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
S T A T I O N .l^g?.
.050 -. 39 . 504
.150 -. 41 .63P
.300 -. 43 .657
.450 -. 37 ,i7P
.600 -. 47 .676
.800 -. 17 .70?.
.990 .057. .794
.100 -.494 .SR6
.300 - .58? .669
.600 -,U3 .722
. 800 . 177 .819
-v








































































6°; o = -1.49°; C. = 0.189
Ll






















L O W E R






















































































































. 1 5O -.6P .f-
.no -.6? .*
,45n -.54 .*•
. fiOC -. 57 .A
.POO -.41 .A
.100 -. 775 .f- 11
. 100 - ,54T .* 77
.rSOO -.71° .7^7




S T A T ION . 1 K 9?
X/C CP P / P T INF






.990 .047 . 79*
.100 -.39? .707
.300 -.515 .6P2

















































- . 8 8






- . 6 6
-.6 3
-.5 3







































- 7 P 6
. 794
L O W E R















S T A T | ( A1
X / C " CP
Sl iPF/ fF
C.CfO
. C l ? -.
.C75















































. 9en . 37 r-
-
7175

































. 1 1 9fi
S T A T triN .on?5
X/C CP P / P T INF
,OFO -1 .15 .e 5
.150 -.PI .* 3
.inn -.67 ,L o
.4e>n -.57 . f O
.*.nn -. 5fl ,t a






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.







.100 - . ' T
.300 - . i >
.600 -.H
. 800 . "
.65=.
.727
6a = 6°; a = 1.19°; CL = 0.452


















































































































































































































(c) = 0.60. Continued.
CN-
CM =
6 =6°; a = 2.50°; CL =0.575
S T f t T ION . KC? 51 AT JON
X/C f." P /PT INT >/C
. 1 50 - 1 .f.A .56-? . n?
.ino -.11 .?-•"> . c?5
.450 -. S * . S57 .OfO
. 600 -. 5J . <>M . irn
.100 -. '7 .70? . ifo















.100 - , I?3 .753 ,c?5
.600 -. MS .7?? . . ICO















- l .C f?7
-1.0*iO






























































































































































S T A T ION .Q07S
x/r r.p P / P T INF
.isr. - . R . c n
.inn - .P. .^n
.450 - . 3 . # - 9
.6no -. n .65
.aon -. i .707
.lOO -.in* .774





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M=0.60. Concluded.
6 = 6°;o = 3.89°; CL = 0.720
S T A T I O N .1505



















S T A T I O N
X / C






































































































. P 6 2




S T A T I O N . 73?
X / C




















S U R F A C F














-1 . 3C 4 .




































- . 0 6
-. 96
- . 4 9
- . 9 5
- . 3 5
. 6 5



















s ta r row .cope





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65
f.N=
r.M =
6 =0°;o = -4.45°; C. =-0.185a • LI
S T A T I O N .I«i9;» S T A T I C N
x/f. f.P P/PI INF X/C
-050 -. 41 .67 0.000
. i ^ n - . 7 4 .hi .01 2
.ir.r. -. 71 .64 ,(i?5
.fif.C -. 85 .64 .100
.per. -. 79 ,66 .150














.IfC -.9M .511 .075
.iro - .781 .579 .050
.6CO -.797 .683 .100




















































































































































































































6 = 0°; a = -2.95°; C, = -0.009
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N .
X /C f .P P / P f t N F X /C
.
 c
-f. -.9 .670 0.000
. 50 -. 1 .616 .017
. C O - . 6 ,6?7 .075
. ";0 -.1 .6(7 .050
. fC -.1 .M7 .100
.ICC -. B .667 .150














. 1 f.O -.717 .589 .075
.Iff. -.714 .594 .050
.6CC -.116 .*>R7 .100









































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = -2.26°; CL = 0.066
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N .4
x/r. ftp P/PTINP x/c
. C 5 C -. 56 .5*4 0.000
. 1 5C -. *? . 6OI .017
. ir.r. - . 0 1 .61 .n?s
. 4SC - . 4 5 .61
-6cr -. 11 .61
.8CC -. 89 .66 .





















.IM -.591 .«,?\ .OPS
.IOC -.671 .601 .050
.6cc -.us .6*1 . no













































245 S T A T I I I N .








































































































































S T A T I O N .9025




.600 - .524 .636
.8CC - . 337 .67H
.IOC -1.053 .518
.300 -.661 ' .606
.600 - .347 .676
.800 .163 .789
(d) M=0.65 . Continued.
= 0°; a = -1.54 ; C =0.144
S T A T I O N .159? S T A T I O N .4245
x/r f.p tvpriNt1 x/r.
, n*t -. i .5 o.ooo
. i ejf% _ . . <j .ni 7
. U.C -. .h .075
. 4 * 0 - . .» ,050
. 6 f 0 - . . f> . 1 ;1 0
. Prn -. .ft .150














. 1 PP. - -54h .611 .075
. IOC -.614 .Ml .050
.hCC. - -10R .r->84 . 100



















































































S T A T I O N
x/r.





































































































S T A T I O N .9075
< /C C*1 P /PT1 Hf
.050 - .P6S .55
.1 50 - .674 .60
.3CO -. t 19 .61
.45C -. 5JC .63
.60C -. f 34 .63
.900 - .344 .67
.IOC -.«l« - 5 4 S
. ICO -. 6J5 .Ml
.600 - .365 .671
.*300 .150 . 795
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = -0.82°; 0.221
MAM11N .1547 S T A T I O N .4245 STA
x/r. r.p .'/pii'jf- x/c
.05 - .449 .510 O.OOO
. 1 c. -.111 . 566 .012
. C -,f,H.t .ft -1 .075
. •• - .597 .ft O .050
. f - .55^ .61 .100
. r - .1/7 . ft n .150














. 1 CO -.4.14 . 667 .075
. 100 -.541 . 6?0 .050
. ftrc -.106 .6.15 .100





























































































































































S T A T I O K .9075
X/C CF P/PTINF
.C5-C -1.C16 .576
.150 - .741 .588
.100 -.658 .606
.450 -.552 .630









MAT ION . IS ».>
/C. r.O ?/o r (MP
















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
X/C CP P /PT1NF
.C50 -1.209
.150 -.S40










.100 - .688 .600




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
6 =0°;a = 0.55°;C =0.358
. 1 CT - .76*
. ICO -.SI 1
.ACC -.'79? .i.flfl
. S C O . 1 7R . 791
.619
S T A T in* . 1 5 ->?
X/ f . CP P / P T INF-





- .6*8 . fi I
- .577 .67
-. 155 .r. 7
.01? . KO
. I C C -.191 .71.1
.ICO -.431 .rt'.6
.&rr, -. 7 fl H . 6 H 4
. H C O .191 .795










































































. 5 3 7
. 5 3 9
. 5 7 1
. 5 8 1
.597
. 5 7 5
. 597
STflTHIN







. 1 50 - .37
,?no -..38





P / P T INF

















- . n s (•>
.014
. C 4 5
.017
-.310















. 6 7 9
. 740
.hOO -. I









,75 f t .990 -.036 .745
. 76 3
LOWF-R
. 7 5 7
. 6 8 4
. 6 5 3
.640




. 7 6 6
.807
. 8 2 9




S U R H A C F


























 (d) M = 0.65. Continued. :
6
a




























































































. 5 4 8






























25°; C. = 0.428L





















S U R F A C F
.075 .70C
.050 -.79r








.900 . 11 1
.950 .37'
.7375


































.100 - .62-3 .613
.300 - .551 .630
.60C -.361 .672
.800 .240 .306















.300 - . 514 . 638
.600 - .348 .675
.30C . 2 4 4 , 8 C 7
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
0°; a = 2.77°; CL = 0.612
S I A T r TIN . 1 5 •* 7
x /r. r.p P / P I I J F
'. 5C - 1 ..17 .1
. f . C - .81 .5
c^ _ .f, 7 . ,s
. rr -.59 .6
. nrr -.16 .4
. cjqr. .04 .1
. l r.r. - . 1 7 7 . 775
.ICC - . 3 * 8 .6V.
.6T.C - .77? . f .S?







































































4 7 4 5
P / P 1 INF
. 575






























. 6 3 4
. 7 6 8
.7214
.C8S5










































































































.300 - .742 .5P8
.450 -.612 .616
.600 - . 54? .63?
.800 -.339 .677
.100 - .329 .679




6 = 0 ;o =4.25°
5 TAT ION . 1 597
X /r. f.^ o / P T I NF
1 5C -?.0i.* .?
'fr -.Hlft .5
4 C.C. - . hftil . ft
6fC -.59(1 . h
f>rr -. »5K . r.
s<;r .O5ft . 7
-
i rr .01 i . 7s^>
ire -. iit* . (s.-ii
f- rr - .7<*7 . 693



































































. 4 2 V 5




































































































































. B 3 5
. B3'J


























TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 5.60°; C. = 0.9033. Lj
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P/PTINF
.C^C -7. 14 .75
. 150 -7. 47 .75
. 3CC -1 . 7 .49
.450 -. 1 .61
. 6tf. -. 6 .63
.flf.C -. 1 .67
.950 .O 6 .76
. ICC .109 .778
.100 - .749 . 698
. A C T -.710 .707
.800 .780 .815




















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF
.C50 -2. 152 .775
.1 50 -2. 128 .7flO
.300 - .553 .541
.450 -.610 .618
.600 -.532 .635
.800 - .367 .677




(d) M = 0.65. Concluded.
6 = 0°; a = 6.05°; C = 0.934
S I A T I H N .159? STATION
»/C CP P /PT INF X/C
.c = r -?. 6? .9 o.ooo
. I 50 -7. 86 . 1 .01?
. 3 0 - 1 . 5 1 . 4 .075
. 4 f - .11 . 6 .050
.6 C -. 78 .5 .100
.8 C -.109 '* .150














. ICC .154 .737 .075
.300 -.717 .700 .050
.6CO -.774 .701 .100



























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF
.C50 -2. 157 .76
.150 -2. 173 .26
.300 - .594 .53
.450 -.625 .61
.600 - .542 .63






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70
6 = -6°; a = -4.80°; C, =-0.256
MAT l UN .1 s
. f-. r.r.
. arc.
S T A T I O N .4245 S T A T I O N
l*Jh </C Ct> P / " T INK K/C." CP
U?PF t SIISF ACF
•i fl.noii i.o^'J .12? o. ooo ,079
•( .017 .4S4 . 64 i .01 > ,46?
\ .075 . t j 1 . 7 5 ? .07*5 . 1R1





HO - . J64 .6 If. .100 -.304
5fi - . 43 ? .617 . 1 5O -. 140
n:; - .4 it .MI/ . ?IKI - .477
uo -.<, f .-:<u . uv.i -.,3?
no -. ', 7 . 50,: .4on -. -.'.o
50 -'. -. •; .&•:/ .450 -. no
00 -.5 . .57 .5TO -. 7'J
50 -.5 5 .57 .551 -. 1 n
00 -.5 1.3 . 59 ,6f:0 -. 96
.650 - .57 .57 .700 -. 9
.700 -.55 .58 .Hfil -.71
.300 -. )5 .63 " .9( 0 -.04
.900 -.05 •• 7C .950 ,06
.950 .06 . 735 * .990 . 14
7375



















S T A T ION .9025
</C CP P / P T I N
.050 -. 1«4 ,*7?
.150 -. 396 .677
.300 -.483 .601







.100 - 1 . 4 2 V




































(e) = 0.70. Conttnued.
. 1 CO - 1 . 0 * 5
S T A T I O N .4.?45












- . •: 5 J
- . o2 i;
.f.SO
. 70.1
- . ? t 9
-.03*'
.050 -i.l )i-
. ICO - 1 . 2 2 4
.700 - 1 . IP J
















. 3 3 7
.59?
. 447
. 4 1 7
. 42P
. 504
. 5 2 7
.54.'*
. l i ?
,7-;c
.125 .


































































































. 1 1.0 3
.0619
<R .TO75

















. I . 355-1.47!
- -65C . S 5 Q
6CO - .437 .SI?
«nc .025 .7?7
82
TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 =-6°; a =-1.65°; CL = 0.092
MAT i<)N . i S9?
X/ f . f.P P/PMNF
. C 5 0 --H .50
. 150 -.A .51
. Iff. - .h .54
.450 - .5 . 5 )
.fifC - .5 . 5R
. P fC - . 3 0 . f t?
.9<5r .0 ft . M
. 1 f f -.745 . 5*6
. ItC, -.711 . 544
. f-.CC. - .7^3 .£48
. 8f f . .117 . 749



















































- . C >. :)
.046


















. 6 3 1
. 53S
.514
. 5 3 4
. 5 1 T
. 54^
. 5 4 7
.557
. 5t 5
. 5 5 1
. 5 5 3
.570
. 5 6 5
. 5 7 3
, * 3 ^
. 7 1 3
.137







. 5 3 4
.543








ST4II HN . 7375


































































. / 4 2
. 7 2 ?
.644
.543
- S i 3
. 5 5 5
.54 3


















. 5 4 1
.603
.687
. 7 5 8
. 7 3 0
. 794
:i 1 3 3
0 5 3 5
S T A T |HN .9R?5
X/C CP t»/°TI N
.Cl!) -. 731 .531
. 50 -. 7C5 .54?.
. '-0 - .631 .^64
. 'VI - .540 .5*7
. OC - .475 .iS03
. CO - .2Cr .66 •>
.100 -1 .240 .41^
.30C -. 723 .54]
.6CC -. 457 ,ft(17
. 3TO . 0 3 3 .77^
(e) M = 0 . 7 0 . Continued.
S l f t T I H N .153?
6 = -6°; a =0.06°; C, =0.283
a. -ij
S T A T I C N ,4?'.5 S T A T I H M
U P ^ F 4 S U W F A C F
. C « - 1 . .VI
.15 - 1 . .30
. 3f - . .3
. 45 - . .ft
.60 - . .7
.8CC i ) . 3
. 9 S C . 3 . 1
o.noo i . 103




. 1 50 - 1 . 139
,?00 - .9C6
. 3ilO -.313
.350 . - .752
.400 - . 7 7 3
.500 - .742
.550 - .7CS
.600 - . 652













































































N A T I O N .9075
.G 50 -1. C90 .451
. I S C - l . C ? . « .''51
.300 -. 77J .54?
.4 - jC - .571 .579
. f t i J O - .431 . 5O1
. d f" C - . ? 0 4 .6711
.990 .C56 . 735
. 1 rr - .476 - 613
. 3CO - . f t l 4 .569
- A C T - .315 .641
. RCr .157 . 7f tO
.075 - .023
.050 - ,4 i4
.100 -.567
.700 -.634









.300 -.633 .5551 .300 -.4
.400 -.631
.500 - .670







































. 7 6 3
. 7P7
.800
. ICO -. 310 .519
. I C O -.t59 .558
.601 - .479 .60?
.800 .C95 .744






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M=0.70 . Continued.
6 = -6°; a = 1.92°;C. =0.527S Li
M 3T I.):J . 1 S97 ' S T A T I O N ' .4 *4?






. ir.r - .7/1)
.?rn -.so?




























































































































































- 5 H S
.525
.391































. I O C -.573
.M)C -.470
. "100 .119
STM KIN . i 5^7
* / r. c. H w / i> T i N F
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.


































C-> P /PT INF
L^PF-J
t .OJ*t . e- M
- .o52 .5f--H
- .1^5 . 4 7 5
- .55-* . 3 2 5
- .7 -JO . 2H)
- .71 > .?<>.
- . 736 .'297




- ,H^6 . 517
-.601 . 5 7 7
-.50C . 5S7
-.4R2 .607
-.431 . 6 f?
- , 3 C 7 . 645
-.Oul . 7 C 6
.0?7 .11*
.C$3 . 7 4 5
tCr f f^





- . 5 3 4 . 5f "i
-.214 .6c°
.110 . 7 4 - ?
.3CH .7=; 7
.41 1 . E 2 1
. it d .617






































































P/P r i NF
. 7.44
.534






























S T A T I O N .9075
</C CP P/PTINF
.C5I) -1.563
. I 50 -1 . fll*.
. <CO -1. 147












.300 . IP3 .751
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M=0.70. Continued.
= 0.815
S T A T I O N .159
.050 -I ."«








• 6CC -.767 .656
.flCC .769 .7B7




































































































































































































































.300 - .448 .610
.60C - .455 .609
.800 .123 .751
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
5, = -3°; " = -4.87°; C. = -0.247
a LI
MATIHN .1597 S T A T I C N .
x/r. r.p P/PTMF x/r. c^
.C5C -.777 . 54 - 0.000
. 1 50 -;461 . O7 .01 2
.ICC -.500 . 98 .075
.450 -.1H6 . 76 .050
.6rr -.510 . 95 .100
. R C C -.4(JO . 77 .150














. 1 r.C -1.144 .419 .075
.ICC -.751 .516 .050
.Arc - .7R7 .r>5O .100







































































































































































































(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
: -3°; a = -3.17°;CT =-0.074
L)
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N
.(15C -.567 .5P7 C.OOO
.150 -.610 .565 .Ol?
.ir.C -.581 .571 .075
.450 -.46R .605 .050
.6CC -.511 .589 .1(10
.arc -.164 .<m .150














.ir.C -.855 .51.1 .075
-ICC -.7HI .573 .050
.6CC -.796 .643 ' .IPO

































































. 7 3 7
.147

































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
si a i i n n
x/r . r.o
.C'.r -.a?
. i 5n -.HI
- I C C -.7?
. I rr - .5*6 . 57f>
. ICO -.709 . 546
.f-.C. r. - .7*9 .6SO
. ftfC .114 . 750












































P / P T I H F
.999
.731
. t ! 5
. 5 1 9
.519
. 5?9
. 5 1 7




. 5 4 '7
.551
.565
. 5 6 6
.530
. 6 4 0
.715
. 7 3 7














































. 5 2 7
.553
.511




. 5 5 6
. 5t.4





































. 5 5 4





. 7 4 7
.1615





























. 7 8 2
.795
S T A T I C S .9075




















- -0.31°; CL = 0.264
S T A T I O N .4^45 S T A T i n i





















1 . 10 i















- . C 1 2
.011






. 4 - )6
. 5 ) 7
. 535
. 5 4 4
. 5 5 0
,53fl
. 5 4 7





. 7 2 4

































































. I rf. - .416 .611
.irn -.6?« .S67





























. 5 5 7
. 54 H
. 5 5 ^
. S59
. t5T



























. 100 - .657 .559
.600 - .431 .615
. l^ j ) .144 .757
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
-3°; a = 0.09°; CL = 0.302
SI A! ItlN . 1 5-J7 S T A f l C N
.
 c
. - 1 . 1 HO ..', 0.000
- 1 . ^  i 1 . i .OI?
- . M-i .5 .075
- .h77 .S .050
- .1 .1 .lO














.icr -.ia7 .h? t .o?5
. 3ro - .«?n . sr.3 .nso
. ftf r. - . toi . ht» r .1.10













- 1 . 333
-1.2^0
- . 935































. 5 4 4
.447
. 3 ^ 7
.'17
.49,"
. 5 1 3
.533
. 5 4 1
. 545
. !3S




. 4 4 7
.717
.721




















































































































0 6 3 3
S T A T I O N .9075
X/C CP P/PTI NF
.C50 -1.105 .4 B
.150 -1.202 .4 4
.ICC - .737 .5 9
.450 -.597 .5 3
.6'JO -.530 .5 0
.SCO -.77C - . 6 4
.100 - .747 .536
.100 -.614 .564
.6('C - .427 .616
.POO .117 .755
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
-3°;o = 1.13°; C¥ =0.449
MAI I DM . 1 5 *,> STM 1CN . 4 2 4 5
x / r. r. P a i P i i H F x / r.
. 1 -I.-.SH . 1 -1 ..117
.' - . / ) •+ . •> 4 . (1 ? 5
.4 - . h * r» . •> 5 .nso
.ft - .t,o * . 5 > . i no
. P, - . *•**, . !S 1 . ISO














. Iff. - .^45 . h(.O .075
. 3f.r. - .531 . SH'> .050
. fcf.C -.797 .V..3 . 100











1 . O ~ •*
- . 3 ) 5
-.665
















. C 9 7
-.<20
-.42-i






. 2 7 3
. 3 7 H
. 3 6 ? -
. C .1 J
-












































































































. 3 7 1
. 3 7 3
.3*5


























STATi r .h , ,9r?5
</C CP P/PTINF
. 0 "M! — 1 . 7 5 n .4 0*")
. l r>C - 1 . 4 A 2 .354
. inn -. 7 1A .5A4
.45C -.5<;2 .574
.'jOO -.529 .590
.300 -. 7.H7 .610
. 100 -. 51'' .575
. 1O3 -,5fifc .576
.600 -. 424 .Mb
.300 .174 .764
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I C N
,fi C -1.415 . 0.000
. 1 n - 1 .5R7 . .012


















. 1 rr -.111 .689 .075
.?CO
 T.4*>6 .606 .050
.6CC -.778 .657 .100

























































































































































































.450 - .542 .577





.800 . 173 .764
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
= -3°; a = 2.49°; CL = 0.625
S T A T I O N .1597 . S T A T I O N
X/ f CP P/PTINF X/C
. C 5 C -1 .487 . 0.000
.1 5C -1.640 . .017
.ICC -1.41? . .025
. 4 5 C -.580 . .050
.6CC -.580 . .100
.RCC -.188 . .150














. ICC -.158 .68? .075
.ICO -.419 .617 .050
.6CC -.759 .657 .100

















































































S T A T I O N
X/C


































































































S T A T I O N .9021
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -1.426 .?6R
. 1 50 -1.715 .T96
.100 -.796 .574










TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 =-3°; a = 3.65°; C. =0.751
a LI
SIATII1N .1597
x/r . r.p P/PTI .MF
S T A T I C N .4245
x/r. CP P/PTIKF
S T A T I O N .7175





















































































































































































































(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 = - 3 ; a =4.76 ; C, =0.8043. Li
M A T I D N .159? S T A T I C N .4245
X / C C P P / P T I N F X / C C P P / P T I N F
S T A T I t l N .7175
X/C CP P /PT INF
S T A T I O K .9025
X/C CP P /PT1N
UPPFR SURFACF
.C«0 -l.76(i .785 O.OOf)
. 1 5C -1 -«70 . 771 1 .01 7
. irr! - 1 .61 A .i?i .075
.450 -.711 .545 .050
.6rr - .470 .6ns .100
.Per. -.761 .n5; .150














. If.C .011 . »4? .075
. irr. -.151 . 6 14 - .050
- 6 C C -.766 .r.55 .100










































. 3 7 3








































































































































.C50 -1 .687 .304
.150 -1.827 .270
. 3 C C -1.399 .175









TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
5 =0°;o = -4.70°;C. =-0.221
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I C N
X/ r CP P / P T I N F X/C
. 1C. ~. fl7 .650 0.000
.
 c
.n -. S9 . 6[15 .01?
. rn -. 44 .597 .075
. 5C -. 61 .606 .050
. r . o -. OH .595 .ino
. re -.IB? .6?6 .150














. r.r. -i . i ?i .4^1 .075
.100 -.786 .57S .050
.6ff -.?5fl .657 .100



























































































































































































S T A T 1 H N .90?5
X/C CP P /PTINF
.C5C - .244 .4^0
.150 - .422 .616.
.300 -.499 .517
.450 - .478 .60?
.600 - .521 .59?
.800 -.133 .63H
.100 -1.612 .117
.300 - .692 .55?
.600 - .334 .63H
.800 .124 .751
(e) M = 0 . 7 0 . Continued.
«a = 0°;a = -3.11°;CL
S T A T I O N .159? S T A T I O N .
X/C r .P P / P T I N F X/C
.0*0 -.4* . don o.ono
. 1 «.C- -.67 .566 .01?
.ICC -.60 .57I .075
,4*.C -.51 .545 .050
. f tCC -.51 .5*9 .100
.Pff . -.16 .611 .150














.Iff -.fl?l .51* .n?5
.ICC -.786 .577 .050
.6CC -.781 .651 .100



































































































































































































.450 - .521 .592
.600 - .541 - 5 B 7
.800 - .221 .642
.100 -1.428 .168
.300 -.68S .551
.6CC - .357 .631
.*CO .133 .755
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
<;IAT i UN . i s j?
x/r. r.p J* /P r t - t r




S I A T I R N . 1 H9?
X/C f.o P / o r I
. S 70
. irtl
. inr - .S4s
• 1 f. r -.679
. f» r. r. - . ? 9 9
5
a

























































- . •* i) "i
- . 9S 7
-.944









= 0°;a = -2.27°lC. =0.040
.4245















. 5 6 7
.56.3
.517


















. C S 2 7
- .C974
Lt






















































































































































. 5 2 7
. 49a
























































































































.100 -1 .327 .Vf>
. i O O - .703 . 5 4 T
.6CC -.354 .613
.100 .126 .757
























TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = -0.61°; CL = 0.232
STATION .159? STATION .4245 STATION .7325 STATION .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF
UPPER SURFACE
.050 -1.021 .468 0.000 1.1L2 .996 0.000 .086 .742 .050 -1.037 .465
.150 -.449 .486 .012 -.100 .696 .012 -.164 .660 .150 -.697 .499
.300 -.763 .53? .025 -.614 .569 .025 -.457 .603 .300 -.723 .542
.450 -.677 .566 .050 -1.012 .471 .050 -.968 .462 .450 -.594 .574
.6CO -.S76 .578 .100 -1.20C .424 .100 -1.048 .462 .600 -.570 .580





















































































































































































.100 -.413 .619 5  93    .100 -.894 .500
.300 -.634 .564   90   62 .300 -.643 .562
.60C -.799 .647   57    .600 -.378 .627
.SCO .121 .751   46    .800 .197 .770
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 0.25°; C. =0.335
a Li
STATION .1597 STATION .4245 STATION .7325 STATION .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF
UPPER SURFACE
.05C -1.167 .43?. 0.000 1.102 .S54 0.000 .081 .741 .050 -1.201 .424
.150-1.25? .411 .012 -.228 .664 .012 -.3?8 .640 .150-1.152 .436
.300 -.777 .579 .0?5 -.754 .534 .025 -.580 .578 .300 -.736 .539
.450 -.66? .557 .050 -1.152 .436 .050 -1.135 .440 .450 -.til .570
.600 -.565 .576 .100 -1.338 .390 .100 -1.252 .411 .600 -.576 .578































































































































































































.ICO -.318 .642  .0    1   .100 -.712 .545
.300 -.S87 .576  .412 6   4  6  .300 -.615 .569
.600 -.789 .649 1  .5   1  .5   .600 -.366 .630
.8CO .154 .759  .6    .61   .800 .224 .776
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 1.21°; C. = 0.463
a. Li
S T A T I O N .1597
K/f. f.P P/PTINF
..C50 -I.3O3 .399













































































































































































































































6 =0°;a =2.13°;C. =0.585
a LI
S T A T I O N .159? STATION .
X/C CO P/PTINF X/C
.nen -1.446 . 6"* o.ooo
. I K.a -1 .559 . 15 .012
.3CO -1.797 . 00 .075
.450 -.(.74 . 67 .050
. 6CC -,5H? . 77 .100
.f lfO -.37? . 79 .150














.ICfi -.100 .696 .025
.3CO -.4BO .60? .050
. f tCC -.761 .657 .100








































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M=0.70 . Continued.




























































































































































































































































(e) M = 0.70. Continued.















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
STATION .Q0?5
























6 =3°; a = -4.64°; C. =-0.205a LI














































































































































































































.1On -.SI 1 .*i<]4
.100 -1 .S
.inn -.






























































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.















































































































































































































































(e) M = 0.70. Continued.

































































































































































































































S T A T IHN .9075 '
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -1. 10 .397
.1 50 -1 . 64 .334
.300 -. 94 .550
.450 -. 19 .568
.600 -. 15 .569
.800 -. 89 .675
.IOO -.57? .580




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
CN.
CM-



























































































































2°; C. = 0.618Li






































































































ST AT II1N .9075
x/r r.p P /PTINF
.050 -1.417 .170
.1 5O -1 .685 .10
.1OO -.741 .51
.450 -.607 .57






(e) M = 0.70. Continued.

















































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
x/r. CP P/PTINF
.050 - 1 . 6 1 .11
.150-1. 19 .7
.100 -1. 70 .4
.450 -. 97 .5
.600 -. 35 .5






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
S T A T I O N .159? S T A T I O N .4745
.050 -1. >4 .794 0.000
.150 -1. ".I .785 .C17
.330 -1. ".5 .'09 .075
.450 -. 73 .529 .050
.600 -. 10 .595 .ICO
.800 -.3)1 .537 ,1'50














.100 .02! .72i .075
.300 -.363 .631 .050
.600 -.749 .(.59 . ICO





















































































































































. 744 .050 -1. 1
.573 .1 5O -1 . 7
.467 .300 -1. 5
.338 .450 - . 0
.797 .600 - .7














. 47 .100 -.777 .651
. 35 .300 -.471 .616
. 88 .6OO -.776 .6*3












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.



































































































































































































































x/r r.p P/P INF
.050 - .7 .53
.150 -.3 . !5
.300 - .1 .94
.450 - .0 .96
.600 -.6 . P3
.800 -. 9 .*74


































































































































































































































































- S T A T I O N .9075
X/t CP P/PTINF
.050 -. 6 .5
.150 -. 0 . 5
.300 -. 9 .5
.450 -. 5 .5
.6(10 -.8 .5






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
















































































































































































































































(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
6 = 6°; a = 0.40°; C, = 0.390L
S T A T I O N .1592 S T A T I O N .
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C
.050 -1.233 .417 0.000
.150 -1.347 .389 .012
.300 -.756 .535 .075
.450 - .636 .564 .C50
.600 -.604 .572 .100
.800 -.387 .626 .150














.100 -.341 .632 .C25
.3-00 -.557 .584 .050
.600 -.233 .450 .100








































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued






























































































































































































































.050 -1. P.? .•»5S
.1 50 -1 . 30 .794
.300 -. ft4 .4P3
.450 -. 17 .5ft9
.600 -. 71 . SftR
.800 -. 39 .M3
.100 -.404 .677
.300 -.463 . K7
.600 -.73? .6ft*
.800 .334 .8(14







































































































































































































































































.050 -1. 37 . 17
.150 -1. 0!t . 54
.300 -1 . 1 ft . 17
.450 -. 6? . Sfl
.6OO . ~. 1 ft . h<t






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.









































































































































































































































.600 ~. tifif- • ^  77
.flon ~.4R4 .An?
.inn -. ic. 5
.wo -.154
(e) = 0.70. Concluded.




































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
X/C f.P P/PTI.NF
.050 -1.759 .787
.I5O - T . inft .Ann









TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73
5a =-6°; a =-4.89°; CL =-0.291



































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
X/C CP P /PT NF
.050 -.20? .4 7
.150 -.421 .5 1
.500 -.514 . 57
.450 -.48? .5 4
.600 -.471 .5 6
.800 -.223 .6 •>
.100 -1.517 .504
.300 -1.513 . 305
.600 -.407 .595
.300 .013 .705
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
6 = -6°; a =-3.28°; C, =-0.112
a L,








. 1 CC -.861 .476
. ICO -1 .061 .473
.6CC -.756 .634
.fl fC .067 .718




























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075
' X / C C P P /PTINF
.050 - .425 .590
.150 -.547 .55R
.300 -.595 .545




. 300 -1.31? . 153
.600 - .448 .584
.80C .054 .715
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
S = -6°; a = -1.71°; CL = 0.071
S 1 A T I O N .1697 S T A T I O N
.r'-.r. - .757 .504 o.ooo
.160 - , -<74 ,45'J .017
. 3CO - . 7Oft .616 .075
. 4 5 C - .666 .566 .060
.t-.f.f. -.56rf . 6-J3 " .1OO
- P f C -.356 .60-1 .150














. 1 Cf - .60* .647 .076
. 3Tfi -.816 .4fl1 .050
. f fC -.776 .679 .100


































































































































































































(f) M=0 .73 . Continued.
= -6°; a = 0.22°; C. =
L Lj 0.316
S T A T I I 1 N .1597 S T A T I O N .
x/ r C.o P / P T 1 N F X/C
.0*:0 -l.iUS .4 (4 C.OOO
. 1 5 0 - 1 . 7 1 3 . Irt4 .01 ?
. 3CC -.^64 .449 .076
.450 -,6-»4 .546 ,0r>0
.6CC - .5H7 .5^') .100
,arr -,3f>4 .60s ,iso














. irf - .375 .617 .075
.3CC -.677 .53^ .O5O
.6f.r. -.775 .630 . .100

























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF
.05C -1.030 .437
.150 - t .319 .356
.3CO -.691 .571
.45C - .584 .549




.600 - .482 .575
.HOO .CB9 .775
106
TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued




S T A T I O N .1597
.C50 -1.171 .IS1!
.1*0 - 1 .461 . 11 n








. S C O .701 .754









































































































C S 6 6
























































































































(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
6 = -6°; a = 2.83°; CL = 0.640
STATION .1597
X/C f.P P/PTINF
.C5C -1. 87 .140
. 1 5C -1 . 19 .10
.ICO -1 .46 .17
. 45C -. 07 .49
.JifIC -. 77 .57
.flff. -. 40 .61
.95C .087 .7?
















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
« = -3°; a = -4.87°; C. = -0.264
S T A T I O N .159? S T A T I C N
x/r r.p c /p r rwp x/r.
.0*0 -.794 .675 0.000
. 1 5C -.465 .530 .012
.3CO -.578 .564 .075
.450 -.411 .594 .050
.6CC -.516 .567 .100
.HC.C. -.181 .60? .150














. 1 f 0 -1 .061 .474 .075
.ICO -1.17fl .155 .050



































































































































































































6 = -3°; a = -3.31°; C.a LI
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N
X/C CP P /PT INF X /C
.T«o -.511 .561 C.OOO
. 1 50 -:5^u .547 .01 7
.Irr -.616 .516 .075
.450 -.437 .576 .050
.6CC -.551 .558 .100
.fife -.177 . f>05 .150














. I C O -.869 .475 • .075
. ICO -1 .07! .477 .050
.6Cf -.756 .615 .100









































































































































































































.BOO . 104 .779
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.


















































































































































































































































(f) = 0.13. Continued.
8 = -3°;-o = -0.04°; C. = 0.314
SIATinN .159?
X/C r.P P/PTINF
.05f. -1.077 . 3
.150-1.710 . 8
.ICO -1.071 . 7
.450 -.597 . 4
.6CC -.586 . 4
.800 -.176 . 0






































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
-3°; a = 0.41°; = 0.364
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N
x/f . CP P/PTINF X/C
.CIO -1.101 .417 0.000
. I'C -1.75 .374 .01?
.ICC -1.05 .474 .0?5
.4'C -.67 .518 .050
.6CC -.57 .551 .100
.f.fT. -.15 .609 .150














. ICC -.171 .616 .075
.ICO -.605 .541 .050
- 6 C C -.764 .61? .100









































































































































































































SI AT IDN . 1 59? S T A T I O N
X/C HP P / P T INF X/C
.n*c -1,195 .in* o.ono
.Mr -1 .4(17 .11? .012
. C-r, -1 .105 .159 .075
.
 C
.C -.ftl 7 .514 .050
. CC - ,54fi .557 . 100
. fC -, 15V .hr.7 . | 50














. 1 CC - .750 .h15 .075
. ICC -.55 1 .55fi . .050
- f t f C -.7*0 -ftll . 1OO






























































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.




.15d -I.**!1! • 17
-IOC -1.407 . 11
.4«C -.847 - 81
.SCO -.507 . 70
.BCO -.I'" • 17


































































































































































































































.800 . 162 .744
(f) M=0.73. Continued.
5) IT inn .1597
X/C (•? P/PTINF












































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(I) M = 0.73. Continued.
a =0°; a - -4.91°; C. = -0.262ij
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C CP P/PTINF
C5C -.754 .615






ICC -1 .040 .479





































































































































































































































(f) = 0.73. Continued.




150 -. 70 .519
ICC -, 40 .514
45C - . 1 9 .565
ftC.t -, 4fl .SSS
arc -. 45 .hii
95C .(166 .719







































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSUBE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.



























































































































































































































































(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(£) M=0.73. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C f.P P/PTINF
.050 -1.757 . 7
.150 -1 .374 . 7
.300 -1.309 . 9
.450 -.Afl9 . 1
.6CC -.530 . 3
.800 -.335 . 4





































































































































































































































(J) = 0.73. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 2.33°; = 0.626
CN=
CM =
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C f.P P/PTINF
.050 -1 .305 . ftO
. 150 -1.477 . 15
. 3CO -1.401 . S
.450 -.848 . 9
.600 -.503 . 0
.SCO -.371 . 7






































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.






























































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFiaENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(£) M=0.73. Continued.
6a = 3°; a = -4.81°; CL = -0.241
S T A T I O N .159?
.050 -.735 .677
;15D -.500 .570


































































































































































































































(f) M = 0.73. Continued.


















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
















































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9075











1 = 0.73. Continued.






































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .0075
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -1.01 1 . If.
.150 -1.17R . 51
.300 -.*I4 . 41
.450 -.619 . 1<!
.600 -.614 . 41





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(I) M = 0.73. Continued.
3°; a = 0.58°; C, 0.420
CH-
CN=
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -1.1*3 . 01
.150 -1.79 5 . *7
.300 -1.161 . 97
.450 -.51? . 46
.600 -.575 . 51
.800 -.364 . 06

























































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9O75
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -1.090 ,4
. 50 -1.41 .3
. 00 -.93 .4
. 5T. -.61 .<•
. 00 -.60 .5





(£) M = 0.73. Continued.








.300 -1.3 1 .346
.450 - . 7 1 ,50<1
.600 - . 5 7 .561
.BOO -.3 fl .605




































































































































































































































. 60O -.307 .473
.800 .268 .777
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
6 = 3°; a = 2.40°; C. =a. LI 0.651
S T A T I O N .1597.

















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
6 = 6°; a = -4.76°; C, = -0.221
S T A T I O N .1592
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -.3 3 .612
..150 - . 4 9 .573
.300 -.5 3 .562
.450 -.4 9 .581 •









































































































































































































































(f) = 0.73. Continued.


















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.13. Continued.

















































































































































































































































.050 -. 7? .486
.150 -. 58 .450
.300 -. 10 .489
.450 -. 13 .516
.600 -. 34 .535





(f) M = 0.73. Continued.













































































































































































































































X/C CP P/P INF
.050 -l. . n
.15(1-1. . 7
. 100 - 1 . .9
.450 - . . 7
.600 - . . 5






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued















































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;

























































































































































































































































.300 -.6? . ?0
.450 -.54 . 4?
.600 -.55 . 3R
.BCO -.3? . 01







































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
6 =0°;a =-1.46°; CL = 0.123








.9<;e .051 . 701




































































































































































































































(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
= 0°; a = 0.66°; CL = 0.425
CN=
CM
S T A T InN .1 597 -
X/C r.P P/PTINF
.0*0 -1 .006 .416
.150 -1.715 .154










































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued



























































































































































































































































(g) M =0.75. Continued.






























































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.15. Continued.
a = 0°; a = 3.09°; C, = 0.580
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C CP P/PUNF
.05C -1.793 .339
i 1 50 -1 .44R .?97









































































































































































































































(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
= 0°; a = 4.22°; CL = 0.639
CN
CM.
S T A T I O N .159?
X/f. CP P/PTINF
-C'.C -1.471 .304
. 1 SO -1.53? .774











































































































































































































































TABLE iv.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION i; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued



















• 600 -.159 .59?




































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76
= -6°; a = -4.78°; C. = -0.254
S I A T M 1 N











. 1 C.r. -.441 .4??
. irn -i .?rf? . ws
. ace - _ ? < j q . 5^1
.RrC -.0?R .r>74
S T A T I O N .154?











.ice - .ann .4di
.^rc -i .1 in .371
.ACC -.?AS .009
. Hf C .tTil . ftflO



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = -6°; o = -1.66°; C. = 0.063a LI
S T A T I O N .1597
x/r r.p P/PTI IF
.T.'iC -. 1 .4
T 5C -.1 .4
. r e - . 4 . 4
. 5 0 - . 8 . 5
.re - . ft .5
. re - .1 .5
. Sr .078 .70

















































































. 4 2 1


























. 7 3 6
. 7 5 1
.71?
.caci
. C 7 4 5









































































































</C CP P /PTINF
.C'.O -.tS6 .501





.100 - 1 .C90 .33 1
. 100 - 1. 114 .169
,6uO - .454 .556
.100 .064 .699
(h) M=0.76 . Continued.
MATII1N .1597
.n n -.917. .474
r. - 1 . i 7 1 . 1 5 •»
C - 1 . 1 7 .171
0 -.99 .408
0 -.49 .545
. rr -.11 .539

































































































. 5 3 7
.487
.476





















































































































. ICO -.828 .454
.100 - .758 .471
.600 -.460 .555
.300 . C 5 4 .697
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
1.69°; C. = 0.450
LJ
MAT1I1K .159? S T A T I O N
.r.*r. -i . tO(, . 7:1 O.POO
. 1 5C - 1 . 108 . 7? .012
. ICC - 1 .754 .17 .075
.45C - 1 .01 4 .01 .050
.6rC -.451 . 56 .100
.8ff -.177 .594 .150














. 1 CC -.719 .616 .075
.IfC -.611 .511 .050
.6ff. - .776 .606 .100
















































































C 3 5 5
























































































































(h) M = 0.76". Continued.
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T 1 C N .4245
.r.«C -1 .771 .146 0.000
. 1 5C -1 . 186 . 100 ..11 7
.ire -1°. 115 .114 .075
-4«r -.868 .441 .C50
.6tr. -.415 .56? .ion














. 1 f.C - .'191 .657 .075
. ICC -.516 .515 .050
.6T.C -.791 .607 .100














































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
.C50 -1.138 .369
. 150 -1.426 .289
.30C -1.430 .774
.45C -.744 .477
".600 - .436 .562
. ) O C -.174 .614





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = -6°; a = 4.09°;C_ =0.597LJ
MATIf lN .159? S T A T I O N " .4245
.Cf. -1 . 50 . i09 0.000
.15 - 1 . 01 .?6« .01 7
. t -1 . 0 . 7P7 .075
. r - . a . 5 5 3 .inn
.f -.9 .* I 9 . 150














. 1 CC -.071 ,67h .075
. 3CC - .470 .557 .050
. f tCT -.34? . 5RR . 100



























































. 5 3 4
.539
. 5 7 4



















































































































S T A T I C N .902^
.C50 -1.250 .1
.110 -1.525 .2
. ICO -1.555 .7
,'»t;C -.'•I1! .5
.ROT -.; 14 .6
. ICO -.397 .S7?
.300 - .595 . S 1 H
.600 - .S7C .'i?5
.300 .C6', .700
131
TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued




. i rr -.4
.Iff. -1 .^
. Rrc - .01 ft


































\ r i C N .<
. 4 3 4
-Cv*








- . 7 i 2
- . 7 7 7







































. 5 * 1
.67?
.6*55





















































































































S T A I IGN .t'0?5
.C 50 -. ?ft5 .609
.150 ~ . 4 £ 4 .<i4n
. (00 -. 590 .519
.4>0 - .559 .5?7
.60C -.616 .51?
.500 -. 330 .591
.ICC -1 . 333 .313
.iOC -1.410 .?93
.600 - ,3f2 .576
.30C .033 .691 -
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
= -3°; a = -3.29°; C. •- -0.117
5 1 4 T IflN . IS4? . S T A T I O N
x/r r.p P/PI INF x/r.
. 1 5fl - .^Sft . 501 .01 ?
. ICC - .^41 .505 .0?5
. 450 -.5?7 ,51ft .050
.ACf. -.Sftf, .5?i> . 1:10
.f»rr. - . 141 .1*7 . 150














. 1 CC -.rtOI .4nO .0?5
. Iff. -1.141 . * f»T .050
.f.rr. -.?6i .hi o . ion











































4 2 4 5 S T A T I O N .71?5 S 1 A T I C N
P / P T INF X/r





. ' 24 . 50
. 47H .?00
. 4 7 5 . 00
.474 . 50
.495 . 00










LO^FR SURF AC P
.513 .075
.4:'9 .050
.394 . 100 -
. 377 .?00 -
. 3 5 3 .300 -
.330 .400
.53 .500







.?H . 761 .150
-.00 .680 .300
-.44 .559 .45C
-.54 . .532 .60C
-.5? .536 .HOO
-.61 .515













-.801 .461 . 300
1.108 .376 .600
1. 75 .35* .3CC
1. 47 . 333
-. 77 .495
-. 6? .527
-. ?? . .565
-. SI .613





































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O . M
x/ f f .P P/Pf lNF X/C
.c'-.f. -.7?? .487 o.ooo
. I *.(. -.971 .4 7 .01?
.ICC - • 7O5 . 4 7 .025
.A'f- -.701 .4 7 .050
. hC.C -.567 . 5 6^ . 100
.RCC. -.119 .54 . i so














.ICC -.55H .S7fl .025
.IfO -.967 .416 .050
.hC.f. -.7i.> .6 8 .100



















































































. C 'j 1 6







































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P / P T I N F




.600 - .564 .5?!,
.100 - .240 .615
.IOC - 1 . C 6 C . 3 8 3
.300 -1.C91 .180
.600 - .422 .565
.800 . 109 .7! 7
S 1 A T I O N . 1 S3?
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
K/(. r.p P / P F I N F x/c
.C.C.C. - . 9 1 .47? 0.000
. 1 * 0 - 1 . 1 9 . 167 .01 2
. If.f- - 1 . 0 5 . Irt? .0?5
.450 -.9 * .411 .050
. fiC.C --S 7 . 540 . 100
.P.C.C -.116 ,5-H'* . 150














. 1 CC -.H49 . 5«S .0?5
. ICC - .701 .4«* .050
.f tCC -.227 .6)9 . 100










UPPFR St t r tFAf . f





- . C $ 2









































































































































































</C CP P /PT IMF
.050 -. fl"C .41B
.15 ) -1. 205 . .14<?
.100 -1. 177 .156
.450 - . t4« .50<
.SOO -. 560 .S77
.3UO - . 2 '< 2 .M5
.10.-) - . 6 7 7 .419
. 100 -. 821 . -V55
. *)00 - .418 . tt.k
.100 .110 . 71 ->
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0/76. Continued.
«a = -3°; a = 0.43°; CL = 0.366
MAT i ON .1 597 S T A T ir\
x /r. r.p p / f» f IMF x/c
f.c. - .457 .41 7 o.noo
5C -1 . 161 . 1M .01 7
f f -1.117 . *fcH .075
*r -i .nih .i»f. .050
Cf - .4 VH . 54'» . 100
Cf. - .409 .5-l<S .150














ICC - .119 .581 .075
Iff. - .695 .490 .050
AfO ~.?i'J .MA . 100




















- . 1 7 5
- .11C
































. 3 5 1
. 3 b O















. 4 7 5
























































































. 3 6 2
.346
. 3 3 3
.445







. 5 5 7
.5^4
.-»3 r










S T A T I O N .9T.?5
X/C CP P / P T IN
.C 50 -.Sit . 475
.150 -1 . 2 7 C .331
.3UO -1.712 .347
.450 - .673 .4S6
.600 -, 555 . 5 ? R
.ICC -. 237 .616
. ICO -. SC7 .459
. 1(0 -. 70P ,4fl6
,iCC - .413 .56"
.30J . 1CS .711
S t A I ION . 1 S
5C - 1 .0«7
rr -1 .1 *7
*:0 - I ..Ml
Cf. - .47^
r f. • - . ? 9 H
. irc -.7^1 .61n
.ICC - . 6 7 3 .51.)
. fef.C - .777 .605
. Rrr. .DK5 . ;,i5
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = -3 ; o = 1.11 ; C. =0.425
a L
S T A T I C N .
X/C C " P / P T I N F
S T A T IHN .7175
X/C CP P / P T I <JF
WATl 'JN .9075
X/C CF P / P T I N F





































- . •; c -5
- . 23 -5
- .HI
- .254
- . 2 & '•)
- . 2 4 5
- . 2 / 1
- .2 J -*
- . 2/C
-.3-J--J





























. 3 3 1
. 340
. 3 3 1
.459
.500
. 5 3 4
,564
. 6 2 H










. 4 7 ?
.61 7
. 7 C 5









. 1 10 -1 .
.7ro -i.
. "iOf.1 - 1 .
.'150 -1.

























. ^40 - 1 1 1
•J S I IKFACF
.075 .196
.050 -.151









. "i50 . 1M -
. 709






























. C '>0 -. 9 til * .M 1
. 5 Q - 1 . 3 1 3 .M9
. 0) -1.3U .119
. 50 - .70S . 4^7
. C C - .576 .516
. .''0 - .234 .617
. 100 -. 704 . 4R7
.300 - .75? ,!,74
.600 -.425 .564




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
r.n
C.M=
6 = -3°;ff = 1.69°; C.
a Lt 0.455
MAT IflN .1597 S T A T I O N .4245
.C5C -1.171 .17 0.11.10
. 1 5C -1 .104 . 17 .01 2
. CC -1 .?55 . 11 .075
. *0 -1 .078 . 19 .050
. rt -.447 . 55 . 100
. rt -.7H1 .60 . 1 50














. 1 Cf -.'7^1 .61ft .075
. IfO -.600 .516 .050
, 6 f C -.766 .60* . 100










































. 3 4 3











. 3 2 6
. 3 2 ?
.477
. 4 3 0
.4 )4
. 5 2 1
. 5 3 1
.55ft











. 6 C 8
. 6 S 5










































































. 5 3 3
.401
. 3 4 7
. 3*-2
. 3 4 ^


























S T A T I C .^075
.050 -1.C53 - '91
.150 -1. 156 ,3'IS
..Kin -l. '"94 .797
.'t^O -. 769 .<.6"
.500 -. 505 .'.42
. ?("J -. 232 .61 3
.100 - .£72 .'.96
. 3 C C - . 743 . 4 7 7
.61-0 -.42( . V4
. ^ C O . 143 . 721
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
C = _3°-
 a =2.08°; C, =0.486
a ^
S T A T I I I N .1597 S T A T I O N .4245
x;c r.p P / P T I N F x/c
. C 5 C -1.14 .16 0.000
. 1 50 -1 .16 .30 .01?
. f C - 1 .79 .3? .075
.
 e
.C -.96 ...1 .050
. CC -.45 .55 .100
. CC - .77 .60 .150














. I C C - .179 . 637 .075
.ICfi -.565 .576 .050
. 6 C C -.779 .605 .100























- . ( 6 ri















. C 7 4
. 2 3 0































. 4 5 5
.ec?
.707










































































P / P T I N F
.595
. 5 2 7
. 190
. 341
. 3 3 4
. 3 3 7
. 3 2 2
.117
.324























S T A T I O N ,90?5
</C CP P /PT INF
.C 50 -1 .CR3 .1R
.150-1.391 .79
.IOC - I .43C .7B
.450 - . 7 7 4 .',<>
. T C O -.497 .54
.300 - .235 .61
.100 -.516 .''70
.3CO -.6<!2 .491
.600 - .431 .'561
.BCC .153 .774
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE HAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.







• i . ••»<*!











. 1 f.C -.!?'> . h-Vh
. If 0 ~.-i4 i . SIP
. fcCC - ,^?O -S<5(














































































































































































































. 150 -1.444 .2«1
.300 -1.47? .775
.4->0 - .739 .478
.600 -.46ft .551
.9UC -.240 .615
.100 - .542 .517
.300 -.675 .495
.600 - .437 .561
.900 .139 .770
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = -3°; a =4.I2°;C, =0.619
MAIlflN .1597 S T a T l C N .4245 STaTIU**
.r.'O -1.171 .107 0.000
. 1 50 -1 -4H » .770 .01 7
. Iff - 1 . 17 .7.1'. .075
.45f. -. 57 .S71 .050
- 6 f C -. rt7 .547 .100
. f l fO -. 77 .M16 .150














. i rr. -,ni4 .677 ,n?5
.IOC - .467 .551 .050
.6ff. -. 176 .5)1 . 100
































- . 1 1 -


















































































































































. 100 -1.570 ,748
.450 -.822 .454
.600 -.506 .547
.100 - .277 .605
.100 -'.393 .576




TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1597 S T A T I O N .
x/c r.R P/PTINF x/c
.csc -.747 . i o.oon
. ISO -.«i>l . 4 .01?
. cc -.5<>i . i ,o?s
. so -.s«5 . i. .oso
. f.C -.SM . 7 .10O
. cc -,i*»4 , a ,iso














. ico -.9*>i .41 ^ .o?5
. 1C(1 -1 .?'»? . i?/. .050
.6co -.?«9 .601 .100










































































































































































































(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = -3.29°; C = -0.106
SUTION .1597 S T A T I O N .
-X/C. f.p P/PMNF X/C
. sc -.5? -sir o.nno
.
 e
.O -.7(1 ,4<*R .01?
. f.C -,7t) .4HR .075
. '.r. -.57 .574 .050
. CC -.Sf, .576 .100
. CC -.11 .595 .150














. ICC -.7R1 .467 .025
.3Cf. -1.147 .166 .050
.6CC -.757 .611 .100

































































































































































































. 300 -.153 .464








TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 = 0°; a =-1.38°; CL = 0.139
S I A T I O N .1597
x/r. r.p P / P T I ^ F
.C^.n -.771 . 4 - 1
. 1 5 C - . 1 7 .4 •)
. inr - . 7 1 .47
. 45C - . 4 7 . 4 f t
.ftCf. -. 77 .5 4
.prr. - . i s . 55
.99T. .OS1 .ft 7
. i rr -.514 .sis
.ICC -.977 .47ft
. ftrr. -.758 . 6i i
. srr. .oi6 ,ft9?
































































































































































































































(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
= 0°; a = 0.54°; CL = 0.393
S T A T I O N .1597
. C50 -.9ft4 . 1 r
. 1 5C -1 .709 . 49
. ICC - I . 1 17 . 70
. 45C - 1 . OftS . fl'J
.6tO -.505 . 41
. 8r.C -.109 . 97
.95f. .084 .706
1
. trr. -.111 .59ft
.ICC -.641 .505
. ft rr. - .775 .670
.flff .107 .717

































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
8 = 0 ° = 1.18° =0.439
MATIHN .159?
X/C. C.P P /PT INF
.C5o -1.066 .ias
. 1 SO -1 . 79 . 141
.ICC -1. 11 .14S
.450 -1. 05 .177
.6CC -. 95 .546
.8CC -. 77 .606
.9<;c .065 .700
. 1 CO -.739 .616
.ICC -.Ml .514
.6CC -.776 .60ft
-f lCf i -14ft .771































































































































































































































(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
CN=
CM'
S T A T I O N .159?
- C 5 C -1.115 .175
. 1 50 -1.794 .176






































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Contiaued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
.CSC -I .71 * . 14i
. I SO .-1 .4nS . 7-7-1
= 0°; a = 2.92°; CL = 0.537


























































































































































































































(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
0°; a = 4.11°; CL = 0.603
S T A T I O N - 1 5 9 7 S T A T I O N
X / T . f .P P / P T I N F X/C
.050 -1 . i . 10-J 0.000
.1 50 -1 . rf .769 . .01?
.irn -i. 6 .161 .075
.4*r. -. fl .471 .050
.600 -. 0 .514 .100
-HIT -. fl .614 .150














.irr. -.oan .660 .025
.If.C -.4f,ft .151 - .050
.6CC -.156 .53'* .100









































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) ,M = 0.76. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = 5.13°; CL = 0.664
STATION .IS9?
X/C f.P P/Pr INF
,nc.n -I.4




.flCC -.* .5 7
,<)SC -.? ,ftO7
.1TC .057 .ft97





































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
STATM' I . lec? ?T
X/C C'.' P / P T JNF X/C
,050 -.? * . 50? 0.000
,150 -. <• 1 . ^ 46 .01?
.300 -.T 3 . ?4 .076
,450 -.4 r. . fO .050
,600 -.5 i . 7<> . ICO
, ROO - . I S . 8"1 . 1 5.1













.110 -.945 .420 .C?S
.300 -1 .2JO .375 .C50
.600 - . ? J 7 .599 .100

























































. 5 7 4 "
. 5 7 7 .



























.356 . I C O
. 3 3 7 .700
. 3 1 1 . 3 C O
.44? .400
. 5 7 P . fPO
.678 .7CO
.675 . P C O
.676 .5CO








































































S T A T I O N .C075
X/C CP P /PT INF
.O5O -. 6 - 6 f R
.150 -. 3 .*4
.300 -. f .H
.450 -. P .5?
,600 -. 4 .50
,aoo -. i .«<;
.100 -1 . 350 . ^ f f l
.300 -1 .474 .774
,600 -.33-5 - 5 R Q
.800 .1 72 .715
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
3°; a = -3.24°; CL = -0.099
S T A T I O N .1*02 S T A T I O N .
X/C d> ° /PT INF X/C CP
. 050 -. * ^  .3 O.OOO
.150 - . ? 3 .3 .Cl?
.3 10 - . 0 5 .P . C / 5
.4 50 - . T 1 .3 .050
.600 -. SS .2 .1 CO
.eon - , ? o . 9 , ]5o
.990 . i7 .9 . 2l;0
. 3C"
.350




. # 5 0
.F-.CO
. 9 C O
.^50
.< C0
. 100 - .755 . 4f ? .025
.300 -1.114 .374 . .050
.600 - .26^ .^C-3 . ICO
.800 -. T14 .6c.O .?f 0
.?00
.4CO


































































. 3 7 1
.347
.316









S T A T I f N
X/C CP




























































































S T A T ION .907*
X/C CP P / P T IK
.050 -.47? .551




,100 -1 .771 . .'44
,300 -1 .^77 .^16
,600 -.316 . C94
,8OO .775 .746
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.



























6 =3 ° -a = -1.33°; CT =0.154a *-•














































































































M A T I T
x/r.
Ml»F*CF











. 5 0 - .
.500 -.













. 4CO -1 .
.500 -.










































































ST IT ION ,007C
X/r. CO P / P T Ifjf
. 050 -. 7flf- . 4 P7
.150 - i .n5c . ipn
.100 -.65P . cno
.•••in -.6^0 . snn
.600 -.656 . =01
. -inn -.105 . ccq
.100 — 1.041 .^95
.300 -. 956 .41 R
.6P.n -.101 .5cq
. rtOO .70C . 74O
(h) M = 0 . 7 6 . Continued.
= 3°; a »0.21°; C, = 0.375
CN»
CH









.100 - .?3> .597
.300 -.679 .497
.600 -.720 , f t?3
.800 .103 .717










































































































S T A T 1 T N .7175
X/C CP P /PT INF
C . O O O .099 .710











































































S T A T I O N .C075
x/r. r.p P / P T I N F
.050 -.OOP .414
.1 50 -1. 1 . 144
.300 -1. 0 .157
.4SO -. 7 .498
.60(1 -.7 . Kl 7
.800 -. n .598
.100 -.763 . 4 7 3
.300 -.609 .401
.6tOO -. 3fl7 . Eoq
.800 .70* .740
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
3°: a = 0.51°; C. = 0.394
S T A T I O N .15°' S T A T I ' l * ,4'45
X/C C» P/PTI^IF x /0
.050 -1.0 '. . 40e C . C O O
. 1 50 - 1 . 1 S . •> 60 .01?
.300 -1.1 3 .165 .075
.450 -1.1 ', .391 .0-0
.tOO -.T 1 .'4-. .100
.100 - . ' » ? . 5 <•• 1 .150














.100 -.141 .517 .075
.300 -.651 .501 .C50
.600 -.'iS .511 .100














































































































































































S T A T I O N .9O75
V/0 OP P / P T I N F
.050 -.945 . 7
.150 -1 .760 . 1
.100 -1.709 . 4
.450 -.701 . P










(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
« =3"; a =1.15°; C. =0.446
(t Ll
ST AT jo^J . \™? $T
x/c GO P/PTINF x/c
.050 -1.0. i . 93 C.f.OO
.150 -1. •»•*•! . 37 .012
.^00 -1.1=1 . S3 .G?5
.450 -i.ni . 7= .cfo
.600 -.^32 . 4^ .100
.ROO -.Ml .99 .150












.100 -.'73 .^oi .C25
.300 -.V* .511 .C50
.600 - .?SO .610 .ICO










CP P /PT IKF
1 . 1? 7
-. 1 "**:
- . f> i 5
- . OTO
- . '^6



























































C S P ?
S T A T I O N .73?5
X/C CP P/PTINF




























































































ST AT KIN .00?^
K/r r.p P /PT INF
.050 -1 .O .4
.1 SO -! , .*
. 300 -1 . .3
.<»5O -. .4
.iSOO -. .<
.HOO -. 0 .=
. ?no -. AC? .«B«
.300 -.7OP .4fl6
,6OO -.31 0 ,596
,-*00 .716 .747
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0 . 7 6 . Continued.
6 = 3°; a = 1.76°; C. = 0.479
S T A T I O N .l«9? S T A T I O N .
.050 -l.Mi .369 C.OOO
.150 -1. Ill .)!5 .017
.300 -1.259 .33? .025
.450 -1.0'JH .404 .CfO
.600 -.450 .555 .ICO
.800 - .??3 .591 .1?0













.100 -.716 .'73 .075
.3'30 -.577 .523 .T50
.600 -.131 .597 .ICO






























































































































































































S T A T I O N .90?*
;oso -1.07 .->86
.1=0 -1 .IP .7^9
.10O -1.4O .794
.450 -.76 .471
.600 -.56 . e ?6
.800 -.11 .554
.100 -.634 .607
.300 -.664 . .699
.600 -.IIP .594
.POO .710 . 7 4 R
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
= 3°; Q- = 3.00°; CL =









































-1 . 3« P
-1.1*7




































.075 - . 6
.CeO - .1
.ico - .•>














































S T A T I O N .007'
x/r r.p P /PT INT
.050 -t . 1 .-*
.1 en -I . 9 .7
.ino -1 . 9 .7
.4«;n -. f, .t.
.600 -. 0 .c

















































































. 1 00 -. 469 . C53





TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 =3°; a = 3.89°; C =0.622











.600 - .336 .519
.800 .1*0 .715
S T A T I O N .4745




















































































. 5 7 8























































































7375 S T A T I O N .cn?=
P/PTINF x/ r re .P /PT INC
.703 .05C -1.7 n .^
. 54R . 1 5 0 - 1 . 5 0 .7
.490 .300 -1.5 3 .7
.356 .450 -.R 4 .4
.304 ,60r, - . 5 7 .=














. ROO .1 00 - .39? .=73
.667 .300 -.555 .=?R
.670 .6OO -.31P .e°.N












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M=0.76. Continued.
6 = 6°; a = -4.74°; C. = -0.236
STATION . 15C7 S T A T I O N .4245
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P /PT INF
UPPF.R
.050 -. 25 .59* C.OCO
.1 50 . 543 .Cl?
.300 -. .523 .C?5
.450 -. .551 .C50
.600 -. . 5?5 . ICO
.800 -- .5B1 .1 50














. S C O
.100 -1.037 .39t> * C ? 5
.300 -K773 .131 .C50











































































S T A T ITN ,73?5
x/c CP P/PTINF




























































































































X/C CP P / P T INF
.0=0 -.7ftO .MO
.150 -. 4 .=4
. 3-1O -. * . c 1
.4=.n -. 7 .*?
.ftnn -. 7 .=n
.son -. P .AD
. mo -T ..^46 .^1 1
.300 -1 .41 ^  .79?





(h) = 0.76. Continued.
S T A T ION . lS9->
X/C CP P /PTtNF
,050 -.536 .5 4
.150 -.7*0 .44
.300 -.71? .4 ft
.450 -.564 ." 7
.600 -. 5SS . 5 0
.800 -.36? .5 2
.990 . 053 . *>99
. 130 -.940 .423
.300 -1.144 .367














































































































































































7375 S T i T lf!N .90?*
P/PTfNF X/C CP P / P T f N F
.70P .050 - . 3 . 5
.750 . 1 *»0 ». 5 .4
. 668 .300 -. 0 .4
. 551 .45(1 -.4 . c
.519 .600 -. 1 .=













.619 . T O O -1 .1 04 . ->e3
.464 .300 -1 .770 .337
. 3Pi . AOT -.770 . ^ ^.f^












TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
6 =6°; a = -1.21°; C. =0.193
<;raT trw .qo7R
x/r. r.p P/PI INF
.050 -.770 .470
. 150 -1.107 .^7R
.100 -.flft7 .441
S I A T I P N ,]=.«» SIAIIHN .474*
- .050 -. 7? ) .-i". O.CCO
.150 -.=!,3 .41* .Cl?
.300 -. V.! . A ? ? .P7<
.450 -. 7i-> ..'.an .C = 0
.600 -.M4 ,5?1 . 100
.800 -.-- \"i .-co .1*0



































































































































































.100 -1 .041 .1Q5
. 300 -.«7? .4)4
.hOO -.7<i3 .#) ?
. HOT . 7A7 . 754
(h) M = 0 . 7 6 . Continued.
ST AT ION . lct^ ' STATION
X/C r.!» 0 / P T INT X/C CP
.050 - i .no5 .405 r.or.o
.150 -1.H1 , ? = 7 .C17
. 100 -1. 1 S4 . j6« ,C2S
.450-1.1^4 . ico .fen
.800 -. 1 *-l . T** . 1 50


















. 100 -.4^3 .570 .C25
. 300 -.b40 . SO? .C5O
.600 -.'^7 .6 11 .!TO











- . n ^  ?
- .^63
-. 950
— 1 . 1Q 0
-1 . l'°











































































































- . 1 0
- . ! 6
- . \ O 5





























































x/r rp P / P T I N F
.OSO -.Q7-» . 4 )4
.1 SO -1 .7H1 .1?fl
.ion - ) . ?7n .137
.4^o -. 706 .4P7




.6OO -.?4< ,fr) 4
.BOP . ?M .154
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TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -I.1-) .'76
.150 -1. i) .3?!
.100 -1. -1 ..??7
.450 -1. 2 .177
.600 -. 7 .551
.900 -. 1 .555





. n?5 -. 69<
,C=0 -1.06



















































































































x/r. r.p P/RI INF
.050 -J.O91 .ifll
.150 -1 .IPO .107
.100 -1.417 .791
.450 -.P.4A .449
.fcOO -. 5«P » 570
















































































.1 00 -.M V .514
.100 -.C.1? ' ,5CP.
.AOO -. 754 .M 7
. f tOO .757 .7C.1





(h) M = 0.76. Concluded.
°;a=3.13°;CL 0.590
. 1 = 0 7
F/PTINF
.050 -1.749
























UPPFR S U P f A C E






















































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80
s iAT inN .is-*?
x/c r.p P /PT INF
rso - .773 .5
ISC -.S5S .4





i no -.9i*s . ifl?
inn -1.171 . ^7s
ft f.C -.178 . Sftn
f l f f . -.7rtft .577




































































































. 3 2 8
.460
.509



























































































































(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
6 =0°;a =-3.16°;C. =-0.114
a ' Li
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C CP P / P T I N F
050 -.41 1 .55
I 50 -.ftHI .4 ft
ICO -,ft47 .4 ft
450 - . 77? .44
6f f - .741 .41
SCO -.lift .5 7
99C -.054 .6 O




























































































































































































































.C50 - .444 .525
.150 -.791 .423
.300 - .645 .46ft
.450 -.732 .441
.600 - .820 .415






TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
6a = 0°; a = -1.85°; CL = -0.029
S T A T I O N -IS")? S T A T I O N .
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C
.050 -,5R5 .4R o.ooo
.150 -,fl?l .41 .012
. rr -,aoR .41 ,o?5
. 5f. - .757 .41 .050
. cc -.655 .40 .inn
. CO -.779 .57 .ISO














. CO -.678 .457 .075
.ICC -.979 .ISrt .050
.6CC -.115 .558 .100








































































































































































































(1) M = 0.80. Continued.
6 = 0°;a = -0.57°;C. =0.062
S T A T I O N .159?
X/C CP P /PT INF
. C 5 C -.694 .451
. 1 50 -. Ifl . Ifl6
-ICO - . 7 7 . *84
.450 -. 71 .400
-6CC -. 51 .571
.8CO -. 15 .587
.99C. -.014 .(,57





































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
6 = 0°; a = 0.08°; C. = 0.109ij
MAT1I1N .1597 S T A T I O N
'.C5C -.777 . 47 0.0(10
. l*.r. - .976 . <»9 .Ol 2
.ICO -.994 . hi* .075
.4 = 0 -.jsi . if, .050
.Arc -.479 . in .100
.srr. -.711 . 9i .150














. 1 re -.437 . 5tO .O7S
. itc -.841 .408 .oso
.6CC -.1/1 . 5 4 7 . tlO






























































































































































































.300 -I. 010 .359
.600 -.445 .525
.800 .119 .691
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
8 = 0°; a = 0.70°; C. = 0.153L.
S T A T I O N .1597
x/r r.p P/TINF
.CSC -.8(10 . 71
. 1 50 -1 -Ol . S3
.Iff -1 .04 . 41
.450 -.9ft . 77
.6CC -.41 . V.
.SCO -.77 . rt9






































































































































































































































TABLE re.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.











































































































































































































































.900 - .325 .561




(1) M = 0.80. Continued.
6, = 0°; a = 3.27°; C. = 0.352
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C f.P P/PTINF







• I C O -.169 .607
•ICC -.608 .477
.6Cr -.176 .546
. f tCC -.177 .619

































































































































































































































TABLE IV.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED - Concluded
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
S T A T I O N .159?
x/f. f.p P /PT INF
05C -1 .704 . H03
ISC -1 .147 .761
iro -.984 .367
450 - .574 .44-3
600 -.515 .505





















































































































68°; C. = 0.481
Lj







































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF










(1) = 0.80. Concluded.
da = 0°; a = 5.33°; CL = 0.533
S T A T I O N .1597
X/C CP P / P T I N F
050 -1.775 .787








6CC - .478 .5U
8rr. -,O7I .635

































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED
(a) M = 0.30
a = -4.14°













































































































P / P T I N F





































S T A T I C V .
X / C





































































































S T A T I O N .<?0?5
X / C C P P / P T I N F
.050 -.311 .921


















































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M =0.30. Continued.
a = -2.48°































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued








































































































































































































































.600 - .265 .524
.800 .245 .554









































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.



















































































































































































































































.600 - .49C .911
.800 -.344 .919
.100 -.304 .922
.300 - .355 .919
.600 -.237 .926
.800 .241 .954














.800 .246 .954 '





























































































































































































































. .800 .253 .954
159
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 3.46°




























































































































































































7325 S T A T I O N .9025
P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF
.943 .050 -1.668 .841
.637 .150 -.908 .886
.839 .300 -.706 .898
.842 .450 -.548 .9C7
.868 .600 -.498 .910














.973 .100 -.147 .931
.946 .300 -.300 .922
.938 .600 -.214 .927






















































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Concluded.
a = 10.98°

























































































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued





.150 -.466 . 73
.300 -.460 . 74
.450 -.397 . 83
.600 -.464 . 74





































































































































































































































.6CC - .307 .797
.800 .155 .865



























































































































S T A T I O N .7325
X/C CP P /PTINF



















































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P / P T I K F
.050 - .529 .766
.150 -.499 .770
.300 - .470 .774
.450 - .449 .777
. 6 C C -.475 .774
.800 -.349 .792
. LOC -.003 .710
. 300 -.58 1 .75fl
.6CC -.303 .7<3<)
. SOC . 19fl . $72
163
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
a = -2.40°
S T A T I O N .is«
x/c CP P/PIIN^
































































































































































































































.6CC -.303 - .799
.SOC .216 .875
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
a =-1.82"
STAT ION .1592 S T A T I O N .
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C
.050 -.641 .720 C.OOO
. 150 -.666 .745 .012
.300 -.5S7 .757 .025
.450 -.478 .773 .050
.600 -.511 .76E .100
.800 -.424 .781 .150














.100 -.502 .758 .025
.300 -.542 .764 .050
.600 -.307 .798 .ICC

















- . 4 9
- . 0 6
-. 76
-. 70





























































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued



















































































































































































































































S I 4 T I ON . «7'V5



















. ICO -.<• *7 . 750
. ' J O C -.5?n .7*7
. '*CC ./Mi .?77
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
CN3
C«=
S T A T I O N .1592
X/C CP P/PMNF
050 -1.J43 . 9C
150 -.768 . 31
300 -.034 . 5C
450 -.528 . 66


















































































































. 3 4 H 1
. lode
S T A T I O N .
X / C





































































































S T A T I O N .'VJ25
X / C C " n / P T I N F
.050 -,'M4 .097
. 1 50 - .672 .74*;





.3CU -.4°4 . 7 7 1
' . O C C -.2"3 .»C"
.JCC . 243 .379
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
a = 0.01°
S T A T I O N .1552 S l a l l i l N .
X / C C P P / P T I H F X / C
.050 -1 .1 d .669 C . O O O
.150 -.00 .725 .012
.300 -.67 .7'.4 .025
.450 -.54 .764 .050
.6CC -.54 .764 . I C C
.800 -.417 .782 . I 5C














.100 - .373 .la', .025
.300 -.458 .776 .050
.600 -.20 .802 . I O C
.800 .2ib .676 .200,
.300



























































































































- - 6 H 4
-.635
-.637






















































S T A T l u - J .9025
x / c o r p / p i I N F
. 5 0 - 1 . H 4 .(,79
. 50 - .737 . 735
. 00 -.(.23 .752
.50 -.534 . /65
. 00 -.572 .7f7
. 00 -,3-,3 .790
. I C C -.555 .767
.300 - .479 .771
.600 -.291 .301
.810 . 2 3 2 . A T A
(b) M = 0.50. Continued.
SI AT HIM .1592








.100 - . 2^7 .801
.300 -.4j2 . 76C









































































P / P T [ N f -

























































































































. 7 7 4
. 796
.332
. 8 3 R












. . ^ 97
.417',
.092:1
S T A T I ^ ' I .9->76
X / C f . P P / P I I N
.050 -1 . 76l .65"
.150 -.(',!) . 7 » >
.300 -.649 .74»
" .'.50 - .54? . 764
.400 - .514 .763
.800 -.3'.'* .792
. |.TO -.43.3 ..77?
.300 - .452 .777
. 6 C O -.288 .301
.800 .737 .078
166
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued













































































































































































































































, 5 0 2 5















































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P / P T I N F
. 050 -1 .828 .575
.15C -.151 .703









TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued




S T A T I O N .1592
X / C C P F / P I I N F
.050 -2.212 .518




.800 - .J76 ,7|I8
.990 .012 .845

















































































































S T A T I O N .
X / C





































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X / C C P P / P T I N F
.050 -2.163 .526
.150 -1.051 .699





. 30C ' -.315 .797
.6CC -.757 .306
.8CC .744 .879
(b) M = 0.50. Concluded
a = 5.39
S T A T I O N .1592
X / C C P P / P T I N F
.050 -2.311 .430























































































































S T A T I O N .
X / C





































































































S T A T I O N .9025












TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued












































































































































































































































.800 - .332 .718
.1(10 -1.304 .526.
.300 -.691 '.647
- f cOC -.31S .721
.SCO .106 .805
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
<y = -3.10"
STATION .1592

































































































































































































































X/C CP P /PTINf
.050 -.531 .6M







.6CC - .327 .710
.800 .176 .819
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued





















































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .1592
X/C CH P/PT1NF
.050 -.958 .554
.150 -.733 . 38
.300 -.633 . 58
.450 -.521 . 6C
.600 -.547 . 75
.800 -.423 . DC
.990 .062 .796
























































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -.*13 . 23
.150 -.641 . 57
• .300 - .587 . 67
.450 -.520 . fll
.600 -.523 . flO
.800 -.353 .714
.100 -.839 ' .617




TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON-
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued

































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .1:>25
X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -.9 3 .591
.15C -.7 9 .638
.300 -.6 6 .658
.450 - . 5 4 .676
.6CC -.5 5 .678
.800 -..I I .Ml
. IOC -.712 .643
.300 -.562 .673
.60C - .331 .718
.800 .228 .829
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
a = -0.31°













































































































































































































































S T A T I C N .9025












TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
a = 0.35°
S T A T I O N .1592 S T A T I O N .
X/C Cf P /PTINF X/C CP
.050 -1.365 .51C C.OCO
.150 -.905 .(,05 .012
.330 - .735 .636 .0?5
.450 -.576 .670 .050
-6CO -.570 .671 .ICC
.800 -.4U7 .703 .150














.100 - .377 .709 .025
.300 -.464 .686 .05C
.600 -.301 .724 . ICO





































































































































































































(c) M = 0.60. Continued.
a = 1.03"

































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P /PTINF
.050 -1.452 .497
.150 - .955 .(15
.300 -.709 .644








TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued













































































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .
x/.c


















































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF











TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION I; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.60. Concluded.
a = 3.79°
STATION . 15S2
X/C CP P /PT 1 NF
.050 -2.302 .32?










S T A T I O N .4245

























































































































































































































TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65
CN
Cf-
1ES1 545 RCH 94
S 1 A I I C f * .159i
X / C C P P / P 7 1 N F
.150 -.456 .(51
.300 - . 4 7 3 .647
.450 - .405 . £ £ 3
.600 - .487 .£44
.800 - .404 , ( t 3
.990 .090 . 7 7 3
. I O C -1.115 ,£C4
.300 - . 7 E 3 .578
.600 -.303 .e63
.800 .0(4 .707
P C I M 5 7 C L N F l u
S I A H C N . 4245
X / C C F F / P I P I F
























. I C C
. 4 C C
.500






















































. o 7 2
.741
. 76-)
. t i l
LO.-EK
.505

































































- 1 . WO













P / F ' I I.-JF
. 7 1 9
.840






. ( 4 3
.£3;
.630
. £ 3 3
.623
. (55
. £ E 5
. 7 4 7
.15*











. 7 9 9
. E l l
. 1 3 5 2
.OS .0
b l A I CD .-,,123
. 30 - .420 . 63H
.00 -.466 . 34 1
.
 r>0 - .403 .630
. 00 - . i ' « 7 .642
. ;;o - .127 .600
. 1 )0 - 1 .632 . j '?9
. 300 - .711 .3 )4
.61)0 - . i l l .633
. U O J .0/2 .7u-)
(d) M =0.65. Continued.
sums .159;
K / C O P F / P I 1 N F
.050 - , c21 . 14
.150 - .616 . 15
.300 - .567 . 26
.450 - . 4 t4 . 49
.600 — .530 . 35
. B O O - . < 1 5 . . 6C
.9)0 . 0 7 C . 63
.100 -.891 . 554
.300 -.Its .597
.60C -.301 . £ E 6
.dOC .K l .7(4
.
S 1 A I I U . N
X / C
C . J O C
. 0 1 2
.025
. C 3 C
. 150
. 20J
. 3 U i >
.350
.40')
. 4 5 0
.500
.55J
. o O C
• . 6 5 C
.700
















l . C C C
CP

































4 2 4 5
P / t > r 1 IF
U P H E ^
. i S S

















. 7 7 5
















S 7 A T I C M
X / C
S U X U C E































































P / P I I N F
. 7 7 0
. tco
.120
. t 4 C
. 6 4 1
. (24
.t23






. £ i l
.OJ4
. 7 4 1








. £ 2 3




. E 2 0
. O J 2 5
-.1028
S 1 A 1 H H .9'.!25
X/C f . f S / f M M
.050 - . 3 1 7 . 0 3 7 -
. I5 J - .33J . O i 3
.30:) -.33? .034
.43:J -.50J .6'tl
.300 - . 3 4 ) . 676
. 1UO - 1 . 244 .4 /3
.100 -.-j7.-> .6U2
.600 -. 14 1 .6/6
.300 .133 . /•)2
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
a = -2.39°














T I C f * . 15 ii
C P F / F I I . N F
- .723 . 552
- .6(4 .6CC
-.(12 . t i t
- . 4 * 5 . (42
- . t4 J .422
- .4 14 . (Cl
.C ( c . i u E
- . i f 2 .57e
- . ( (3 . (C5
- .305 . (£5
. 1 7 C .191
S I A 1 I
A / C
C . C C C 1
. - i 2
.C2-) -
.05'; -
. I jj -
. 1 5 J













. 9 i J
.C25 -
.C5J -
















































. ' / P I I . I F
. 5 5 .5
. 7 7 7





. o l )
















. 5 / 7




























































- . 4 M

















7 ) 2 E S T A I I J - I .9025
f /P 1 IMF X/C CP P/P1 INt '
. 7 7 3 .050 -.06? ,oi)5
. 7 t O .150 - .597 ,61V
.652 .300 - .57d .624
.(10 .450 -.522 .63o
.015 , t>U - , j2J .635














.670 . 100 -1.071. .514
. S 3 ? .300 -.641 .610
. 556 .600 -. )42 ,o76











(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
a =-1.68
siAiuN .i'.;;
C5C -.(17 . ^70
I5C -.151 .5f5
300 - , (S4 ,tC 7
45C - . ^33 . (34
60C - . 554 .(29
800 - .<21 .(55
5')C . C = ( .7(5
S TA I1CN .4245 5 IA IKJ., .7325 ^l.UIUl .9.125
UPPCli Sl i»FALL






















- . 7 7 3
- .753
- . 745







- . 5 B 7
- .330











































































. 1 5J -.i>7 7 .602
.300 - .627 .613
.450 -.5*0 ,(,)2
.600 - .539 , , W 3 3
.800 -. )4 / . 675
LJWcK SUKFf lCfc
100 -.tc* . tC3
3UC - .til .( M
toOO - . 3 C F .t f.



























. o O > .(
. 5i t
2S -.2U1*






. It) J .
.3i>^













. ?Co .10J -. 71o
,5£i .300 -.61*
. i K .i>JO -. j*il>
. iS'i .BOU .202
. t; > 7
. t 3 0
. t£ J
.~l^




I C A 1
176
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued:
a = -0.93°
STM1CK .1592
X/C Cf F/PI IHF
.030 - .557 .!31
.150 -.630 .568
.300 - .6 (5 . 6CC
.450 - .565 . 427
.600 -.513 .425
.800 - .402 .443
.9UC .C50 .144
.100 - .545 . 4 2 7




S I A I I C . i .
X/C r ° '



















- 5 9 C


































































. 7 3 7
.760
. 7 0 1

















S O K F t C E














































































. 4 1 3
.446
,6t-6







. 6 C 7
.614
. 4 2 5
. c£6
.15o
. E l o
. E 2 S
.E-'l
. 2 6 4 2
. 1 C C 7
JTA1IU.< .9025
.030 - .992 .332




.dOO - .34a .673
.11)0 -.3)6 .5o7




(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
S T A T 1 C N .155i




.450 - .567 . 427
.600 - . 577 . (24
.800 - . 4 0 3 .663
.9VO .C41 ,~ l t 2
.100 - . 4 E 5 . 445
.300 - .545 . ( 2 7
.60C -.211 .664
.8CC .224 . E C 3





































































F / P T I I h
O P P E K





. 5 4 7
.357












L . i x E K


















































































7 3 ^ 5
P/e ' I I N F
,

















. 7 4 C




. 4 1 5
.415








S 1 A T I U 1 .-;0?5
X / C C P P / P T I M F
. 30 -1. m .486
. 30 -.054 .3i3
. . 00 -.691 .555
. 50 - .3hi2 .023
. O'J -.332 .6)0
. C)J -. 342 . t> 77
.100 - .703 .556
* .3 i )0 -.35d .628
.6!)0 - .344 .076
.500 .253 .SC5
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOB CONFIGURATION i; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) -M = 0.65. Continued.
o = 0.44°
SIA 1 I C f * . 1 5 5 2
X / C C P P / P 1 I N F
C5C - I . 249 . 52
150 - .523 . 47
303 - . ( 6 3 . t3
450 - . 6 C 1 . 15
600 - .576 . 25
800 - . - 9 2 . <5
9)C .C3o . 61
100 - .417 . <6C
300 - . 5 2 1 . 635
60C - . 3C3 .084
SOC . 2 2 1 .K4
(
S I 4 1 I C N .
X / C
C . O O J
. C 1 2
. C 2 5
. C 5 C
. I O C
. I S O
. 2 C C
.300
. 2 5 C
.400
. 4 5 0
.500

















. 5 C O
.55C
l . O O C
CP
l . O c l
- .406
- . 5 2 5































P / P T I -if




































S T A T I O N . 73 i5
X / C
SORUCE
C . O O O
.012
































- . E U 7
- 1 . 3 S V



























P/PII . ' .F
. 7 7 2
.638






. 5 E 5
. 555






. 7 3 2
. 137
.738













S T A T I C : ) .S025
X / C C P F / P I I N ' F
.030 - 1 . 360 .450
.150 -.313 . 5 7 1





.300 - .540 .631
.600 -.14) . 675
.800 .235 .305
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
S I A T I C H .155;
X / C C P F / F T I N F
CSC - l . i i . 1 )
150 -.52 . 4i
300 - .75 . 76
450 - .6 1 .13
60C - .57 . 24
800 - . 2 1 . 68
990 . C 3 3 . i oC
100 - . 2 7 3 . 652
300 - .488 .644
6OC -.300 .6fc6
8 C C .232 . f C 4
S T A 1 I C N . 4 2 4 5
X / C C P F / P I l ^ F
O . C O C





. 2 C C
.200
. 3 3 J
.4CC




. 6 5 C












. 6 C C
. 7 C C
. S C O
.500
.550






- 1 . C E 2



















- . 5 2 J
-. 344
- .246







































. 7 5 )
SI
X / C
S L K F S C t
































U 1 U N .7315


























































. 6 E 7
.757
. £ 1 7
. E 2 5
.E3C
S I A 1 I U N .) ')25
X / C L P 6 / p j i N h
.050 -1.452 .429
. 1 50 -.161 .383
.300 - ./)8 .3 f -8
.4 50 - .604 .o lo
.600 -.360 .623
.800 - .342 .076
.100 -.543' .631
. 100 -.526 .635
.600 -.338 .677




TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
a = 2.70
S T M I C H .15;;
X / C C P P / P 1 I N F
.050 -1 .763 .356
.150 -1.754 .353
.300 - .8C2 .574
.450 — . £45 . 6 C 5
.600 - .556 . £ 2 0
.800 - .365 .667
.990 .033 .76C
.100 -.130 .124
.300 - .392 .666
.600 -..27V .651




















. 5 - iC
.025
.050





. 6 C C
. 7 0 0
. d O O
.500
.550
l . C O O


























- . 4 7 B
-.2Cd
.105





4 2 4 3
U P P E *
















. 7 3 o
. 75o
.766








. 7 0 j
. ' 77a
. d2 4
. U 4 U
.81'.
. 7o 7
. 6 d J 7
. C 5 2 7
sr
S t r f F A C i F






































































. 5 E 7














. £ 4 7
. t56
.656





. 0 '/ 6 6
o I A l l i l N .5023
.050 - 1 . -i 1 .3 H
. 1 50 - 1. 51 .4 5
.100 - .75 .5 4
,000 -.54 .0 1
.OC.11 -.14 .0 7
.100 -.144 . 0 7 6
. > 'JO - . 4 4 3 .(,53
. oOO -.100 .060
."00 .232 . <U:^
(d) M = 0.65. Continued.
a = 4.20"
S I A T IC\ .155;
X / C C P P / P 1 I N F
.050 - 2 . C 7 3 .;51
.150-2 .117 .2f 1
.300 - .731 .590
.450 - .£34 . £ 1 2
.600 -.590 .£21
.990 . C 4 5 .763
.100 .C26 .755
.300 -.322 . (61
.6UO - .237 .700
.800 .265 .616
S 1 A I 1 C N .4243
X / C C P P / P T 1 I F
C . C O C







. 4 0 0






























- . 7 5 2
- .659
- .077



























. 2 7 7




























S I 4 T I C . 1 ."
X/C CP ^
S U P F » C E















. 5 C O
.550
.950






























































. 4 6 2















. 7 5 3









. 6 2 7
. 6 3 7
.639
jT 41 I G r i .-o;>3
A / C L f P / l ' T N F
.050 -2.001/ .i 5
. I 50 -2.0/0 . 3 2
.300 - . / i l H .5 1
. 4 5 0 -.6CM . 6 7
.600 -.3?(, .0 t,
.000 -.171
.100 - . I d 4 .712
.300 - .374 .670





TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(d) M = 0.65. Concluded.
a = 5.54°
M A I I C I V . I 5 i i












, ' i t l
.100 . I C O . "i73
.300 - .254 .697





. j i 2 -
. C 2 3 -
.C3'J -
. liK -
. 1 3J -












. ? Tu ' -
.5 5C
. t i 71
.157
. 12C
























. *t ^  '«
.51'*
. i / )
.60 i
.oUi
. t 1 >
, o 2 J
. t3 i
.04^ '




















































. 6 C 5
. t C 3
.C I**
. t 1 :1
.c 52
. f c t i
.731





























. 7 7 4










































. i 6 i
. ?2 /
. £ 3 5
. ?4C
. i 4 7 ri
- . C 7 7 t
i l .UJO'i .50^3
X / C C P ^ / P F I N F
.050 -i!. I'j.-j
. 1 30 -^. 13,-i
.JOO - l . O 7 < t
.^50 -,oOo
.t-O'J -. 5<tt»






• . 6 / 2
.10J - .09j .733
. JOJ -. 32^' .630
.hU J - .2V 7 ,6 f*7
. B C U .260 .81 1
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70
S I M I O .15)2
X / C C P F / P I I N F





.600 - . 4C5 . ( 21
.990 . C E 6 .142
.100-1.256 ,411
.300 - .749 .i36
.600 - .278 .<!2
.800 .090 .143
S U 1 I C N .
> / C C P
C . C U C
.012
.025
. 0 5 0






























































P / p r i I f













. 5 7 1
.530
. 5 7 2
. 5 )a
.o2)
. 7 0 )
' .735
.74 )


















































































P / P I I N F
. 7 4 2
.631
. 7 6 3









. 5 ) 5
. t i c
. C 5 2










. 7 2 3
. "1 "1 '<




S T A I 1 H N .Su25





.*00 -.51-1 .5 )3
.(100 -. 130 .6 IV
"
. I C O - . )0b .527
.600 -. 124 .04 1
-oUJ . lUo . /4 /
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1552
»/C CP P/PI iNF
.C5C -.555 .5P4
.150 - .637 .5(4
.300 - .577 ' .576
.450 - .454 .6C9
.600 - - S 4 C ,58o
.800 -.406 .621
.990 . C £ 4 .142
.100 -.570 .481




X/C CP P/PIINF </C


























- S C O
.600
.700

















































































































































. 7 7 7
.710
.617
















. 4 7 5
. 3 = 5





. 7 2 0
. 7 7 5





X / C C P P / P T l \
.050 -.404 .621
.150 -.5<i3 . 5 7
.300 - .3X1 .5 t>
.450 -.311 .5 r,
.^ iOO -,54o .5 6
.'300 - .322 .0 2





TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued
SUMO
x/c CP








- . 5 2 4
- .566
- . 4 C 6





.100 - . ) < < , .!25
.300 - . 724 .540
.61,0 - . 279 . (52
.acc .151 . ;5u
S U J I C i l . 4 2 4 5 3 T A T 1 J N . 7 3 * 3
x / C C P P / P I I I F X / C u R J /P1I . \
C . O C C
.C 12






















. S C O
.toe
. 7 C C
. dOC
. 9 G C
.53C
































L-*PE^" S U R l - f t L t
.5;,, C . O O J











































































. 7 5 d
.66C
. 3 7 3
.550






. 5 * »
. 36o












. ( 3 7
. 7 1 5
. 7 7 7
.751
. 758



















. 100 - 1 . Io7. .3S3
.300 -.0^1 .i>bO
.600 - . i b l .634
.60J . I !3> .754
(e) M = 0.70. Continued.
-1.53"
S I M I C N .139;
X / C C F F / F T 1 N F
S I A 1 I C N . 4 2 4 3
X / C C P F / P T 1 ) F
i T i T l G I l .7325
X / C C P P / F 1 I N H
iMTlC"! .9023
X / C C t J P / P 1 I N F
UiVtR SCSI -ACE
C5J - .US .454
150 - .t4 7 .512
450 - .5(6 . - t \
600 - . 5£4 . 5 7 7
tiOO - . 4C2 . ( 2 2
59C .C( 2 ."i It
I O C - . t£7 . 5 5 1
300 - .656 . 5 4 )
600 - .2eC . ( 52
800 .162 .7(1
C . O C C
.0-12
.C50












. S C J
.5 ;L
.9!0
. C 2 3
.C 50
























- . C 4 e
.C3c











































. d O l
. 7 4 1
21 )2
I 1 10


















* S U R t - A C E
.025
.C30















































. 5 4 2
.551
.5(2
. C C S
.054
.7C2





. 5 2 3
. 5 * 3









.130 - .703 .532
.430 -.392 . 575
.600 -.5o? .532






TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Continued,
a = -0.71°
SIM ICf*
X/C CP i> k / P f l Jf




.300 - . 7 4 C
.450 - .575
.600 - , 5 t 7
.80C - .401
.99C .C32
. 4 7 7
. 4 7 4
. ! 3d
C . C C C 1.110
.012 -.110
.C2! - .5i l
. ICC -1.220
. 1 5 C -.916
.350
.400
.550 - . 730
. o C C -.665
. t 5 C - .663
. 7 C O - .573
.81.; - .333 .61 I
. HI
.72.,







. 6 C U -.65
.700 - .45
. B C n ) - .25




.100 - .574 .579
.300 — . 6 5 2 ' .500
.600 -.309 . (45






. 6 0 0 - .269
. 7 C C . C E 2
. S C O . 232
. 9 5 0 . -'; 7
LJ-.lt
. 59 V
. 7 7 3
. d05
600
/ C O .014
.250
S 7 A T I C H .159;
X/C CP f /PMl f




.30C - . 77o
.450 - .623
.600 - . 5 = 4
.800 - .377
.990 . C 4 t
.•H
. 5 6 7
C C C 1 . 1 C 7
. 0 2 3 - .716




.300 - . dCO
. 3 5 0 - . 7 5 0
.400 - . 7 4 5
.450 - . / 2 5
. 5 C O - . / 6 2
.550 - .737
.130 - .o71
. 7 U O - .605




















. 4 1 0
.426
.t 1J








. 5 / 7
.100 - . 4 7 2





. I C C - .535
. 500
. 6 0 0
.700
. S C O
-.263











. 7 6 4
.dO t
.303




. C 2 5




















. 7 5 1
.601
. 5 7 0
.557
.565
. 5 E I
.641
. o C o
. i l l
.100 - . t l > . 5 i - )
. ino - .620 .55-.I





TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued











. t a O - .o (2 . 33J
.7(.C - . jC3 . a 7 ^
. 6 C C -. 130 .6 it
. ' iLC - . C 4 i .71.1
. i j C .033 . 7 3 )
. t(.0 -!.«<:
. jily - . . i i7
.J'jO - . n t3
.Ml
. 37J
. SUO -. (11 i . 7C ;
t J*
. C ^ J . I K . 7 4 )
. C3J -..!2* .10-.
. I C O -.360 . t3 l
. J7o
.jot; .d i J
.741
. 7 7 1
.t4
. 3CU -.3'>3 .37
.400 -.3')2 .5?
.3UO — . 3 3 4 . 3 d
. C-CC -.307 .(-.4
. 7 C J .Oi l .-|2
. dCO . 3 U V . (S
,9 'JC .33U . t C u
(e) M = 0.70. Continued,
a =2.02°
S T A T I C f * . 1 3;; S IA1 IL'i
X/C CP F/F T ( »T ^/^ CP
.C5C -1.4!3 .£ 7 C . C C C I.:)c3
.15C -1 . 3 f3 .3 0 . C 1 2 - , 4 3 i
.3UJ - l . 2 f c l . 20 .Zl-} - .037
.43LJ - . t i l .3 d . C ^ C - .4CS
. 6OO - . T ' J C .3 3 . i J O - .617
.8CC -. J-32 -t 4 . 130 - . 3 2 ,
.99C .C3d .'( i . e 'O j - .376
. 3UJ - .53S
. 3 'J -J - . i ti 7
•41-0 - . U t 2
. ^CJ - ,5C1
. i t C -.030
. j C C - .633
. t 1 C - .032
. 7-j j -.sei
, 3 U C - .36L
. ^ C C - , C « l
. -i 3 « . C 4 !•-
. i ^ J . I C i
. I O C - . IS l . i '»4 . 0 ^ 3 .2Cn
.300 - , 4 7 t . f C 4 . C ^ C - . C S 4
.oOO ~ . i t 9 . ( ^3 . I C C - .271
.800 .23 J . / 7 9 .2CC -.410
.30C - .3C4
.40C - ."* lil
. 5UJ - . 343
. aCO - .220
. 7 C C .114
.cCO . 2 ^ 4
. iCC . 3SO
.^ 5J . i$f>
i . cc ; .122
4 ^  •'. 3
P / P T J J F















, ' j7 t
. o3 1
. 7U i
. 7 j i
. / 4 ^








. C f c f
. 73J




S T A T I C .
> / C
u h P A C t




. 100 - .
.130 - .
.200 - .






. 7 C C -.








. 2O<) - .
.300 -.
.400 -.







































t -M; - f -
. "|44




















. i 1 >i
. 5TC
. 3t i
. ' 'i C
.61:4
. 7 3 C
. -)02
. t i t
. r 1 J.
S T 4 T 1C) t . -i'.)^
Ji /L C^1 P /PT1-
-•J3J - I .-.3 ,3.j 7
. 1 30 -1 . /O . »01
. il.'J -.67 .354
.43.) -. 3i .3 7't
- h O C - .37 .57".
. -CO - . t3 ,634
. 10J - .444 .ol 1
. j;;0 -.312 . 3V5
.nOO - . 3^4 .6 34




TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(e) M = 0.70. Concluded.
a = 3.83°
suiicf. • ' - ;
X/C CP f / f { i f
05C -l.iCi .00 C.
150 -1 . /9C . -1C
JOU - I .t3t: .17
«50 -. 7C& . W
60C -.:<! . <,i




IUU - .CSt t . iCd
3CC - . 3 5 6 .ej<i





S 1 « 1 1 C 'I .
/: cc
,00 l.tCi




•5C - . 771
OU - . 7 7 1





3 J - . '. i 7
0 J - . <. i -i
J J - . JC^




40 . C c d
u J - .C 75
OJ - .^70
CC -.351
CC - .s? 1
ao - . i 72
OC -.1^0




o ; . i c .•!
-

















































'* . ** 30
7 .S SO
'•
JhEr SU^F f lCL
; .C23
3 .CVC
) . 1 00





- 7 L U
* . SC,^
o . •; (; c






- 1 . C j 1
- . 3 / 1
- . 737
- . 7-, 3





- . 3 *2
- . 3 4 4
-.-20
-.312
- . O s J
.00 L
.Ufa J
. 'J £ <•





- . '• i 7











, J i j
. 2 * 1











. S i 1
. i iu
.c "iO









. ". i 4 ^
- . J s' c ^
185
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(1) M = 0.73
a = -5.13°
S T A I UN .11,; j I A I l
X/C C ? P / ^ l l V t - * / C
.C'JC -.2'./ .t M: C . C C C 1
,iao -.<.<o ,:»t5 .012
.300 - . S C 2 .' j7(j . C 2 e
. 4 :> 0 - . 't C <» . 'j *: i . C -3 1
.60-C - . 532 .U2 . I C C -
. HOU - . A lu . b^1. . 1 3 J
.9 >C .C i I . i2C .20C -
. i 0 J
. j;c -
.^ jo -
• *i Du —
. i j -J
. 6 0 J -
. t D C




.100-1.131 . 2 S 2 . 0 2 5 -
.30U -1 . J3c .2; 1 . f j C -
.6CC - .2^ .t S1: . I C C -
. d 3 C . C "i D . / 2 5 . £ 0 0 -
. JUC -
.'.JC -




. -» C d
«<; -iC






























. 2 2 1
. I \ I
'!"
< i -j J T
/^I 1 JF A/L
•j.'^c^ S L ^ T A L f c
. -Jt-. i L .C^O
.di, .Ci2
. / J , . C 2 'i
-c',7 . (50
.uC i . 1 uO
. 1 3 / .100
. ' jf 't - ^ -C
. >a^ -J'JJ
.'JD ^ . J50
. !)5 1 .400
. 'J»l .50.)
. i 3 > . 3 ">0
, * > 0 > . c C C
. 34-'t . fl^J
.60 - " C O





. i *_» - C S C
. i^2 . LUO
.jiJ-J ,^OU
. 11 j . 1< U
.-iz^ . "tttU
.•}) i . '3UU
.to'. J .t-OJ
. T2 . I . VOJ
» 7 c ^ .«OU
. f c i .-yco
. /o * ,S5'0
\ f lu.4 .7
C? v
. J'J J
-. ^  i> ;;
. i ;j y
-. 1*72
- . Jl ^
- . j<,3
- . '* t> 1
— . i«»u






























. } r J C
. * ^  •;




> t < r t
. C^'l













. > b •".
S T A T t i i ' j .•»)?•>
x/c i,f H/^r IK
.:i'jj - .2 'J .cl'i
. i *jO -. '(•) . 5 ?0
. 3:iJ -.I 2 .*jo2
.'. ^>-; -.-j 'j -5 - j4
.',','0 -,-j 7 .'ji^
.-U J -. i 0 .(>( /
. IOJ - 1 .-> JO ,'iui)
. 3'J!) - 1 .2'. J . ' M
.60-j -. >3^' .ols
.r.JU . l(l.i . 1 '^





J 1 . 5f. t
76 .121
(f) M = 0.73. Continued,
a = -3.40°
i 11 1 I L \ . '»2 -t -j
A/L O' H'/Pf I J
C. C C C 1.119 . Vi •+
.012 . JiJ . fd . l
-C7-J - .At • , . >- J
. U J - . - .V I . s , >
. .iiO -.1^.3 .1 J I
.',JJ - .c21 .^3-j
. t J C -.J(:2 . i^J
,
i; i) o -. /1 d ,5ii








. ^ '-, ?
. 100 -.£<;.> .(,67
. il-C - .t.^o .<.<*.)
.600 - .2t ") .c ;2
- .?n .u;')
.C2'j -. ii^ , .f. I",
..Uilj -. Jl S .^t :!
.ItiU -1.2iO . 1'7
,2UC - l .^ t^ . 17'^
.itU -1. JO^ . icy
. c ;i J - . 2 -r ? . t ^  )
. -iOC . ,?<t:i . 7'jtj
I -OJV .C-ii
186
TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
SIMICN . ib;;
X/C CF * /F 1 I
.CiC - . t7 r j
.30C - . tc7
.6UC - .571; .5
.80J - . - 7 1 .(
. 100 - . £ 2 2 .«c(.
. 31)0 - . 11 7 . *it 1
.60C -.26t .( 3 I
.800 . 105 .(2 J
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
a = -2.44°
c. c c: i - it i .;. •
. c i < ; - 2 / e . /in.
. C 2 - ) - ..; !<i .t'i J
.JUO -. 7bl- . J l3
.350 - . f c 7 5 .ic-,
.'.Uo -. u J t . (, i't
.700 -. a«i2 . j'..! . r.'",C - . iVt . f. ) /
.£JJ -. J40 .olJ . iUO -.j'jo .t-,.
."iCO -.C* I . i» ) .S'jJ -. J<t*. . fc'.C
.1 i j .c-i. . / i t . 1^0 -.'Mj . i; i
.';.; . O 7 j . u.\
L J w e r S u ^ f A C F
. C -i 0 - - d i S . «. c * . C 5 0 - . •( 0 t> . 4 c- 'J
. I C J - l . C C " . 4 j i „ IC J - I . J / •* .Me
.20C - . ^7 - i .-,-.> .20J -I.Jdl .M-:
. J C J - l . O C J .'.3-1 .300 -l.ll'j .'.Cf
. tCC -. 7o , . 5C I .'«J.) -.bo'j .c, _;7
. SJJ -,05't . b i t .51,0 -.- jJ!) . '. -v
. c C C - . <; 5 / . t 3 » . t 'JU - . J 1 •'. .61-,
. 700 .C tJ . M J . / O O . O L f c . /C ' j
. > 'J •; . 3 U » . 7 -J .^ . <5 00 . .! 1 7 . 1 = -.
(f) M =0.73. Continued.
& = -1.62°
S T A T I C . [^ ,15-ii : > \ f >
x / c C P P / F I I M F A / C
.050 - .fci? J .^ to C . O O C
.15C - . S d 2 .** i -CU
. 30C - .760 . iL2 .C^ ;
.tOC - . =52 .5^a . i :
.f lOO - .3t3 .ft( t .10











. 100 - .668 .* 26 .C2 3
. 300 - . it 1 . :C2 . 0 ^ 0
.600 - .2 en .(.2 A .uj





. 7 C J
, t C C
. ^cc
. - J5C





































. 7 j )
.(HI




. ) .} i -
* c •' /
. '-» T d
. •« w
.ail
. > '. i
J -C I I
.71 )
.71 >
. '» '5 )
. -* / ' ">
.t 7i
. t'-J j
. 5 2 1
. 6 J t
. 7 1 )
. V t 2




x / ^ C P
c . ou.; . J9
.C It .:) i
. C 5ij — . (•>
. ItJU -.-11
. 150 -. /s
,2'JJ -. 7V
. j:j.) -.do
. 3 5 0 - . /'t
.*.5.j -. /i
. r>t:i> - . f 7






.100 -1 . JO
.2CO - . o'-r






. -JCO . 3^(
.•;5i) . 13
. / J ^ - j .il-l I-.-i
P / . - r i . i - ^/ l :-i-
. ? 1 J , \ - > -.- '-• '•• '
. ± •;-, . j;: - . f t .
. - . - ! • < .ov) -. .7^





. 1 C ,-;
. ' J '
. f • ?
.U7<,
".65t:
. f c t2 . I'M - 1 . M1^
.513 .100 - . o^ l
,^l ) / . ->OJ -. Vj T
,*6o .-.CO .14 I
,43c
. 52 J
. t 3 1
.£1 /





TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M = 0.73. Continued.
o = -0.61°
S IA I [._ .\
* / c L r-
.,jj -us/ . i;/
.. c:;j -1. u ; . •> i i
. lo.i -1 ..)V'. .w.;
. I'u -!. i:a .','.
. • • : > -I. i-if .', a.
. 3.1.1 - . «!J(, .-, V,
..,i.-.: -. .M .-.--
,;MV - . /M .-,:!.
L !•».> S.I-f«'.:
,.,!! .C/'J . >^l. . Ill;
.J.'l -U5.I -.J1', .V.:,
. -J i , .|i-..J - .J«7 .:J)
. .CC -.1^, .31 .
. SCJ . IS 1 . I-, 1
. v-j.) . V.^ . 7i ^
. 1 0.) - . 'tij .--V !
.'.Oil -.-J"l' .-Jt 'J
..,-} J -. 1L^ . Vjo
.-•!)! - l » l .T"
SIM ICK • . 1 3i;
X/C Ci> »-•/>! t V
.CiC - 1 . C R / - .' 1 -
. I •> C - 1 . f 1 5 . i:. I
. JGC -i-.iir .*>;•;
(f) M = 0.73. Continued,
a = 0.35°
. 3UC - . c C U -I1-'.
.oOC - . t iC .1 t*
.auc . isi .iti
.t.;; . >t? .7 /1
. ;cc .^j . i..
.•i'jj . J c C .li'l
. 1 JO - .
. 2 (.0 - .
. jOO -.
, 01.. J - . I i j . 11 )
.700 .027 .7C-1
.!( . ; -. *•;;/ , ^ - J ?
. i'l.J - .',,-.7 .*)>1
.i-.ij - - loi ,o:J6
. ««'J .:'^-i . 7o l
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(f) M.= 0.73. Concluded.
suncit . 13-;;
X/C CF F/PI1NP
.050 -1.2*1 . 276
,lt»C -1.407 .333
.300 -1.300 .3cl
,45C -.t t2 .?2d
.60C - .539 .5bC
. 800 - . 373 .tC 1
.990 .CE3 .123
.100 -.2-i7 .423
.300 - . 5 3 5 .it I
.60C - . 2 5 3 .( *5
.80G .,11 .i5b
















. t s c



















CP ^ / P f i Jt -
1.1C5 .S<il
- . 1 5 3 . *0*
- .170 .3^
- .4C7 .JJ2
- . JSt .^JJ
- .(.OS . *32
- . J63 . 3 3 H
- .i9J .JJ6
- .Jdt .3 i^
- . J47 . i^i i
- . a j o . -« t '+
- .o5H . 52 J
-.5*10 .55-i
- . 538 . 33'.)
- .^C ^  . jd^
-.,-22 . o 1 f
-.042 .,>-,J




-.'JCij . 5 u -i
-.5(3 ? . 's* /
-.bd-i ,5W
- .oC4 ,^'i3
- .22 1 .c't 1
.117 .73 i
.2r,2 . / / J
. itic .aC2
. J 7 J . 79 )
.lit; . 7 i~t
x/c CP • r/r i l.'jr
C . C O C . J r~t •. . it 1
.012 -. i7f> .60 1
.025 - .023 .t.'H
.CIO -1.143 ,*C*
. ICJ -1 . UO .3':^
.150 -l; J53 .3'.*
.20J - 1 . *22 . 15-j
. 30a -1 .35b . J4b
. J'jO - 1 . 3c2 . 344
.'.OO - 1 . j3'y .3iO
.450 - I . JB2 . i i'l
,5i)0 - .737 ,5Ci
.550 -.023 . 5 jc
.CJO -.'it>3 . ^:5'«
. 700 -.-V20 . 5S 1
.flUO -.2^0 .i^=
. 900 -..)5*. .or /
. S bO . Oi) 7 . 70 i
. 'i'.O .021 . 7C7
.02b .2 . /) 1
.C50 -.2 .tZ'i
. 1 JO -.'. .')".!
. 2 C 0 - . ') . 3 c 1
. 300 -.0 . 53^.
,<,UJ - . t . - ?(.
. 5 0 J - . *J . - 5 C
,t(,0 -. 2 .62".
. 7 C U .0 . 7 1 -1
. oUO .3 . 7t t j
.SOO . 1 . 7^
.S50 .> .tL'-
ulJ i ) - 1 . JlJ'j
tOO - 1 . C.(j
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.75
a = -5.06°
S I A T UN . 1 '.Si i 1 * 1 I-"
*/C CH F / l = I l\f > /*; C'f
C3C - . Z / 1 . < ) (. . -J i; C i . ; I j
IsU -.<.ti .5 7 . C l < .53*.
300 - . *3*» . (. 3 .C23 .CS 7
450 — . * 2 2 .'4 . C 3C - . 2 2 7
faOC -.5;<. . i s . l i J C - . j ? 2
SOU - . 3 5 2 .i * . I j i 3 -.'til
9'JC .02 .7 J . i C C - . 3 - 5
.3-JC - .350
. 3 •> C - . -j 5 ^
. A C C - . T / 2
. H 5 C - . 3 j 3
<i i -\ -i
l l \ > \ 1 If-
l_.Jt 'Cr' S
. c l i
. M'J
.t2 '.
. 3 d /




. 5 3 1
. 3-i '«
i l a l l L . ) . / 3 2 3 S I A I I U J .SJ25
X / L L H P / ^ l I ; l - X / C C ^ H / ^ l I N
C . C O U . J4L . 7 1 ^ .03') - . ?25 ,0,V
.012 ,^ t>0 . i l l . 1 -j.j -. t H-i .33
, t2*> .15 . ( ? 3 .30.': - .337 .51
.C3J — .20 . t 1C .'»3J - . '>D2 .3) '
.100 - . 3 3 . fcC I .«.OQ -.'tti-'t .5.?
.150 -.3 i .3 c-4 . -CO -.320 .(.0
-2i ;0 - . <i 4 . 5'j«
. 3CO -.3 •"» . 52-i
.35J - . 3 0 . 5 J »
.•i JO - . 3* 1 .512
.'.3D - , i>2 I . 5 2U
.5U
. 30 7
. I O C - .SS7
. 3UO -1 , ;39
. tOU - , ? i c
.SOQ .C'33
. 0 ^ 5 -.:;',
. u: j - i. i i. i
. 2 0 C -1. j i? i
. ju.) - i . i js
. ICC - . ( J7
. -; ^  c -. L t <.
.t.i; - . - i t > i
. 7 j: -. ^ -. =
. t O J . C 1 7
.;-.) . I c O
. 1 C 7
. 7 J i




. s 50 ,lo
.11C
.U'i
. d i /
. t lo
. ^. (.?
.100 - I . ^ 1 4 .305
.(-C'J - .3b( l , 5 T ^
(g) M = 0.75. Continued,
a =-3.51°
i l AT Li l .M
WC Ct
, C 3 C
. 13J
.3JO - . C 3 2
- . ', ? C
- . '31 F
.etc
. i C C - . 3 47
. t -.; - . ->t i
» * C J - . I I I




.c . 2 J
- C 5 U ~. i J /
. 1Jf -.3 3 J
. I S C - .522
00- -.0^'J
. CO - . i>7o
3o - .670









. UO - . t f c 7
- . 232
. C t S
. C 2 3 -.'ii.c
. l^C - 1 . 1 Id
. 2 C C - 1 . 1 7 5
. 1C] - l , i l *
. iuC -1 . 3 ^ 2
. 100 -|. llh
.£00 -1.213












• 1 U C - 1 . 2 7 J
. J U J - I . 3 3 -i
. K 1
.326
. J 3 J . 3 H
. I 7 J . 7 j 7
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.75. Continued.









C P P / P I 1 N F
- . 6 C H . 5 2 J
- . 7 = 7 . 4 7 2
-.6SC .501
- .540 . 5t2
- . 5 H 2 .131
-,2*.b .^4
.056 . ( C 4
S 1 M I U - I .4<;43
X / C
C . 0 0 0
. C 1 2
. 0 2 3
. C J C
.100
. 1 30




C P F / P l l i F X
1.U5 . ' i / 4 0 .0
- .200 . 634
-.535 .331
- . .-106 . 4 7 0 .
-.655 .510





30 - . 3H3
00 - .032
30 -.617
- .752 . 4 7 , . juo - . 022
- .713 . - . 7 ) .330 -.32')
-.6(1 .30 5 . 4UJ - . o l^
-.615 .520 .450 - .ob2




. 3 1 7
. 5 2 1




. ICC - .732 ,49C
.30C - J . C 3 3 , 4 C 8
.60G - .223 .£2tt









C25 - . iC7
C 5 C - ,7at
100 -.-546
2JC -1 . C f c t




.316 . 7 1^







- , < * \ - - i
-. Quo
- .037
r a c e
.025 -. I ' JO
. C 'J 0 - . 7 d 6
. 100 - 1 .0B2
. /uo -I .Oc.^
.300 -I. lt .2






.t.00 - . io l
. °OC . 1 a l
,5'H
. '37
(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
a = -1.63"
S I f l l I G N . \ ^ ^ e
X / C C P F / P 1 I"JF
.C50 - . 7 7 3 . 4 7 S
.150 -.5* 1 . -426
.30C -.66-; . 5C1
.450 - .574 . ^ 3 3
.600 - .5£ 5 .! 30
.80C - .364 . 59C
,99C .C5S .7C5
. I O C - . 571 .533
.300 - .S t3 .*27
.60C - . 2 J 7 . (24
.BOO . C 5 8 . 7C4
S U 1 1C
X / C
C. CCG 1 .
.Cl 2
. C 2 5 -.
.C 50
. I C C - .





. 4 5 C -.
. 5 C O - .
. 5 5 Z -.
. 6 0 C - .
.i.5C -.





. C 2 5 -.
.030 -.
. 1 U J -.
. 2 C C - .
. 3uO -'.
. 4 C C - 1 .











































4 2 4 3
F / P T 1 ^t-
J H P E K S
« 7 > 3
. 72 j
.611




























. 7 7 J
. 7 1 D
.1641
.1067
S T A T I C
X / C
U K F f l C t
C . G O O




















. I C O - .
.2 CO -.
.300 -I.
. 4UO -I .








































/ 3 2 3
P / H h - i
.71 J
. /CM
. e i =
.'. i J
. ^ t j










. f c? t




. 4 4 1
, 'i44
. 403
. 3 7 3
. 340
. 6 C 7
. cSt
. )62
. 7 7 8




TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
a = -0.55°
S M M c f t .1?;;
* /C CP P / P U ' t F
C5C - . < i 4 e .< -1
15C - \ .C5o . ^ S 1
300 - I . C C l .M 7
450 - , t i 2 .5tb
6tC - . ^ ? t .! 32
50C -.355 .1 ^ 2




. C 1 2
. C 2 ; -
. C 5 C -
. luc -
. 1 i j -
. io J -
. ^CC -
. 3 5 J -





. f C O






















. C b 3
4 J» 3







. i j )
. i j^.

















. C 5 0
.K'O -
. 150 -
, 2 0 i j -
. JuO -




. .'> 5 J
. /CO -
. t -Gj -
.'-00 -
. •ibO





























. 4 1 >
.4 1 1
. 417










. f c t 1
.6CC -.ol)-1
. I C C - . 4 t C
.300 - . i 2 3
. t>OC -.Hi
.'.t't
. 4 ^ 2
.02-:
. C 3 J
. I C C




- . 2 4 3





^no -.,340 .ic I
-.S30 .433




(g) M = 0.75. Continued.
a = 0.52°
. .3 3 (,
.737
S I A T I O ..1-ii
X/C CP F/P1|.»F
S l a i l C ' l .42,3 SUTIJ.I
«/c (.f F / p r i IF »/i: CP


















. t J - J
.otC
* t 'j C
. 7 ^ 0















1 . 1 2 5
- . L '-> S
-.-jC-i
- . ; s 5
- . 2**c
- . i 1 5





- . 5 f c t
- . 5 i U
-.-.57
- .2*; ?
- . C ^ A
.C :C
. 1C9







































. 7 1 7
t ' . C > J O
.OU -
. C 1 5
, .c?c -
.10;) -





. b C C -1





 L; 5 'j
.s »o -






. t C O -
.=U-J
. ^CO
. H S U
lUo . 11?
< L \ i , t 31
4H 1 . S - ^
Vb ' J .420
153 .,'7t.
U 2 . J O
U2 . i c 2
195 ,3t-5
2*^ . JS2




2c>*; , t l 7
0>7 .c J 1
00C . O r f o
-)10 .o tb
I U 7 . M -
3 ij «, . 5 J I






352 . ? C 4
i u 4 * "( *i ;
,;J5J - 1 .uj / ,'. 1 1>
. 1 HO - 1 . 3 ;> . Idr ,
. 300 -1.2 •> .355
. '• 30 - .:. I .107
,M:C -. s u ,52-
^u:i -.2 ,: .Ml
1UU - 7o" *, «C
.j;rj -. /I2 .^i*.
.boa -. i*>6 .•5--)^
.»00 -22<i .750
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(g) M = 0.75. Concluded.
a = 1.31°
S I A I I L N .139;






.800 - . 357








S 1 A 1 1CN
» /C CP
I . C O O 1.115
.IOC - .304
.150 - . 278
.200 - . 3C5
.300 - . 3 C 'J
.350 - . 333
.400 - . 3 1 2
. 4 3 0 - .271
.5JJ - .265
• S 5 0 - .73^
. t O O - .676
.050 -.526
. 7 0 0 - .453
.800 - . 237
. S C O - .OtO
.330 .021
4 2 4 3
F/P1 I -If
L.>Pe(
• "» •' I
. t J /
















S I A f 11 N .7i<i Sl.-HUr. .'>,J/^
X/C CP F/ t ;1 I'lh x / C . C" ^/I'l INf
S U R F A C E
G . O O J .101 . 7 I'V .OiU - 1 . I It) .3-1
. t^b -.3nS
i'ioo - '.*t.*l
. 1 5 C - .f>l ' .
. 2UO - .^^1
.200 - .295
. 35i) - .^-Jo
.<«lji) - .^7*.
,«!>0 - . J^5
. 5UJ - . J61)
. f fbO -.rill)
.601) -.t>4o




'.I . 100 -1. li' .v)
=t itiuo -! ri is"














. I O C - . 223





. C 2 5
.050


















4 .7 "i 0
5 . 7e i






















. 3 Y 2
. 1 DO - .62/









TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76
a =-4.39°
S T A I I C N .119? S I
.050 - . 3 < 2 . 5 6 7 C . C C C
.150 -.560 . 5 2 7 .012
.300 - . t i t . t l4 .02!
.450 - .433 .lie . C i C
.600 - .56<i - S 2 5 . I C C
.600 - .2 t 1 .'.f.i .150-






. 6 C C
.t i J
. 7CC
. c C C
. S C O
.<; 50
. i s c
.100 -.'id .'•'.I . 025
.300 -1 .243 . 2 3 3 .050
.OUC - .272 . o C 7 .100
.800 .022 .6c1 .200
.100
.400





l . O O C
K l I C N .42-0 S T A T I O N . 7 j < - j
. 457
.043
- . M 5
-.41t
- . 525
- . 5S 7
- . t ic






- . -j 7 5
- . 2S 1
- . O l d
.044
.O'!0
- . 4 2 >
- . 573













































- C l ^
.025














. 'j S 0
S U K F f l C t f
.C2t>
.C50























- . 4 2 1

























'Vi i d i
.4(1





























. ion -1.11.^ .313
.300 -1 .3H5 .29^
.600 -.162 .5S1
. f i JO .122 .715
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
S T A I 1 L N . I S S i S l i l l i l K .A^'.a
X / C C P t -VPH.MF X / C
.050 - .4 16 . 566 L . C C i J
.150 - .6t)6 , ^ - i V .C 12
. 3CC - . t75 .4S5 ,C25
.4^0 - .534 . 5*2 . C 5 C
.600 - .57 1 . 1 24 . I C C
.80C - . 34t ' . ^E 5 .1-30
.«;-)€ . C G f l . 7CC .2oJ
. JCC
. J5 J










. I O C - . E 2 C .*.55 , C 2 5
.60C - .2tt . tC2 . I C C
. d O O . C < ^ . t ^ J .2 'JO
. 3CC
. 4 C C
. 5JO













- . / 5 7
- . o / 6
-.620
- .5b<f
- . 7t 3




- . O C Z










. i e 5
. 166
. I C t i
F / P T I J F
L P P E F
. S -i i

















, 7 C 5












suui; j . y^e -
x / C


















































-1 . 1 1 d
-1.154
- 1 . 2 'J 2






V t M l f ' l




. 5 ^ 2
. 5 3 ?
. so*;





. 4 4 7
.40 J
! i f 3 5
, t 7 1
. c75
. ( = 7 6
. c C 7
. 3 7 2
. 3t'l
.335




. » 1 3
. 7 1 *
S M I 1 U N

















.600 - . J52 .534




TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M = 0.76. Continued.







. f O C
CP P/Pl INF
- . tC l .516
- .604 .^.60
- . i 2 b .«81
.100 - . 762






S T M I U . M .i*t3 S I A T I L . M . V J 2 3
*/t
0.000
- C 1 2











. 6 C C
. t3C























- . 7 'i 4
- . 637
-. 7 J3







- . 2 7 ^

















































































. 2 1 1
- . 'J 'i 0
- . 34t)
- . oo3
- . b l O
- . O 9 '3
- . 7 b f >
-. o32
-. 305
- . 7 2 5




- . 1 n 4
- . 0 5 h
-.031












/ ^ 1 I .,
.710
. 7 4 0
.t 54
. i 3 I
. 4 S n
. 5 1 3
. 4 S O
. 4 6 5
.452
. 45 -i
. 4 6 1
. 'ic'j
. 45 s
. 4 7 3
. 5 7 2
. 4 3 1









. 6 C S
. tit; 3
. 74 V
. 7 5 5
. 7ft 1
SI U 1 - J N ,*J02^
X / L C P ^ / ^ r
.43'4
.316
. 1 00 - 1 . 1<?5 .331
1 .^17 . 345
-. 14 / ,3c<;
. I V 7 . 7 3 U
S T A l I C P \ . 15^;










- . f c $ 7
- .579
- . 4 4 7
. 100 - .S£4 .520
.300 - -$37 . 4 2 3





. C 5 C
(h) M =0.76. Continued,
a = -1.68°
C H P / P T I J F
1 . 145 .-J5 1
. 153 .72*
- .29C .60J










. s e c
.9 = 0
. 0 2 5
. C b C
. I C C
.200
. 3 C C
.400





































. 7 C C
. oOU
. 5CO
" q q n




















- . d 3 7
- . J04
-. Jl 1
- . d ii 4
- . -vo9
- . d / 4



























. 4 3 2






. 5 7 1
. t24









. t i l
.6'iO
. 75(,
. 7 7 1
. «7l
bl.M UJN .9J^5
X/C i -k P / P T [NF
.100 -1. 105 , 3 ' 7
. 100 - l . H J . 3 /3
.6 JO -.331 ,3;13




- . I O V 3
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(h) M =0.76. Continued.
a = -0.58°
S I A 1 1 1 K . 1 3 '» 2
X/C CP f/f I 1 -if
.C5C - .td I . 4 4 4
.150 - 1 .C9t .3 1C
,30C - I .C22 .4CC
. 43C - .9C 5 . ' 3 2
.600 - .546 , ' .2\.
. f C C - . 24O . 5 t ?
.990 .C t / .oS?
.100 -, iJ2 .56 ' .
. 3UO - .£6 I .*>4<,
.6CC - .246 .f 14
.POC .Cc ,2 . 7 C 7
SIMIC.J
» / C C P
C.CCC 1 .121
. C 2 3 -.-.11
. C 3 ; - . d C
. 10-J - . C 4 3
. i -JC - .024
" . i oc - .c 59
. Ji,C - - C 6 7
.3^ : - . Ct 3
. ' tCC - . C 3 *
. 4 D C - .CCc
. bJO - .141
. 5 3^ - . 052
. c C C -.3 7
.t 5C - . ; H
. fuJ -.'t 3
. 6 C C -.2 t:
. 9 c c - . c 3
. S 3 C . 'J47
. » -J 3 .066
. C 2 5 - . C 6 7
. C a C -.'.92
.10-.) - ,c3 t»
. 2Cd - . 7 / j
. 3Cu - . 2 - 2
. *C3 -. Jc 1
. 5 C o - . 6 4 3
. 7 C J . C 7 1
. c C C . 2 3 ii
. ?C J . 14r3
H2'»J












. J i J
. 520
. t i£
. 3 3 •'»
. aC T






. f a )
. 4^ /
. 4 1 7
.30-i







.C 3 J - .
.100 -.
. l3(j - 1 .
.<*oo -.
..no -i.
. 550 - I .
.400 -1.
.430 - I .
.500 -.
. i> 3 0 - .
.oOC -.






. C 3 0 -.
.luO -.
.200 -.




































73i i S T A T t l )4 .9025
•*/i' [ \ \ \ - X/C CC P/ * *T IN
;>|j ;^ !j _-;^ ;^
. T ? . i 0 - 1 . 1 1 7 . 3 ^
. 3 3 . " t J -.ntj2 ,A1J
. Cc .O C - ,u 1 0 ,b 1
.C. i . :i 0 ~ . / ^ 2 . o U
. 1<<
. ; >4
. J * j9
. 3>5
. if o
. 4 C -J







. fcHo . 100 -. >34 ,4 19
. 52d . 3uO -.-163 ,','.^1
.494 .600 -.3u.-i .3-14
.462 .fltJJ . 1 73 .7.10
.41 J
. 3°7






(h) M = 0.76. Continued.
S T A T I C I X . I 3 i i - .1
X / C C P P / P 1 I N h X / C
.C5C - 1 . C C 2 . 4 C 6 C . C C C
. 13C -1.149 .25 J .CU
.20C - 1 . 144 .20 f . 025
.450 - t .C' if i . 2 "if. .C30
.600 - . 5C4 .* * J . I O C
.POC - . = - 1 . 5 9 1 . 13C
.99C .C80 . iC^ .2CC













. 100 - . J54 .5 t4 .C2-i
. 300 - .669 . ic^ . C 5 C
.60C - . 221 .621 . I U J
. P O U . 1 C ) .112 . 2 0 C
. 30J
. 4 C C
. b C ^
.cue
. 7 C C
. dCC
. ? C C
. 9 5C
l . ' J O C





- . i2 7









- .t - 1









- . 6 5 ' a
- ,»13







. C b b
F / v - T 1 J^
U P P E h
.9i (
. O'J J




















, =i 7 ;













































































































S M T 1 U M . - JO^b
X / C C H P / P F I N f -
.0->0 -. .70 . 13
. 1 ?0 - I ,2rtO . <i
. 300 - 1 ,22'J . 3
.<i50 -.s'M . -i
.f.00 -.0(1'^ . *.
.300 -.2 JO . 2
-
. 100 - . /'J0 .464
. 300 -. 723 . 4 H 1
.(jJO - .33? . 5 H 3




- . 1 C 7 4
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOB CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAXE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - continued
(h) M = 0.76. Concluded.
1.08°










- l . i C 2 .250
- I . C 6 9 .2d2
-.453 .546
- .224 . 5 5 2
.C65 .101











. 4 5 C -
.5JC -
.550 -
. 6 C C -
.65J -
. 70C -
. £ C C -
.500 -
.550 -











































S I A T ILK -
X /C
S U B F J C C
I. COO
.012 -

































. O V b
.027
.012
7 3 2 5
. ?C7
. 6 2 >
. 544
















SI Al lu J . 5J25
.05J - 1 . 3 .401
.15J -1. n .311
.300 -1. 7 .306
.43J -. 1 .47J
.100 -. 1 .324
.f-.CJ -. 4 t o j f t
.100 - .24 1 .615
.300 -.t3C . 5CE
.60C - . i l l .<13
.800 .C63 . 1C5
CS=
CC-
. C 2 5

















































































. i c t a
. 10!J - . 7>0 .4 Jl
. luO -.7*, 3 . 4 7 7
.600 -.i tU .160
. -JU.J .^07 .7 39
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80
a =-4.15°
s i a n c r v .13;;
I K . C P P / P I 1 N F
. C5C - .25 1 . *. 52
.150 -.(02 . «7e
.300 - . (21 . < " ( :
. 43J - .'.'.i . 493
.60C - . ( 2 5 .439
. B O O - .368 . ; 4 7
.990 - .114 . t 22
.100 - . (36 .".2
. 300 -1.147 . 2 la
.600 - .223 . b5H
. P O O - . 2 7 7 .'.it,
s u n
X / C








. 2 5 0 -
.-.00 -
. 4 !; 0 -
. 5 0 0 - -







. - i i O -






. ' .Cl -
.600 -


















. •' * 2
. r i C 2












































































S U S F a C e
- C 2 5 -
.C50 -











































( 3 < 3














. 3 ( 2











. 4 7 7





SM 1 Iu J . J J25
J./c CP P / P T I I . F
.O5J - . 13'.) . 52
. 1 30 - .u2 1 .72
. 100 - .074 . 36
.430 - .nSa .61
,600 - . 7 o » . 23
. ?.00 - .231 . .32
.100 -1.143 .11?







(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
s ra i ic\ . i$$i
X/C CP P/F T I-JF
C 5 C - . ^ 2 3 . ^ 3 2
l^C - . t c -3 .45 i
3oa -.t -i .<i i
tl>U - . 5F J .4E->
6oc - ..nc .t-M
dOO - . J46 . e 51?














. ^ 5 J
- 6 C C
.C!)C
. ?CC
. c C C
. sec
. > 5C
. 'i '•) C
KC'J .'it'i^






- . 5 ^ 8 , ^ S H
- . fa/( ; ,*iDi
-./^'t - A ^ l
- . 7 t 7 ,< ,3L
- .?5 l
- . A t 'i .
— . S t ^  .
-. i lO
- . d 1 1> .
















































- . 7 B f
-. fi 12
- .d39






- . 0 S J
/ f l l .J
















. £ 1 3
. (31
.t42
.100 -.6C .9 .451
.300 - 1 . C 7 7 .340
.600 - . 2 C 7 .5oo

















. 5 ) 2
. 'J2'5 -.2t 'J . 77 .C23
.05 - . 7 t 4 . 33 .C5C
. 1 C -. ' • i l7 . 3 7 . I C O
. 2 C -1.017 . 5 1 .200
.1C -1 . 123 . J^D . iQO
. 4C -.t.51 . t b - j .400
. bC - . - J40 .45 J . OC
.£0 -. 5 ?4 . 5U J .00
. ICC - .4b3 .5^ 1 . Oij
. oCC -.2C .4 .57 ) .00
, ^ C C - . C 7 5 . b J « . 00
-S i t - .C<:4 .04 ) . uo
























. 4 i 7
. i2r.
. - .) ' .
. £ 1 2
. t i t
0 7 c 5
02f 2
. 1 0:i - I .091 .3 14
.301) -1.J10 . 2 7 2
.M)0 -.^96 .51 1
.oOO - ,dJ4 .046
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80. Continued,
a = -2.77° '
S I J I I C N .1592
X / C C P P / P I I N F
.05C -.456 .511
.150 -.123 .444
.300 - . 722 . < 4 1
.450 - .£17 . 475
.600 -.710 . 44b
.800 -.:;1 .555
.990 - .C28 . £ 4 3
. IOC - .6£1 .462
.300 -1.C15 .358
.600 - .264 . 573
. ROC — . 275 ,57£
X / C




















. 0 ^ 5
. C 5 C
. I C O
. 300
. 4 0 0
. 500
.600
. 7 C C
.goo
.500
. 5 5 C
1 .OOJ































. C C 9
. O C 4
_
-
O P P t H
. 5 1 i


































S 1 A T I U N ,7 i t - ,
X / C C P H / F T [ : j H
S U R F A C E
C . O O O












































































. 5 5 0
. o05
.022
. 6 2 2
. £ 3 )
.631









. £ 3 3
.0456
.02C3
X / C C P I ' / r M I N F
.050 -.5(17 . ')-
. 1 S'J - .n43 . 09
.3()'J - . l id . 75
.45'.) -. /2d . 4 )
.600 - .795 . ?3
.400 - .244 . i5
. 1 00 -1 .001 .345
.300 -1 .26 P .234
.600 - .475 . . 5 1 ?
. U O J
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
a = -2.04"
S T / U I C N .155;
X / C C P F / P H N F
. C 5 C -.546 .446
.150 -.790 .<24
.300 - . 6C5 .420
.45C - .£56 . 4 £ 4
.600 -.617 .475
.800 -.213 . 5 f 5
.990 .C15 .662
. 100 - .5(4 .4(5
.300 - .575 .370
.600 - .229 .5£>C
.800 - .227 .550
S 1 A 1 I C N .4245
X/C CF F / P 1 I v f
c.coo
.012













. 7 C C







. 2 C O





. 6 C O
.500
.55J
l . C C C
1. 155


































U P P E R




































S T A T 1 U N .7325 S T A T I U . N .5025
X / C C P P / P I I N F X / C C P P / P T 1 N F
S L K F A C E
































































, 63£ .050 -.583 .4*5
. 16 .150 -.936 .3dl
. 21 .300 - .V10 .335
. 97 .450 - .741 . 4 ) 9
. 5c .600 - .799 . 422






. 3 7 2
.351




. £ 3 1
. £ 3 9
. £ 4 5 .UK) -1.1)02 .362
.430 .300 -1.215 . 2 )3
.400 .600 - .46) .515
.366 . d O O .036 .667
. 3 5 1
. 3£ I
. 5 C C
.506
.54C
. 5 £ 3
.£24
. £ 5 1
OL6 1
0 2 4 5
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TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
SIM ICN . 1 552
X / C C P P / P 1 I N F
.05C - .*<» . 4 7 9
..15C - .E39 .410
.20C - . t 6 7 .402





















. 5 5 0






. $ 3 C
. C 2 5

















- . c 2 7
- .ae <:

















- . > !J4
- i .csa





















































































































































.1 50 -1 .000 . J(,3
.300 -.579 .ic,9
.450 - .734 .441
.600 -.7fl4 .42o
.POO -.242 .5d5
. l r;t> - . )d3. .3uS
. 300 -1 . 14 d .319
.600 - .407 . 5 3 7
.800 .112 .6d9
(i) M = 0.80. Continued.
= -0.67°
S I « I I C ^ .1552
X / C C P F / P 1 I H F
.C5C - .717 ,<46
.150 -.52 . 2 ( 5
.3CC -.52 .3t
. 45C -.75 . 'i
.60C - . 4 2 .53
.800 -.26 .57
.S9C - .CC .65
. IOC - ,44d .'. 25
.300 -.(76 .355
.600 - .347 . i54
.eOC - . 2 C 4 .5U






















. C 2 5
. C s C
. I C O
. 2 C C
.30C
. 4 C C
. 5 C C
. 30 J
. 7 C C





































4 2 4 5







































S u K F A C E





































































































S I A T I o N .9025




.450 - .dOo .420
.600 -.662 .4o?
.900 -.243 .5«3






TABLE V.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 1; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Concluded
(i) M = 0.80. Concluded.
S T A T (CN . 155*
X/C CP F/FTINF
SI* II UN .
X / C C P
4 * 4 5 S T A T l u . V . 7><r.D SI AT iuN .^O^i




.30C - , S £ 4 .2ea




.100 - .378 .145
. 300 - , t«4 . 4 C S
.6CC -.375 .S4&
.80C -.109 .601








. 3 5 C
. tOO



















. S C O
.'•» GO




- . .J j d
-.710















- . C S S
.006
-.419









• C J 5












. 3 7 J
.4 i'j










. 5 3 3
































































































.O'sC -. ' 4 .^ i 1
. 1 ->J - 1 .-J •> .31 1
. 3UO - 1 . 1 ^  . J20
. <. S J - . . - I t . 4 U I
.(.00 -,!j 0 . .<,^5
.^00 -.^ -1 .5-^4
. 0 = 5 .ICC -.604 ".40:
. ' 27 . li)0 - 1 . JlH . j*>7
. 4 D 7 .6JO -.403 .5 io






. 5 ^ 7





TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED




S T A T I O N . !•>••)? S T A T I O N .
X/C CP P/PIINF X/C
..050 -.323 .o*»l 0.000
.150 -.482 .oUl .012
.300 -.520 .SJ? .025
.450 -.381 .02.6 .050
.600 -.516 .-»*3 .100
.300 -.40* -n20 .150














.100 -1.256 .409 .025
.300 -.747 .'ilo .050
.60.0 -.266 .-n55 .100









































































































































































































(a) M = 0.70. Continued.
a = -3.32°
- S T A T I O N .15«> S T A T I O N
X/C CP P /P f lNF X/C
.050 -.540 .-id7 0.000
.15f> -.604 . 71 .012
.^00 -.535 . 7o .025
.450 -.461 . (.6 .050
.600 -.543 . 86 .100
.<*no -.410 . 19 .150














.100 -.394 .499 .025
.100 -.785 .520 .050
.600 -.277 .0^2 .100










































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.70. Continued.
a = -2.44°
S T A T I O N .1597











































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.70. Continued.














































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.70. Continued.





























































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .li?; S T A T I O N .
X/C CP tVPJlNF X/C
.050 -1.178 .429 0.000
.150 -1.262 .-.OH .012
.300 -.763 .512 .025
.450 -.447 .5oO .050
.60(1 -.597 .S7i .ICO
.800 -.378 .o^7 .150














.100 -.355 .633 .025
..ICO -.595 .573 .050
.600 -.2H6 .650 .100








































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.70. Continued,
a = 1.05°
ST4TION ,liS>




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(a) M = 0.70. Concluded.
0=3.18"





















































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.75



























































































































































































































































(b) M = 0.75. Continued.
a =-3.44"
STATION .1592
X/C CP P /PTINF,
.050 -.510 . 50
.150 -.625 . 19
.300 -.631 . 18
.450 -.5.10 . 50










































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.75. Continued.
S T A T I O N .1517 S T A T I O N .
x/c CP P/ITINF x/c
.050 -.581 .sil o.ooo
.150 -.769 ...DO .01?
.100 -.72? .<.«} .025
.450 -.555 .5*11 .050
.600 -.5BO .5*1 . 100
.ana -.354 .593 .150














.100 -.742 .4HK .025
.100 -1.045 .405 .050
.600 -.727 .n27 .100







































































































































































































(b) M =0.75. Continued.
a = -1.58"














































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.75. Continued.
o = -0.59°











































































































































































































































(b) M = 0.75. Continued.














































































































































































































































TABLE VI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL OFF; WAKE RAKE ON;
AILERON UNSEALED - Concluded
(b) M = 0.75. Concluded.
a = 1.34°





















































































































































































































































TABLE vn.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED















S T A T I O N .4245
X/C CP P/PTINF









































































































S T A T I O N
>/C CP















































































































(a) M = 0.70. Continued.
a = -3.09°; CL = -0.033


























































































































































































































































TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued
(a) M =0.70. Continued.






























































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.70. Continued.
CN=
CN"

















































































































































































































































TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued
(a) M-0.70. Continued,





































































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.70. Concluded.









































































































































































































































































TABLE VD.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued



















































































































































































































































(b) M = 0.73. Continued.'















































































































































































































































TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued




























S T A T I O N .4245











































































































S T A T I O N .7325














































































































(b) M = 0.73. Continued.




























































































































































































































































TABLE vn.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.73. Continued.
a = 0.52 ; C. =
Ll
0.419.













































































































































































































































(b) M =0.73. Continued.
a * 1.55"; C. = 0.568


















































































































































































































































































.TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued
(b) M = 0.73. Concluded.





























































































































2.36°; C.LI = 0.657




















































































































TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued
(c) M = 0.75
o =-4.70°; C. =-0.237LI
















































































































































S T A T I O N .
X/C


















































































































(c) M = 0.75. Continued.
a = -0.29°; CL = 0.316
S T A T I O N .1592 S T A T I O N .4245 S T A T I O N .7325 S T A T I O N .9025
X/C CP P/PTINF >/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF X/C CP P/PTINF
UPPER SURFACE
.050 -.930 .437 0.000 1.130 .995 O.COO .090 .713 .050 -1.056 .403
.150 -1.143 .378 .012 .009 .692 .012 -.096 .663 .150 -1.236 .354
.300 -1.040 .407 .025 -.453 .566 .C25 -.344 .596 .300 -.780 .478
.450 -.(53 .512 .050 -.830 .451 .C50 -.877 .452 .450 -.669 .503
.600 -.570 .535 .100-1.146 .379 .100-1.086 .395 .600 -.664 .509































































































































































































.100 -.549 .540 25 45 7 25 3 6 .100 -.931 .437
.300 -.703 .499 50 5 71 50 4 42 .300 -.666 .509
.600 -.256 .620 0 5 06 0 9  .600 -.294 .609
.800 .122 .722 0  63 0 4 0 .800 . .094 .714
218
TABLE Vn.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Continued












































































































































































































































S T A T I O N .9025











(c) M = 0.75. Continued.
a = 1.39°; C. = 0.521
Ll

























































































































S T A T I O N
X / C


















































































































TABLE VH.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON SEALED - Concluded
(c) M = 0.75. Concluded.
a = 2.01°; CL = 0.553












































































































































































































































TABLE vm.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON DNSEALED; HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE
(a) M = 0.30
a = 2.40°; CL = 0.518













































































































































































































































M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 8.81 ; CL 1.053







































































































































































































































































TABLE VHI.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED; HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.























































































































•• 10.90°; C, = 1.220LI
S T A T I O N .7325














































































































(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 13.03°; CL = 1.1
CM
CH=
S T A T I O N .1592 S T A T I O N
X/C CP P /PTINF X/C
.050 -3.281 .745 0.000
.150 -1.76? .835 .012
.300 -1.094 .875 .055
.450 -.722 .197 .050
.600 - .543 .907 .100
.800 -.201 .927 .150














.100 .63'. .977 .C25
.300 .121 .947 .050
.600 -.043 .937 .100








































































































































































































.800 . 2<-l .555
222 \
TABLE VEI.- PHESSUHE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED; HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 14.12°; C. = 1.448Li
CNs
CMa
S T A T I O I .1592 S T A T I C 1 N .
X/C CP P / P T I N F X/C CP
.050 -3.487 .733 C . C C O
.150 -1.302 .833 .012
.300 -1.105 .874 .025
.450 -.715 .897 .C50
.600 -.503 .910 . ICO
.800 -.131 .929 .150














.100 .700 .981 .025
.300 .149 .949 .050
.600 -.039 .937 .100














































P / P T I NF





































S T A T I U N .7325
>/C CP P / P T I N F



































































































S T A T I O N .9025











(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 14.92°; CL = 1.293
CN
CHs




























































































































































































































































TABLE VLTJ.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED; HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE - Continued
(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
S T A T I O N . .159?


























































































































15.94 ; C. = 1.279Li








































































































S T A T I O N .9025

















(a) M = 0.30. Continued.
a = 16.94°; Cr = 1.318Li
S T A T I O N .1592 STATION
X/C CP P/PTINF X/C
.050 -3.513 .731 0.000
.150 -1.759 .335 .C12
.300 -1.055 ,B77 . .025
.450 -.677 .399 ,C50
.600 -.C14 .907 .100
.800 -.216 .927 .150
















.100 .753 .934 .025
.300 .7>6 .953 .C50
.600 - .323 .539 .100












































































































































































































TABLE Vm.- PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS FOR CONFIGURATION 2; HORIZONTAL TAIL ON; WAKE RAKE OFF;
AILERON UNSEALED; HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE - Concluded
(a) M = 0.30. Concluded.
0 =
S T A T I P N .1592 S T A T I O N .4245
X/C CP P/PTI.-4F X/C CP P/PTINF
.050 -2.513 .767 0.000
.150 -1.0)1- .373 .012
.300 -.714 .357 .025
.450 -.455 .513 - C 5 0
.600 -.539 .906 .100
.800 -.73") .396 .150














.100 .7>)9 .181 .CJ5
.300 .133 .547 .050
.600 -.197 .529 .100


















































































S T A T I O N .7325
>/C CP P/Pf lNF






































































































































































(a) Photographs of wind-tunnel model.










































(c) Photographs of profile drag rake and
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(a) M = 0.30.
Figure 4.- Chordwise pressure distribution through extended angle-of-attack range.
77 = 0.4245; i^ = 0°; 6e = 0°. Symbols without flags correspond to upper sur-






























































(a) M = 0.30.
Figure 5.- Effect of aileron deflection on the chordwise pressure distribution.
77=0.7325; ih = 0°; 6e = 0°. Symbols without flags correspond to upper
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(a) r] = 0.4245.
Figure 6.- Effect of sealed aileron on the chordwise pressure distribution.
M = 0.73. Symbols without flags correspond to upper surface; symbols




o 1.49 0.5670 Unsealed
o 1.55 .6150 Sealed
Upper surface
Lower surface




o 2.33 0.6626 Unsealed
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All shock loss not included
0 .2 .4 _ . .6 .8
(a) Section drag coefficient.
Figure 7.- Variation of section drag coefficient, angle of attack, and section pitching-
moment coefficient with section normal-force coefficient at various Mach numbers

















. All shock loss not included J7
1.0 1.2



















































Figure 8.-Variation of cna, cd, cmc , and cmjO with Mach number for
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"The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall be
conducted so as to contribute . . . to the expansion of human knowl-
edge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space. The Administration
shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate dissemination
of information concerning its activities and the results thereof."
—NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ACT OF 1953
NASA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL REPORTS: Scientific and technical information considered
important, complete, and a lasting contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL NOTES: Information less broad in scope but nevertheless of
importance as a contribution to existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS: Information receiving limited distribu-
tion because of preliminary data, security classification, or other reasons.
CONTRACTOR REPORTS: Scientific and technical information generated
under a NASA contract or grant and considered an important contribution to
existing knowledge.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: Information published in a foreign
language considered to merit NASA distribution in English.
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS: Information derived from or of value to NASA
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compilations, handbooks, sourcebooks, and special bibliographies.
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PUBLICATIONS: Information on tech-
nology used by NASA that may be of particular interest in commercial and other
non-aerospace applications. Publications include Tech Briefs, Technology
Utilization Reports, and Technology Surveys.
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